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A three for Hope. In the Picture of the World's End.

The Hope is for the Present, the Future, and the Past.

If our frame be broken, let it be done.

If our bodies be taken, let it be done.

With our bodies, let it be done.
HAGGAI, i. 5.

Now therefore thus saith the Lord of Hosts,
Consider your Ways.

The Faculty of reviewing our past Lives and the present State of our Hearts, in order to approve what is right, or condemn what is wrong in either, carries with it an evident Obligation upon all Men, to exercise it constantly and uprightly. It is a Principle, that implies in its very Nature an Authority over the whole of our Conduct: and we every one feel ourselves most intimately bound to obey its Dictates. Even when we doubt in particular how we are to act, we must know in general, that we are to act as Truth and Conscience direct. And not to examine, what they direct, or whether we are following it, is transgressing the first fundamental Law of moral Agents. So that in—
S E R M O N I.
deed God our Maker faith to each of us conti-
nually, by the inward Voice of our own Breasts, Consider your Ways. A Precept universally acknowledged, and highly honoured even by Heathens: but peculiarly inforced on Chris-
tians, as it is not only often and solemnly en-
joined in Scripture, but, to secure all possible
Regard to it, Self-examination is incorpo-
rated into the most sacred Rite of our holy
Religion, (Participation of the blessed Sacra-
ment,) as its vast Importance well deserved.
For in the Midst of so many Passions and
Appetites, as compose our Frame; so many
Disorders in it, as we are born with; so many
more, as we have superadded; such powerful
Temptations, as surround us on every Side;
we cannot hope, that the carefu.lest Attention
to ourselves will keep us intirely free from
Faults: but without such Care, we shall fall
into many more and worse; we shall go much
greater Lengths in them; we shall continue
the wrong Conduct we have once begun, blind
to its Guilt and Peril, or only quit one Error
to adopt another; till we fix ourselves down in
a confirmed State of Sin and Misery. By a
little neglect of Culture, a Soil, so fruitful of
in Weeds, will soon be covered with them:
besides
besides that the best Inclinations of the best Minds, if left to themselves, will run wild and degenerate. And proportionably as Persons are more exempted from the free Admonition of others, the more certainly and dangerously they must err, unless preserved by a most vigorous Use of their own Self-reflexions.

A Duty, thus plain and thus necessary, God will doubtless expect us to perform very faithfully. And what the Almighty commands, we shall always find it our Interest to do, never to omit. When we have acted amiss indeed, we must feel Pain in thinking of it. But it is Pain in order to a Cure, which Health and Ease will follow: whereas the Cowardice of not searching our Wounds will inevitably make them fatal. In some of the most trifling Affairs of Life, we should think it strangely absurd, not to observe, what we were doing. But how vastly more is it so, in the Management of the whole of Life; on which our Happiness or Misery depends, in Time and to Eternity!

We cannot bear perhaps to be so serious. But if we refuse it, sooner or later we shall assuredly be driven to it. And never have there been in the World poor Creatures so desperately
dreadfully serious, as they, who have resolved to be always gay and thoughtless. Terrors of Mind, Pains of Body, Perplexity of Affairs have come to be their hourly Companions; till very often Life itself hath grown insupportable to them; and they have desperately broken out of it, and even that in vain. Here or hereafter every one must think: will we then do it, while it may avail us; or when it can only aggravate our Sufferings? Besides, Persons of the greatest Levity are serious in some Points: as earnest, as they are capable of being, about Matters that very little deserve it: and why not about the one thing needful?

But possibly we are not convinced that our Behaviour is of such infinite and eternal Importance. However, at least it is of Importance to examine, whether it be or not. That Inquiry can do us no harm: and it may do us good beyond conception.

But perhaps we have inquired, and think there is Reason to doubt of what we are commonly taught concerning these Matters. But when did we begin to think so? Was it before we had grossly sinned; or however, were pretty much resolved to sin, and wanted to be made easy in it? Or was it not in consequence of
of imagining, that an Infidel Way of thinking would give us a distinguished and fashionable air? If so, what Chance was there, that our Inquiry should be a fair one? It is not picking up from others, or inventing ourselves a few Jefts and Cavils, or even real Objections against Religion, that intitles us to say we have examined it: but an impartial thorough Search into every Thing, within our Reach, favourable to it, as well as contrary. What Authors then have we read, with what Men of Learning and Abilities have we conversed, on the religious Side of the Question? And with what Sort of Spirit have we done it? We have been caught, it may be, with somewhat, that appears ludicrous. But may not every Thing almost be made to appear so to a light Mind? We have been shocked perhaps by more solid Difficulties. But are there not such in all Parts of Knowledge? Are there not much greater, in what Infidels believe, than what Christians believe? Whoever looks closely into the Matter, will find that their Credulity beyond Comparison exceeds ours. Or supposing, after some honest Inquiry, we still doubt: have we not often doubted long, of what at last we found true? Would we tamely give up our
Title to an Estate, or an Honour, because a few Suspicions were started about it, that we could not immediately confute? And doth not our whole Title, to no less than eternal Felicity, stand and fall with our Religion?

But further: what do we doubt of? Not surely of all the Articles of Faith, and all the Obligations of Life. Have we then considered well, what the undoubted Ones are, and how far they ought to influence our Conduct? Whenever we do, we shall certainly find, that no one Part of it can safely be vicious: and indeed, that there is not the least firm Ground to stand on, between uniform Piety and Morals, and uniform Profligateness and Villainy. If God and Virtue are Realities, we are bound to every Thing which they require in every Case. If they are not, we are bound to nothing in any Case. Whoever then is shocked at the latter Supposition, must take Refuge in the former: and consequently see it his Duty, to weigh all his Behaviour deliberately and impartially.

We find it but too easy, if we will, to judge very favourably of almost the worst Actions we have ever done. At least, between disguising them with false Colours, and hurrying on to do
do and think of somewhat else, we can for the most part quiet, if not applaud ourselves: especially if others, above all, others of our own Rank, are guilty of them without scruple. And even Sins, that we thought heinous ones, when they were just committed, after some time we grow to imagine scarce worth Notice: as if Distance lessened the Reality of Objects, as well as the Appearance. But God sees every Thing in its true Light and Magnitude: and surely then it is our Concern to see it so too. For what can it avail us, to imagine pleasing Falsehoods, when we are to stand so soon, indeed stand always, before a Judge, who discerns the very Bottom of our Souls, and to whom a thousand Years are but as one Day?

Have we then examined, as in his Presence, our Lives and Hearts? And by what Standard have we tried their Innocence or Guilt? The Practice of others can no more justify Us, than ours can Them. Mere Fancy and Inclination is no Rule at all. And Reason, if biased, is next to none. Have we then really done our utmost to divest it of Self-partiality, to enlighten it by the Instruction of pious and judicious Friends and Books; and, above all, to direct it by the unerring Word of God?

A 4

The
The written Laws of that, cannot be moulded into what we please, like the variable Argu-
ings of our own Minds; but will unmoveably oppose our most darling Passions, if they be wrong. And since our final State must be judged by it, surely our present ought too.

If then there be any Persons, (and God grant there be not many here!) who have never duly obeyed his great Command of considering their Ways: To-day, if ye will hear his Voice, bar-
den not your Hearts. To-morrow may be quite too late: and at best every Delay will make Self-inspection more painful, and our Condition more hopeles. But how carefully foever we may have searched into our Breasts already, fresh Occasions for it will be daily rising; and unless the Repetition of it be fre-
quent, we shall perform it ineffectually, and very soon leave it off entirely. The present Season indeed is a yearly Memorial of Recol-
lection and Seriousness. But as the mere out-
ward Shew of it is of no Value; so the more real Goodness of a few Weeks, if it end with them, is of very little. Our Business therefore is, so to examine ourselves now, as to live more Christianly ever after. And whence can

*Psalm xcv. 8.*
we better begin, than from what we owe to Him, that made us?

Do we then often think of him, and constantly reverence him, as the wise and good, the just and powerful, Ruler of the World? Do we praise him for his Mercies, pray for his Pardon, Protection and Grace, not only now and then in public Form, but daily in private, with a deep and awful Sense of what we say before him? Or can we perhaps some of us remember when we prayed in secret, and in earnest last? If not, why this Neglect of the Author of all we enjoy, the Disposer of all we hope for? Can we think it Meaneness to honour him, even with the lowest Submission? Do we think it Meaneness in our Inferiors to pay due Respect to us? If not, why in us to pay all Respect to God? Will we then at least do it for the future? Resolving otherwise deliberately, comes very little short of renouncing and defying him; and dare we then go thus far? What would it deserve were we to treat an earthly Superior so? What doth it deserve, if we treat the Lord and King of all so?

But besides Worship, we owe him further, Faith in what he teaches, Obedience to what he commands. Have we then inquired with

Humility
Humility of Heart, what Doctrines he hath proposed to our Belief, what Laws he hath prescribed to our Conduct, by Reason or Revelation? Or do we set up our own Fancy and Caprice for absolute Judges of his Declarations and Appointments: indolently and securely determining, that this Article of Faith or Rule of Life, be its Evidence what it will, cannot come from him; and another, though it doth, ought however to give Way to our private Interest, Ease or Humour? Could such Treatment of human Laws be born? And will the Almighty and All-wise bear it? Be not deceived: God is not mocked.

But, how fully soever we own the Authority of Religion, do we practise it? What is our great Aim and Endeavour here? Is it to secure a happy Immortality? Or to grasp as many, as we can, of the splendid Bubbles of this momentary Scene? To get a little more Power, or Wealth, or Rank, and then, with unabated Thirst, a little more still; even to the very Night, that our Souls shall be required of us? Whom do we think happy? The virtuous, the humble, the good? Or the artful, the prosperous, the great? What do we rejoice in, or grieve at? Is it our Proficiency or Failure, in Love
Love and Duty to God, in Reasonableness of Heart, Uprightness of Behaviour, Disengagement from this trifling World? Are these the Things we are concerned about? Or a very different Sort of Advantages and Pre-eminences, belonging to the present State of Things entirely, and many of them quite contemptible, even were no other to follow? When our Duty and our Interest thwart each other, how do we act? Honestly and cheerfully give up the latter? Or frame poor Excuses for preferring it, or unfair Contrivances for reconciling it, to the former? These are Questions of the last Importance. For if the Love of the World be our reigning Passion, the Love of the Father is not in us. Which do we choose then, Earth or Heaven? Let us not cheat ourselves, but speak it out to our own Hearts.

Or, however free in this Respect, do we live to no other Passion, equally unworthy? Is not our principal View to be admired for some Accomplishment, or applauded for some Ability, of very little Merit? And are we not led both into Follies and Sins, to obtain and increase a false Kind of Esteem from others,
that will only tempt us to forget ourselves? Do we attentively distinguish, what is truly of Value, and to what Degree? In how many Things of Consequence we are deficient, in how few we excel? And *who hath made us to differ* from the very meanest of our Fellow-creatures? Are we willing, if need require, to be slighted and despised, hated and reproached, for the Sake of acting as we ought? Or do we love the Praise of Men, and seek not the Honour that cometh from God only?

But, supposing we are clear both of Worldliness and Vanity, still what can we answer with respect to Pleasure? Do we indulge none, that is condemned by impartial Reason; or, what we are sure is impartial, the Word of God? Every forbidden Way of gratifying sensual Desires, visibly produces many and dreadful Mischiefs and Crimes. Excess and Intemperance ruin the Healths; the Understandings, the Usefulness, the Fortunes, the Families of Men. Breach of Chastity produces all the same Evils, and extends them further: brings innocent Persons into Guilt and Dishonour, under treacherous Pretences of Esteem and Love; involves their innocent Friends in Diʃ-

*1 Cor. iv. 7.*  
*John xii 43.*  
*John v. 44.*
tress and Shame along with them, and occasions innumerable Evils, private and public. But particularly Breach of the Marriage Vow, dissolves the very Bonds of human Society. For if Faith and Truth, solemnly given, oblige not, oblige not both Sexes, in this Case, why do they in any other? Are we then innocent, in these Respects; or have we repented; or do we despise the Threatening, that they, who do such Things, shall not inherit the Kingdom of God?*

And, in regard to other Indulgences, have we acted as becomes rational Natures, designed to prepare ourselves, by the Discipline of this Life, for spiritual Happiness in a better? Do we guard with Care, against sinking into Delicacy and Indolence, against being dissipated amidst a Hurry of Gayeties, or lost in polite Amusements and elegant Trifles; or are we *Lovers of Pleasures more than Lovers of God*? What Proportion of our Income do we spend in Deeds of Piety, Charity and proper Benevolence? What Proportion of our Time, in the religious and moral Improvement of our Hearts, and the real Duties of our respective Stations? All the Wealth we have, and every Hour we

---

*Gal. v. 21.*

*2 Tim. iii. 4.*

live,
live, we must account for. Can we do it with Joy? Can we say we have been hitherto working, while it was Day, the Works of him that sent us? If not, will we now reflect, how fast the Night approaches?

Another, very material, Head of Examination, is that of our Resentments. Do we bear Ill-will to no one, for excelling or coming too near us in Rank, in Power, in Favour, in Fortune, in Qualifications of Body or Mind? Are we offended at no one, for doing what he justly might, perhaps what he ought; or, at least, apprehended himself bound to? Have we inquired, with Diligence and Candour, into the Truth and Motives of the Fact we are displeased with, and in Effect heard both Sides? Do we make all fit Allowances for the Merit, for the Repentance of the offending Party, for human Infirmity in general? Do we never punish, but when it is plainly needful: and never then, but by lawful Means, and in a proper Degree; never accuse, but when we have evident Reason; and always confine ourselves in doing it to the Words of Truth and Soberness? We have been guilty ourselves of many and

---

\(^{h} \text{John ix. 4.} \quad ^{i} \text{Acts xxvi. 25.}\)
great Faults, both against God and Man: do we forgive, as we hope to be forgiven?

A further Inquiry yet must be, (an extremely comprehensive and interesting one) What is the Tendency of our common Discourse and Conversation? Is it favourable to Religion, to Probity, to Decency, to Good-will among Men, or the contrary? Doth it express Dislike of Wickedness and Folly, though countenanced by Fashion; or Excuse, if not Approbation, of whatever chances to be in Vogue? Doth it shew, that *in our Eyes a vile Person is condemned, but we honour them that fear the Lord*? or do we love to palliate the Sins of the former, and aggravate the Failures of the latter? Have we indeed ever thought of Rules on this Subject? Or said, *Our Lips are our own, Who is Lord over us*? Yet licentious Talk, of every Kind, doth unspeakable Mischief. We all complain of it, when we suffer by it. And when other Persons, when Society, when the Honour of God, when Piety and Virtue, suffer by it; there is evidently the fame, there is often far greater, Guilt in it. And, since our Hearts are as much concerned in what we say, as what we do; the Declaration is perfectly reasonable:

*Pf. xv. 4.*

*Pf. xii. 4.*

By
By thy Words thou shalt be justified, and by thy Words thou shalt be condemned. Which then shall we be?

But our Behaviour must be recollected, not only towards our Fellow-creatures in general, but with a closer View to the more particular Relations of Life. If married Persons, are we faithful, affectionate, considerate, mild, prudent? If Children, do we make thankful Returns for the Care and Tenderness of our Parents; obey them dutifully; and pay them all that Honour, which we shall certainly expect hereafter to be paid us? If Parents, do we preserve towards our Children a proper Temperature of Authority and Condescension, and watch over and provide for those, to whom we have given Being, so as may best secure their true Happiness, and our own Comfort in them, now and at the great Day? If Heads of Families, have we due Respect to the present and eternal Good of those whom we take under our Roof; remembering, that we also have a Master in Heaven? If Servants, do we behave with Singleness of Heart, shewing all Fidelity, as unto the Lord, and not to Men? As Subjects, do we express, in Word and Deed, the

m Matth. xii. 37.
Reverence and the Gratitude we owe, to those whom Providence hath put in Authority over us? Whether our Condition be private or public, do we act in it, unbiased, to the utmost of our Knowledge, by Interest, Prejudice, and partial Affection? If employed in Affairs, are we vigilant and upright, and studious, in all Things, of the general Good, as Men fearing God, and hating Covetousness? If advanced to Stations of Eminence and Power, do we countenance Religion, Virtue, Merit; and discourage the worthless and profligate? Or only wonder the World is so bad, when we have contributed to make it so: or conclude it can never be good, when indeed we have tried no Means to reform it?

Further; in this Situation, are we careful, what Sort of Example we set others to copy after? And sufficiently apprehensive, (for we can hardly be too much,) that not only our Sins, but our Imprudences, Actions that are imprudent only as they endanger others, may produce an incredible deal of Evil in those around us and beneath us; whereas God expects all Persons to be his Ministers for good, in Proportion to the Abilities and Opportunities, with which he hath intrusted them.

*Exod. xviii. 21.*

Vol. VII. B Nor-
Nor should we stop at considering, what our Faults have been: that alone would be a Speculation of little Use: but proceed to think what must follow from them. Indeed, have we not already some of us found our Characters, our Fortunes, our Healths, impaired by them? Or at least will they not of Necessity in a little Time? Hath not the Happiness, we promised ourselves from our Transgressions, proved very insignificant, or very short-lived? Have they not often brought upon us dreadful Anguish and Distress; and sometimes forced us into most destructive Methods of trying to get rid of the Torment of Thought? Or, how joyfully soever we go on at present: yet the further we go, must not our Return be more difficult; and unless we return, our End more deplorable? Nay indeed, will not the less blameable, the allowable Indulgences of this World, if we pursue them eagerly, and live chiefly to them, exclude or wear out from our Souls, those Impressions of and Attentions to serious Piety, which alone will bring us Peace in our last Hour? We can affect, it may be, to talk of Death with much Indifference; but have we in earnest brought it near to us, and considered what it is? An immediate Passage,
S E R M O N I.

fage, without Recall, into that State, where small and great shall stand before God: who, as surely as he governs the World with Justice and Wisdom, will bring every Work into Judgment, with every secret Thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil; and recompense us all according to our Use of every Talent committed to us. Are we then prepared against that Day? Ready for the Searcher of Hearts, were he to call us now to our final Account? If not: do we reflect, how soon we may be called, how soon we must, and what the Consequences will be for ever? Do we then at length resolve, against all Sin, all Occasions of Sin, all Supineness and Negligence from this Time forwards? Are we unfeignedly sorry, that we have resolved it no sooner? Are we deeply sensible, that, in all we have done amiss, we have provoked a most holy God; and have no Claim to Pardon, much less to Happiness hereafter, but through the Mercy, procured by our blessed Redeemer? And will we accordingly fly to Him alone, with an humble Faith in the Atonement of his Death, and the Efficacy of his Grace: or boldly hazard all, on the Sufficiency of our own Strength, which

* Eccl. xii. 14.

B. 2

hath
hath deceived us so often, and the imagined Merits of our own Righteousness, or our own Repentance, imperfect and defective as they both are?

Think not any of these, harsh and ill-natured Questions: they are the very friendliest, that can be proposed. Think them not gloomy and melancholy Inquiries: they are the Groundwork of all true Comfort. No one indeed hath a Right to require an Answer to them from another: but God hath full Right to command, as he doth, by his Word and the Preachers of it, that every one put them home to his own Soul. They carry still more Terror to those, who are bound by their Office to utter them, than to those who fit and hear them: but Terror inexpressible to all, who provide not to answer them well; and Joy inexpressible to all, that do. Let us therefore conscientiously search and try our Ways, and turn unto the Lord our God. Let us beg of him fervently, to shew us what Manner of Persons we have been, are, and ought to be; and say to him, in the Words, which he himself hath dictated, Who can tell how oft he

\[p \text{Lament. iii. 40.}\]
SERMON I.

offendeth? O cleanse thou me, from my secret Faults. Try me, O God, and seek the Ground of my Heart: prove me, and examine my Thoughts. Look well, if there be any Way of Wickedness in me, and lead me in the Way everlasting.

SERMON II.

2 Cor. v. 21.

For he hath made him to be Sin for us, who knew no Sin; that we might be made the Righteousness of God in him.

THESE Words contain that great Article of the Christian Faith, that the Death of our blessed Saviour hath obtained for us Pardon, Grace and everlasting Life: which important Truth is so strangely disregarded, even by many, who call themselves his Disciples, that I think it necessary

I. To confute the Prejudices, that lead Men to think slightly of their Need of the Satisfaction, which he made on our Behalf: before I proceed

II. To explain and defend this Part of the Christian Doctrine.

I. Our Condition with respect to God is infinitely the most important of all our Concerns;
cerns; for we are absolutely in his Power alone: and the Forgiveness of our Sins is the most important Article in that Condition. Were we innocent Creatures, we could only doubt, what Happiness we had to hope for from Him: and about that we might be, though not indifferent, yet free from Anxiety. But as we are all guilty, the first Question, and a very alarming one, is, what Punishment we have to fear? Thoughtlessness and Partiality may indeed dispose us to imagine, that however right in Speculation the Laws of Religion and Virtue may be, yet in Practice great Allowance is due to Inclination; this being as truly Part of our Nature, as Reason. And when Persons find many others that seem to judge in the same Manner, (especially if some of them be of that Rank, which is admitted in most Things to set the Pattern;) then, in Companies together they can go almost any Lengths: decide in a Moment, that this is Superstition, and that Preciseness; that such Restraints are absurd, such others unnecessary; and take Fancy and Fashion, mixed together as it happens, for the only Rules of Life; without a single Reflexion whether they are acting, as they ought; or the least Apprehension, that, if they are not, any Harm
Harm will follow, provided they guard against a few present Inconveniences. Yet many of these perhaps are People of Conscience in some Things: but in others, they despise all mention of it: and for the most Part, if they behave tolerably well to their Fellow-creatures, have scarce the Notion of any Duty they owe to their Creator: at least beyond the mere Propriety of attending his Worship now and then, in Compliance with a Custom, that is not yet quite worn out.

Now would but such Men venture on a very safe Thing, a little serious Thought; they would soon perceive, that, though Inclination is a Part of our Nature, yet every Inclination must not be gratified; for this would be mischievous both to all around us, and to ourselves; that therefore we ought to have some Rule, which to indulge, and which to restrain: that Fancy and Fashion can never be the Rule; for both are continually varying, and would often lead us to Dishonour and Ruin: that we have within us a natural Sense of Right and Wrong, which passes Judgement with Authority on our Actions, frequently whether we will or not; and that, if it be in many Cases obscure and weak, our Business is to improve and strengthen
S E R M O N II.

strengthen it: that the great and wise Being, who hath made us and all Things, must intend we should behave suitably to this Consciousness, which he hath given us; and obey whatever Commands he may think fit to super-add: that both his Holiness and his Goodness oblige him, as the Sovereign of the World, to preserve due Order amongst his Subjects, by recompening them as they deserve: for that some Actions deserve well, and some ill, we every one of us inwardly feel.

Yet we are very apt to persuade ourselves, that it is beneath him to look so low, as the Passions and Follies of such inconsiderable Creatures as we are. But I intreat you to consider: Is there, upon Earth, that creeping Thing, that Weed, that smallest Particle of dead Matter, which God hath not formed with inexpressible Wisdom, and doth not govern by flated Laws, which have all their Force from the never-ceasing Exertion of his Power? And how can we doubt then of his governing the rational, that is, the noblest Part of his Creatures, by Laws equally adapted to them: by Precepts, Rewards, Punishments? What is there worthy of him to do, if this be not? But indeed, he hath both assured us of his doing it.
SERMON II.

It, and we experience that he doth it. We perceive his Injunctions and Prohibitions within us: we pass his Sentence on ourselves, when we do amiss: we undergo Corrections of his Appointment, when we suffer for what we have done; and by these Specimens of his Justice now, he warns us of the full Execution of it hereafter. For if Wickedness escape, and finally triumph, in one single Instance, then is God no longer infinitely perfect, but partial or impotent, like one of us. Earthly Princes confine their Care to the most important Points, because attending to every Point is, not below them, but above them. The nearer they can approach towards it, the livelier Images they are of him, who bumbleth himself to behold the Things that are in Heaven and Earth, and who numbereth the Hairs of our Heads, and weighs every Thought of our Hearts. Let not good Persons be terrified at this: for he knows whereof we are made, and is merciful to them that fear him. But let the Inconsiderate, the Rash and the Bold, learn from it, both to be cautious how they act, and to recollect how they have acted. We seem very commonly to think that the Sins of our former

\[a\text{Psalms cxiii. 5, 6.} \quad b\text{Matthew x. 30.} \quad c\text{Psalms ciii. 13, 14.} \]

Days,
Days, lose their Guilt in Proportion to their Distance; and are gradually annihilated, as the Impression of them wears out of our Minds. But with God what is past is not gone. On the contrary, unless we intitle ourselves duly to Forgiveness, it remains on Record an indelible Evidence, against that Day, when the Books shall be opened, and the Dead be judged out of the Things which are written in them.4

It greatly concerns us therefore to look back on all our Faults, that we may see distinctly, what our true Condition is. Probably enough, on a superficial Inquiry, the Verdict may be highly to our Advantage. But our Business is to make a thorough Search and know the Reality: by placing before our Thoughts, (after composing them into a serious Temper,) first the several Rules of a godly, righteous and sober Life, made known to us by Reason and Scripture; then our own Conduct under each Head. Whoever hath not examined thus, has need to begin immediately; and whoever hath, will have need to repeat his Work frequently from Time to Time. But the present Season is peculiarly appropriated to pious Recollection. If therefore we contrive Methods of running away

4 Rev. xx. 12. from
from it now, we too plainly signify our Inten-
tion of neglecting it for ever: and if those
Contrivances be public and professed ones; we
offend against common Decency, as well as
Religion.

In the Performance of this Duty, we ought
by no Means to accuse ourselves falsely: but
it would be a fatal Mistake to flatter ourselves:
to overlook or extenuate the Faults we have
committed, or fancy, that be they ever so bad,
we could not help it, and others have done
worse; and nothing remains, but to be easy
about the Matter. How many soever have
done amiss, they shall all account for their
Doings: for Numbers of Criminals can never
change Wrong into Right; and judging the
World is no harder to God, than condemning
a single Person. He hath notified his Will to
us all, by the Light of our own Consciences,
by the Revelation of his holy Word, by the
Instructions of other religious Books, by the
private Admonitions of our Friends, by the
public Warnings of his Ministers. He hath
given us much more Strength to perform our
Duty, than we use: he is ready, on our humble
Request, to add to it as much as we want.
And in these Circumstances it can never be a
slight
flight Matter, if, in any one Instance, we have been disobedient or negligent towards him; have unjustly hurt or disregarded any of his Creatures, our Brethren; have corrupted or debased our own Natures; and behaved unsuitably to the Condition in which he hath placed us, or the spiritual Bliss for which he hath designed us.

We are strangely disposed to consider some Transgressions, as being Subjects of Mirth only. But in Truth every Departure from the Rule of Right, and the Commands of our Maker, is a Thing of great Moment: and what we are pleased to imagine trifling, were it not for Custom and Self-partiality, we should see to be of great Consequence. We are also extremely apt to think our Faults more important in almost every other View, than as they offend God. And yet the direct contrary is one of the plainest Truths, that can be. For as all we enjoy proceeds from him; as our Happiness or Misery depends entirely upon him; and every bad Thing we do, (whomsoever else it may injure or not,) is always injurious to his Authority, and hateful to his holy Nature; he is evidently beyond all Comparison the Person, whom we are continually to have most in our Thoughts,
Thoughts, whose Favour we should chiefly desire, whose Displeasure we should chiefly dread. If therefore we have acted amiss, (and who hath not, in more and greater Points, than he is willing to allow?) barely acting otherwise, without Regard to God as interested in the Case, can never be enough. Till we feel a deep Sense in our Hearts of the Unworthiness of our Behaviour towards him, we are far from becoming inwardly what we ought: and unless we keep alive and strengthen that Sense, by humbly and frequently expressing it to him, with earnest Desires of his Pardon and Grace, and hearty Endeavours of Amendment, we neglect the Methods of Reconciliation and Recovery, which Reason itself points out to us.

There are so few brought thus far in Religion, that very possibly the first natural Thought of a great Part of them may be, that nothing farther can be wanting to procure them Forgiveness and future Happiness. And it is very true, that we can do no more, not so much indeed, without the divine Interposition. But it by no Means follows, that this will be enough, even to save us from Punishment, much less to obtain us Reward; and least of all the unspeakable Reward of everlasting Life.
As the Laws of God are just, he may justly inflict the Penalties of them on Transgressors. As he is the moral Governor of the Universe, he must support the Honour of his Government throughout his Creation. Human Government can never be supported, without making a great Difference, in many Cases, between penitent Persons and innocent Ones. Whether the Divine can or not, we none of us know: for the Extent of it is boundless, and we are acquainted but very imperfectly with so much as our own small Part. Even in this, we see, that by the Constitution of Things, which God hath appointed, Repentance often avails not at all, and often very imperfectly, to prevent the bad Effects, in this World, of our Faults and Follies. And how shall we be sure, that the same Kind of Rules, which we experience to take Place here, may not also take Place hereafter? Whatever therefore God shall reveal to us concerning these Matters, we ought to receive with implicit Reverence: and use with the utmost Thankfulness any Method, which he shall inform us is necessary, or expedient, in order to avoid the ill Consequences of our Sins, though possibly we perceive no Manner of Connexion between the Remedy and
and the Cure. Nor shall we in so doing pay any greater Regard to the All-wise God, (tho' unspeakably greater is his Due,) than we pay continually, and should be inexcusable if we did not, to our poor ignorant Fellow-creatures, whom we trust, full as implicitly, with our Fortunes, our Healths and our Lives.

What then hath God taught us concerning our Case? That neither such Repentance, nor such Reformation, as we are capable of, will suffice to obtain us Forgiveness and eternal Happiness. For he hath ordained farther Means for these Ends: and he certainly would not without Cause; especially such extraordinary Means, as those in the Text: which I have purposely deferred to mention, till having shewn you, that Pardon is the great Thing we all want, and cannot of ourselves secure, I might dispose you to embrace with a more joyful Faith that reviving Assurance, that Him who knew no Sin, God hath made to be Sin for us, that we might become the Righteousness of God in Him. And this Doctrine I now proceed

II. To explain and defend.

The natural and obvious Meaning of these Words, interpreted jointly with innumerable
other Passages of Scripture, is; that our gracious Maker, being desirous perfectly to relieve Man-kind both from the Original bad Effects of the Fall of our first Parents, and the personal Guilt of our own Transgressions; but perceiving, in his unsearchable Wisdom, sufficient Reasons not to do it on such Confessions and Submissions only, as we were able to make, appointed, that his ever-blessed Son, (who voluntarily condescended to engage in the merciful Work) should take upon Him the likeness of sinful Flesh; and bear, for our Sakes, Inconveniences and Sufferings, from which otherwise the Dignity and the Purity of his Nature intirely exempted him; that he took upon him the Form of Man, not only in order to teach the Doctrines and exemplify the Practice of true Religion, which Men had almost forgotten; but also to undergo that painful and ignominious Death, which he foresaw wicked Persons, offended by his Reproofs, would inflict on him: that this Consent of His to be made Sin for us, to be crucified as a Malefactor on our Account, foreknown from Eternity, our heavenly Father hath been pleased to consider, as a Sin-offering made to himself: an Acknowledgement, on our Behalf, of the Ill-desert of Disobe-
Disobedience; a Satisfaction, in our Stead, to the Honour of his Justice; and an Inducement to bestow on all, who shall qualify themselves for receiving it, such full Pardon, as else they could never have had. Thus by making Him to be Sin for Them, He makes Them the Righteousness of God through Him; that is, on Account of Christ's yielding to be treated as a Criminal, He treats Them as no longer Criminals; giving them joyful Proofs here of his protecting Providence and sanctifying Grace; and raising them up hereafter from the universal Sentence of Death to the blessed Enjoyment of eternal Life.

This is so evidently the Tenour of the whole New Testament, that no one could ever have entertained the least Doubt on the Subject, but for the seeming Difficulty of reconciling some Part or other of it to his own Apprehensions and Notions: which surely, in a Matter so far above our Reach, we have little Cause to trust to, against the express Declarations of Him, who knows all Things. It implies no Absurdity in the least. Guilty Persons cannot claim Forgiveness; nor innocent Persons everlasting Happiness, as Matter of Right, but of Mercy and Favour only.

Now
Now God is not less merciful and favourable to his Creatures, if he provides on Purpose a particular Method for bestowing these Blessings on them, than if he did it without such a Provision. Nay indeed, more Mercy is shewn in making such a Provision when it is wanted, than could be shewn, were the Case better. The Goodness of God appears eminently, in proposing and accepting, what nothing but Goodness could induce him to propose and accept: the Goodness of our blessed Lord appears equally, in executing the gracious Design by such Condescensions, as we read in the Gospels, particularly of this Week: and the Goodness of the Divine Spirit, in applying the Whole, by his inward Operations, for the Benefit of our Souls. That one Person should undergo Pains and Hardships for the Sake of others, and a good Person suffer many Things to prevent the Misery and promote the Happiness of bad ones, is so common in lower Instances, that though we could not have expected, we may well believe, this high Degree of God's Love towards us, that while we were yet Sinners, Christ died for us. We see not indeed fully, how his Death produces our Salvation:

*Rom. v. 8.*
vation: nor do many People ever know, how the Steps taken by their Friends for their Pardon or Advancement proved effectual: yet they are not the less effectual on that Account. But thus much however we see daily, that, from Regard to the Services and Sufferings and Intercessions of some Persons, others have Favours done them, very wisely and justly, which else neither Wisdom nor Justice would have permitted. And why then should it not be a fit Recompense to our blessed Lord, (as undoubtedly it must be the most acceptable one possible,) for what he so cheerfully undertook and went through, that Mankind, to whom he had made himself related, in so extraordinary a Manner, with so amiable an Intention, should be treated the more kindly on his Account: that, to speak in the Language of the Prophet b, when he had made himself an Offering for Sin, he should see of the Travel of his Soul and be satisfied, by the Knowledge of Himself justifying many? For observe, no one will ever be accounted righteous for his Sake, who doth not in Fact become righteous by his Means. And rewarding his Incarnation and Death, by putting Sinners into his Hands to be

b Isai. liii. 10, 11.
made happy, on Condition that he should first make them Holy, Pious and Virtuous, doth no less Honour to the Justice of God, than to his Mercy,

And how little foever we apprehend the Reasons of what Heaven hath done towards our Deliverance; yet as we must perceive the Fitness of all that we are to contribute towards it, Repentance, Faith and Obedience, we know very fully as much as we need. They, who never heard of the Interposition of Christ, may possibly receive some Benefit from it, on a general Application, that God will be merciful to them in such Manner as he shall think proper. But of us will be required an explicit Petition for that Mercy, which he hath offered in that Form, which he hath directed. And if instead of this, we will rest our Cause solely on the Footing of our own Righteousness, or our own Repentance, imperfect as we know, or easily may know, they both are: if we refuse to acknowledge that Efficacy in the Death of our Blessed Saviour, which He and his Apostles have ascribed to it: from what Cause foever this proceeds, other than excusable Mistake; whether from a slight Opinion of the Desert of Sin, from a high Notion of human Virtue,
from Unwillingness to confess Obligations, or from the mere Pride of these poor shallow Understandings of ours, claiming to know every Reason that God hath for his Actions, while yet we know completely no one Thing around us; it is a presumptuous Neglect, full of Guilt. And one Motive for making our Salvation dependant on another, and the Manner of his obtaining it for us incomprehensible to ourselves, might well be, to check that swelling Vanity of our Hearts, which is the Parent of almost all our Sin and Misery, and to teach Man to walk humbly with his God.

Let us therefore thankfully accept his Mercy, just as we find it offered to us, and learn to own, that we have all sinned, and come short of the Glory of God, and are justified freely by his Grace, through the Redemption, that is in Jesus Christ: whom God hath set forth to be a Propitiation, through Faith in his Blood, to declare his Righteousness: that he might be just, and the Justifier of him which believeth in Jesus.


c Mic. vi. 8. d Rom. iii. 23—26.
SERMON III.

JAMES ii. 10.

For whosoever shall keep the whole Law, and yet offend in one Point, he is guilty of all.

Few Persons, I apprehend, have either read or heard these Words, without being in some degree shocked at them, and looking upon them as a very hard Saying*. For though, from Reverence to Scripture, we may endeavour to keep down what rises in our Minds, yet no wonder if we feel a strong Reluctance to believing, that he, who transgresses in some Things, is guilty of others, in which he doth not transgress; and so by running into one Extreme becomes chargeable with the Op-

* John vi. 60.
posite: which, it must be owned, this Passage, upon the first View of it, appears to affirm. But then we ought to remember, that in all Discourses, upon all Subjects, many Things occur, which are by no Means to be understood according to the mere Sound of the Words, but according to the Nature of the Matter in Question, the visible Intention of the Writer or Speaker, and the Use of the Language. And more especially short Sentences and Maxims, whether of Religion, Morals, or Prudence, ought to have this Allowance made to them: because they are often purposely conceived in Terms, the obvious Meaning of which alarms Men; that so their Attention may be excited more effectually to that hidden Wisdom, which, on farther Inquiry, it will be found they convey. Now the Assertion before us is a Jewish Maxim, found in several of their ancient Books, written since the Times of the Apostles, and therefore probably enough used before their Time, when a Controversy amongst them, of which we have Footsteps in the Gospels, might easily furnish an Occasion for it.

They had a Law, of which the Precepts, adding the Ceremonial to the Moral, were very numerous.
numerous. The Observation of all these, tho' adapted with great Wisdom to the Circumstances, in which they were placed for many Ages, was found very burdensome. And therefore some of them had begun to persuade themselves, and teach others, that a strict Obedience to whichever Part they pleased was sufficient; or to express it in their own Words, that God gave so many Commandments to them, that by doing any of them, they might be saved: by which they meant at least any great one: and hence in all Likelihood arose the Question, which was the great Commandment in the Law? A Doctrine of so pernicious Consequence as this, we may be sure, while there was any Regard to Truth left, would be strenuously opposed. And it was natural, that the contrary Doctrine should be expressed by the Teachers of it in the strongest Manner they

b Pocock on Hor. xiv. 2. from Ikkarim, 1. 3. c. 29. In hunc ordinem recipiunt quemvis antiqui, qui ob unicum tantummodo præscriptum præceptum, non rejiciens interim cætera, sed ea approbans, meretur nomen Israelitæ. Men. ben. Isr. de Resurr. 1. 2. c. 8. p. 181. But then he faith, 1. 1. c. 6. p. 43, 44. that the Ancients held, they were first to suffer for their bad Deeds, then to be rewarded for their good Deeds; but still all Israelites were to be finally happy, unless they disbelieved Providence, the Law, or the Resurrection.

c Matth. xxii. 36.
could well invent. Now such undoubtedly is that of the Text, which may seem indeed to have overdone the Matter not a little. But the Limitations, belonging to it, were probably well understood by every Body then. And therefore all that St. James needed, in writing to the Jewish Christians of those Days, was to confirm it by the Sanction of his Authority; though in our Times it is requisite to explain, and guard it against Mistakes: which also he hath greatly assisted us in doing.

For, that he never designed in the least to affirm, that being guilty of one Sin would make Mens Condition as bad, as being guilty of ever so many, we may be very sure; not only from the monstrous Unreasonableness of such a Notion, and its Inconsistency with what the other Parts of Scripture have expressly taught; but from hence also, that were this the Case, all Sinners whatever must receive an equal Condemnation; and yet he himself, in the very first Verse of the very next Chapter, speaks of some, that shall receive a greater Condemnation. Since therefore this could not be his Meaning, let us proceed

I. To consider, what it was, or might be.

II. To draw suitable Inferences from it.
SERMON III.

I. To consider, what it was, or justly might be.

And here, offending in one Point must of Necessity signify offending wilfully: for through Ignorance, Inadvertence, or Surprize, we all offend in many Things, as this very Epistle tells us⁴: yet we cannot think, the Text was intended to bring every Person under the Guilt which it mentions. And therefore we are not to understand it of such Offences, but of presumptuous and habitual Sins, that whoever breaks the Law in one Point is guilty of all.

Again, offending in one Point, may mean either offending in some one of singular Importance, or in any one, great or small. There have been Persons, who, taking it in the former Sense, have understood the one Point to be that of mutual Love, which St. James just before⁵, as well as St. Paul⁶, says, is the fulfilling of the Law. And as the whole Law of social Life is briefly comprehended in this Saying, Thou shalt love thy Neighbour as thyself⁷, he, who offends in that one, will certainly be guilty of all, since all depend on that⁸: and how-

⁴ James iii. 2. ⁵ Ver. 8. ⁶ Rom. xiii. 10. ⁷ Ver. 9. ⁸ Merito fit omnium reus, qui contra illam [Charitatem] facit, ex qua pendent omnia. Aug. ad Hieron. See also the Life of St. Erkenwald in the Appendix to Dugdale’s History of St. Paul’s. P. 8.
ever strictly the outward Acts of each may be performed, the inward Spirit of them cannot be preserved. But if it be thought rather, that offending in any one Point whatever was meant by St. James, then we must inquire somewhat farther, to know, what the last Words, Guilty of all, can signify. They certainly carry an Appearance of astonishing Severity. And yet there is no Necessity of understanding them to be any thing more than a strong Expression, (for all the Eastern People expressed Things very strongly) importing, that whoever is thus blamable, is greatly blamable, and liable to a heavy Punishment. There is one Passage in St. Matthew particularly, which will shew this in a clear Light: I mean that, where our Saviour tells the Jews, that on them should come all the righteous Blood shed upon the Earth, from the Blood of righteous Abel unto the Blood of Zacharias the Son of Barachias, whom they slew between the Temple and the Altar. Nor was he content with saying so once, but repeats it immediately, Verily I say unto you, all these Things shall come upon this Generation¹. What could he possibly mean here? Not literally, that any of the Jews should be punished on

¹ Matth. xxiii. 35, 36.
account of the Murder of Abel; for they did not so much as descend from his Murderer: nor that any of that Generation should undergo the Sentence of God for what another Generation did: But, as their Wickedness, especially in persecuting Him and his Disciples, was, and he foresaw would be, incredibly great, he designed to say in the most forcible Manner, that their Punishment should be so too: And to raise, if possible, their Conceptions of it high enough, he purposely uses Terms, which, if taken strictly, would be too high; and speaks, as if every innocent Man, that had ever been put to Death, should have his Blood required at their Hands. Nor did he alone venture on such Forms of Speech. St. John hath exactly the same, where he faith, that in Babylon was found the Blood of all, that were slain upon the Earth. This may seem to us taking a strange Liberty: but it was familiar to the Jews: their own Writers since are full of it; and abound in Sayings, which they intend only for bold Figures, and the Ignorant mistake for gross Absurdities. Indeed all Languages have more or less in them of this kind: only we overlook it in our own,

k Rev. xviii. 24.
while we are shocked at it in others. To say that a Man hath done all the Mischiefs or suffered all the Misery, in the World, is so common a Way of speaking, that perhaps we shall be surprised, upon Recollection, to find it quite as strong, as the before-mentioned ones out of Scripture. Just in the same Manner, then, as the Jews of that one Age were to bear the Punishment of all the righteous Blood, that had been shed in all Ages; the wilful Breakers of one Commandment incur the Guilt of breaking all the Commandments: that is, their Crime is very great, and their Condemnation shall be in Proportion. For they, who offend but against a single Precept, yet if they do it deliberately and habitually, which, you have seen, is the Case here supposed, are doubtless Faulty to a much greater Degree, than such as offend against more, but less frequently, and without Design.

Had therefore the Words of the Text been true only in this looser Sense, they had still, considering the Genius of the Eastern Stile, been very justifiable. But indeed there is much further Truth in them. For Guilty of, may mean liable to; the Scripture faith, Guilty
of Death, as well as of Sin: and then, Guilty of all, may mean, liable to all the Punishments denounced by the Law, in his proper Degree. Or though we suppose the Phrase to signify, as it seems to do, Guilty of breaking all the Precepts of the Law; still when any Person presumptuously transgresses one Part, his Guilt in some Measure extends to the Whole. For the Whole of God’s Law is but one System, and every Part of it connected with every other; so that, if any is broken, all are weakened. The Whole of Piety and Virtue is but one Disposition of Mind, one uniform Principle of doing what is fit: and if what is unfit may ever be done; there can be no Reason assigned, why it may not always be done. Further yet: The Lawgiver’s Title to command, from which the Law derives its whole Force, this too is one and the same throughout: and if he hath not a Right to be obeyed in every Article, he hath no Right to be obeyed at all. The Observation, that fol-

1Matth. xxvi. 66.

* The Simile of Max. Tyr. Diff. 31. § 2. Edit. 1740, tho’ applied somewhat differently by him, is applicable to this Purpose also. Ὄπερ γαρ εν ταις ἡμεραίοις το παράλειψαι, καὶ ἀμοιβήν ἡ διαλυῖ τον κόσμον το μέλος, οὕτω κἀν τη τι βίον ἀμοιβικ. κτλ.

Vol. VII. D lows
lows in the Verse after the Text, is perfectly just: *he that said, Do not commit Adultery, said also, Do not Kill:* nor is there a higher Regard due to him in one Case, than in the other. Whoever therefore denies the Obligation of any Precept, which he admits to be a Precept, disowns the whole Authority of God at once: for he hath not a Jot more in the rest, than he hath in this; where he is allowed none $. Or if a Person only refuses to obey a Commandment, which he thinks is not one; yet, if his thinking so proceeds from his Unwillingness to think otherwise, it may be a near Approach to the same Guilt: for at this Rate, he may reject them all, if he dislikes them all. Nay, supposing he doth not set himself to disbelieve his Duty, but is prevailed on by Temptation to neglect some Part: yet then, he not only might, with just as good Reason, neglect every Part, but probably it is from no Principle of Conscience, that he performs any. Attention to his Interest, or Want of Inclination, may keep him good in most Cases besides: but if the Fear of God, or Love of Virtue, were what kept

$ The Talmudists observe this particularly concerning a Denial of the Sabbath. נחלות מחולף ושבת ננלאל קופה בכל אבג אסרא gives the Reason: For he denies the Creation. Seld. de Jure Nat. & Gent. 1. 3. c. 10.
him so, one should think it would have kept him from one Sin, as well as from another. And therefore he that violates any divine Command, it may be feared, is guilty in the rest, which he observes, of not observing them on such Grounds, as he should: which, to the Purposes of Religion and his own future Happiness, is too near a-kin to not observing them at all. For if an Action, which would otherwise be a good one, is done from a Motive, that hath no good in it; this cannot be the Service, that God requires. And on some of these Accounts perhaps it is, that Tully affirms, in Words pretty like those of the Text, that whoever is destitute of any one Virtue, is possessed of none o.

But I would not be quite so rigid neither. There are doubtless but too many inconsistent Persons, much to be pitied, and often in several Particulars to be esteemed, that shew a true and great Regard to their Duty in some Things, while in others they are inticed to act very ill. These now are not the most highly faulty, but still really faulty, with respect to

---

o Ecquid scis igitur—virtutem—si unam confessus sis te non habere, nullam esse te habiturum? Tufc. Disp. lib. 2. § 13. Edit. Davies. Where see other Authorities in the Notes. See also De Fin. 5—23.
the whole of God's Law. In those Branches, which they transgress, there can be no Question of their Guilt: and in those, which they observe, they are guilty at least of laying in their own Way grievous Temptations to transgress them. For the Indulgence of any Sin strangely leads Men at all Times, and almost forces them at some Times, into the Commission of many more, which possibly they little thought of: till at the Breach, which appeared small and harmless, there rushes in a Torrent, that overwhelms every Thing right in them: and thus by offending in one Point, they too frequently become, in the strictest Sense, guilty of all. Their Guilt indeed, as to these latter Sins, is not complete, till they have committed them: but it began, when they brought themselves first into the Hazard of committing them. And even should they be so happy as to escape, running into Danger is no small Misbehaviour.

Another Fault of theirs, with respect to such Parts of God's Law, as they do not personally break, is, that their Example of offending in some Points encourages the World

around them to offend in other Points. For if You indulge the Vice which you like, why may not They indulge the Vices they like? And thus, though you are guilty of practising but one Sin, you are guilty of promoting the Practice of every Sin; and will share in the Crime, and consequently in the Punishment, not only of what you directly do, but perhaps of what you abhor, because you have been the Occasion of others doing it.

But there is still a Sense left, and a very interesting one, in which the Words of St. James are true. The Royal Law, that he mentions just before the Text, and refers to in it, is plainly the Law of the Kingdom of Christ, that is, the Gospel. Now the Gospel Terms of Salvation are, that whoever sincerely, tho' imperfectly, observes the Whole of its Precepts, is intitled, through Faith, to its Forgiveness and Rewards: but if a Person is wilfully guilty of any one Sin, so long as he continues in that State, Christ shall profit him nothing. For, even supposing him pardoned before, that Pardon was but a conditional one, and cannot become absolute, till the Time of his Trial is over. Every presum-

4 Gal. iii. 2.
tuous Transgression opens the Account anew, which Repentance and Amendment had closed: and makes him a Debtor once again, for every Thing that he hath ever done amiss. Read but the Parable of the unmerciful Servant, in the 18th Chapter of St. Matthew, and you will be perfectly satisfied of this Truth. Indeed the very Reason of the Thing shews, that whoever performs not all the Conditions of the Christian Covenant, is intitled to none of the Benefits of it: but though his Case shall doubtless be equitably considered, and with due Allowances to his former Virtue or Penitence, yet it shall not be considered as coming under the Promises of the Gospel; but he remains chargeable, though not with any Thing he hath not done, yet with every Thing he hath done. And which of God's Commandments is there, that we have not, at some Time, in some Degree, wilfully transgressed? This therefore is a very important Sense, were there no other, in which he, who offends in one Point, is guilty of all.

You see then, how entirely justifiable this Passage of St. James appears, when well examined. And the chief Things, to be remembered concerning it, are these. He doth not mean, that committing one Sin makes our Condition
Condition just as bad, as committing ever so many. But he may reasonably mean, that being vicious in any Respect weakens and endangers our Virtue in every Respect: that deliberately breaking God's Law, but in one Case, implies in it a Denial of his Authority in all Cases; and not only, in just Consequence, may, but daily, in Fact, doth produce an universal Disregard to him, both in ourselves and others: nay, supposing the Mischief to stop far short of this, yet that a Failure in any single Condition of the Gospel Covenant precludes us from all the Rewards, and in a Degree proportioned to the Greatness of the Failure, will bring upon us all the Threatenings of it. Let us therefore now consider

II: The Inferences, to be drawn from the Words, thus explained; which are two.

1. Since it is neither affirmed by St. James, nor true in itself, that the Guilt of any one Sin is equal to the Guilt of ever so great a Multitude of Sins: there can be no Encouragement in the World for the Wicked to run on into still more Wickedness; but, on the contrary, next to becoming uniformly good, their most serious Interest lies in lessening the Number and Measure of the Things, in which they
they are bad. Too commonly, when once Men are fallen into the Practice of a Sin, either it requires another to conceal or support it, or a second wrong Inclination claims the same Right to Indulgence as the first, or uneasy Reflexions drive them to seek for Consolation from irreligious Principles, or Loss of Reputation amongst the Virtuous, reduces them to court Acceptance at any Rate they can have it, among the Vicious. And though they are sensible, that all this plunges them deeper, yet their Reasoning is, that any one Sin, if the Scripture be true, makes their Case desperate, and ever so many can do no more; that, if they are to be miserable hereafter, whoever ventures upon the Thing, it is errant Absurdity in him to be solicitous about the Degree of it, and live in a State of perpetual Inconsistency, neither hoping at all for the Rewards of Virtue, nor enjoying freely the Pleasures of Vice. Now undeniably this Sort of Conduct is a Folly, and there is only one Sort greater: but that is the very one, of which you make Choice: resolving to do amiss in more Points, because you do amiss in some; and to make your Condition as much worse as you can, because it is a very bad one already. If
If the Misery, which God will inflict hereafter, is to be feared, surely an Increase of it is, exactly in Proportion, so much more to be feared: and, in such a Case as this, a large Increase must be expected. There may be Excuses pleaded for falling into some Faults: but there can be no Excuse for adding others to them wilfully. There may be Hope of Amendment, while you are gone but a little wrong: and perhaps you please yourself with the Thought that you shall amend: at least the Time may come, when that Prospect, if you could entertain it, would be a pleasing one indeed. Why then, in the mean while, will you be needlessly deviating farther and farther; and laying daily new Obstacles, (some of which may prove insuperable) in the Way of your own Return? Possibly indeed you may utterly despise such Considerations as these, and think it great Bravery to do so. But it is an unwise Bravery. You are not certain, you cannot be certain, that either Immorality or Contempt of Religion are safe Things. And if they are unsafe, the less you are guilty of either, the better. Were a future Account only possible, it ought to put you under no small Restraints: but how much greater, if it be probable, if it be
be certain? It is very true, the only Behaviour that will secure you thoroughly, is keeping clear of every Thing bad. But at least do not go Lengths, to which you are not tempted: do not go every Length, to which you are tempted. If you will be debauched, why will you be injurious too? If you will be both dissolute and dishonest, why need you be profane also, and scorn and ridicule Virtue and Piety, as well as neglect them? Or, on the other Hand, however you act in Relation to Things of the next World, why should you abandon yourself to Profligateness and Folly in respect of this, and be wretched before your Time? Fear not in the least, but there will be Guilt and Mischief full enough in those Kinds and Degrees of Sin, from which you imagine you cannot abstain; so that you will have no Occasion to increase the Lift of them wantonly. And be assured, that however painful it may be to retreat, or stop short where you are, going farther on will be much more so, probably in this Life, but assuredly hereafter. For if God will at all distinguish then between good and bad, (as he must and will, if he be just, or wise, or true,) he will as certainly
tainly distinguish, and to Purpose too, between bad and worse.

But absurd as it would be to reckon one Sin as dangerous as many, (against which, notwithstanding, it was needful to give a strong Caution, because the Text, at first sight, may appear to favour it,) still the opposite Error is equally absurd, which yet, in spite of the Text, the whole Scripture, and the plainest Dictates of common Reason, great Multitudes will persist in; that, I mean, of thinking, or acting as if they thought, that since every one is peculiarly inclined to some Fault or other, he will be dispensed with in that, provided he performs but the rest of his Duty tolerably well. And therefore,

2. The principal Inference, to be drawn from St. James’s Words, is, that no one Sin whatever can be wilfully indulged, without forfeiting our Salvation. Indeed if it could; if our Obedience may safely fail just where alone it is, properly speaking, tried; that is, where we find ourselves peculiarly tempted to disobey; what Proof do we give of any Regard to Virtue, or what must become of the Interests of it in the World? Few People have above one or two Faults, to which they are much addicted:
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dicted: so that allowing them these, is allowing them all; and giving them Leave to be as wicked, as they want to be. Or supposing they have several bad Inclinations; yet, if one of them is to be forgiven, because it is a Favourite; why not the rest, if they can make the same Plea? And further, if your Faults are to be overlooked in the Day of Judgment, why not the different Faults of every one else? One Person is prone to Intemperance, another to Lewdness, a third to Falsehood and Dishonesty, a fourth to Malice and Revenge.

If Inclination, and Constitution, and what we are pleased to call Nature, is to be a Warrant for any of these, why not for all? But you will plead it perhaps only for small Sins. And so one is indulged first, because it is but a little one: then another, because it is not much bigger: and where shall we stop, or in what will this end? Every ones Sin is small in his own Opinion, and none is so in Reality. For, be it in what Instance it will, disobeying our Maker, violating our Consciences, and breaking through the sacred Bonds of Truth and Duty, can never be deemed a slight Matter, nor will it hereafter be found so.

But
But is there no Allowance then to be made for human Weakness, and the Strength of Temptation? Undoubtedly great Allowance, in all such Failings, as we watch and strive and pray against, and persevere in opposing. But then, whoever doth this in Earnest, will certainly gain Ground of his Failings; and therefore whoever gains little or no Ground, doth not do it in Earnest. Wishing now and then that we were better, being grieved a little when we think how bad we are, and, in a sudden Fit of Goodness, making a faint Essay towards Reformation, and laying it aside again: this is far from performing, what, by the Assistance of Heaven, we might, if we would. And whoever can think that no more is expected of him, must think at the same Time, that God hath very little Attention to the Observance of his Laws, and that his Laws are of very little Use towards the Government of the World.

All Persons therefore, who have a proper Regard to some Branches of their Duty, but not to others, ought seriously to consider, that they are doing a great Deal, without doing any thing to Effect, for Want of doing the Whole: that it must be peculiarly grievous to them.
in the next Life, to come so near the Kingdom of Heaven, and yet to fall short of it; to be almost, but not altogether, Christians. Since they take Pains to correct Part of their bad Inclinations, it cannot but be worth their while to correct the rest. Either it will not be very difficult, or the Difficulty will not continue very long, or the Reward will be very ample. And whichever is the Case, it must evidently be their Interest to make their Lives consistent, their Characters clear, and their Hearts easy, by walking in every Ordinance of the Lord blameless: for so shall we not be confounded, if we have Respect unto all his Commandments.

But then we must ever understand this, not only of moral Duties, not only of the Duties of natural Religion, but of revealed also: and particularly of that great and leading Commandment, that we believe on the Name of his Son Jesus Christ: believe in him practically, as well as speculatively; believe in him as our Redeemer and Mediator, no less than our Instructor: trusting in his Merits for Pardon and Acceptance; in his Grace for Strength and

1 Acts xxvi. 28, 29. 2 Luke i. 6. 3 Psal. cxix. 6. 4 1 John iii. 23.

Comfort;
Comfort; and seeking to be found in Him, not having our own Righteousness, which is of the Law, but that which is of God by Faith. For we have all offended in every Point: and having Recourse to this one, of penitent Faith in Christ, working by Love, is our only Cure for past Sins, our only Means of future Obedience. By the Deeds of the Law shall no Flesh be justified; but whosoever believeth in Him, shall not be ashamed.

Phil. iii. 9. Rom. iii. 20. Rom. x. 11.
and looked to philosophy to elucidate
schemes that were not to be
understood by me. And although I
was at great pains to study the
principles of science and the
laws of nature, I was not able
to understand them. I was
content to be ignorant and to
waste my time in
fruitless efforts. I am now
convinced that I was
wrong in my approach and
that I should have
focused on the
principles of
science and
the laws of
nature.
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For I say, through the Grace given unto me, to every Man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think: but to think soberly, accordingly as God hath dealt to every Man the Measure of Faith.

These Words express the Duty of Humility so accurately, and carry in the very Manner of stating it so full and clear an Evidence of its Obligation, that one would hope no Man could read or hear them, without being convinced, that he ought to do what they enjoin.

There are Directions of Scripture, concerning this Matter, which some pretend to be impracticable, and unfit to be practised: As where St. Paul himself exhorts, In Lowliness of Mind let each esteem other better than themselves.
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... and St. Peter, All of you be subject one to another. In relation to such Passages it hath been pleaded, that, were every one to think thus, many must think falsely; which we ought not to do if we could, and for the most Part, in this Case, cannot do if we would, but only pretend to it hypocritically: that Men would be inwardly prouder and outwardly more troublesome, with this affected Humility, than without it: that the Mockery of a mutual Submission in every Thing must fill human Life with perpetual Embarrassments; and whilst every one insisted upon obeying, no one would be left to rule or preserve Order.

Now the Absurdity of such Behaviour indeed is very glaring. But for that Reason the Apostles are not to be understood, as they need not, in a Sense that gives Encouragement to it. Practical Writers on religious and moral Subjects, considering how hardly the Generality are brought to entertain sufficiently strict

---

a Phil. ii. 3.  b 1 Pet. v. 5.

c ὅ γαρ ὑπὸ ἀτυχία ἀνευροσ τυφομενος, παρὰν ἔκεινας Ἰαπάλοις.

M. Antonin, i. xii. s. 27.

d Τὸ ἀτυχίαν, ὑπὸ ἀτυχίαν. Cat.

c Celsus affirmed unreasonably, that Christians had learned their Notions of Humility from Plato misunderstood. Orig. against Celsi, vi. 15.

4 Notions
Notions of their Duty, purposely express it sometimes in Words, which, taken literally, would be too strict. For Abatements more, than enough will not fail to be made: especially in such favourite Points, as that of the good Opinion, which we have of ourselves. But in these two Apostolical Injunctions, only a very moderate Abatement is wanting. We are to esteem others better, or superior to us, not in Things where we know they are not, but in Things where we may justly suppose they are. And perhaps there is no Person, or however no pious and good Person, and to such the Apostles wrote, but hath the Advantage of us in some Particulars; or at least, from our fuller Ac-
quaintance with our own Defects, may, on prob-
able Grounds, be apprehended by us to have it. Or if not, yet esteeming them such, may, according to a frequent Use of the original Word so rendered, mean only treating them as such. And though we must not do this, by making hollow and deceitful Professions of In-
feriority; yet we may do it, by concealing and waving our Claims to Superiority: not being

$e$ See Job xiii. 24. xix. 11. xxxiii. 10. xli. 27, 29. Phil. iii.
$7, 8.$ See also a Letter in the Nouvelle Bibliothèque, Sep. 1742.
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but on all proper ones, which are more than a few. It cannot be, that either of the Apostles should intend to carry the Duty further; because both of them acted in Stations of Authority themselves, and prescribed Rules to others how to act in them. But it is peculiarly impossible that St. Paul should run into such an Extreme: for he hath distinguished very exactly the Obligations proceeding from the different Ranks and Improvements of Men, which implies, that they must be conscious of them. And if he had given no other Proof of his understanding the Nature of Humility aright, the Text alone affords a strong Demonstration of it.

For what doth he there say, through the Grace given unto him, in Virtue of the Dignity graciously conferred upon him, to every one amongst us, for our Direction in this Behalf? Only, not to think of ourselves more highly, than we ought to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every Man the Measure of Faith: that is, according to the real Degree of Piety and Virtue, which, through God's Mercy, our Faith in Christ hath produced; or rather, taking the Word, Faith, in a less common, but more suitable Meaning, according
according to the real Value of the several Talents, which God hath intrusted to our faithful Management.

This we must allow to be a most equitable Way of stating the Duty in general. And therefore it may be hoped we shall proceed, with willing Minds, to examine more particularly,

First, What Manner of Thinking concerning ourselves; and,

Secondly, What Manner of Acting towards others, our Obligation to Humility, thus explained, requires. The Former of these I shall consider now: the Latter, God willing, hereafter. At present then let us inquire, How we ought to think of ourselves. And,

1. We ought plainly not to think, that we are possessed of any other good Qualities or Advantages, or any greater Eminence in them, than in Truth we are: which yet is a Point, that we frequently misapprehend. Self-Love, an Affection inseparable from us, tempts us to be wonderfully easy of Belief in our own Favour; and extremely slow to discern, and industrious to disguise even to our own View, whatever tends to lessen us. Then, as for the
Information, which we might receive from others, whoever hints the least Thing, which is not for our Honour, we suspect immediately must do it, if not from ill Design, yet at best from Want of Judgement: and, if we can but find a Shadow of Probability for either Suspicion, we soon conclude, that only Malice or Ignorance can find Fault with us. To confirm which Persuasion, we see perhaps the Generality of our Acquaintance treat us with Marks of considerable Regard: and this we interpret as a most undeniable Token that we deserve it all; though perhaps it arises merely from their Civility, and Desire of living well with us. Or it may be our Case is yet worse: and we are misled by Persons, who from bad Motives make it their Business to fill us with extravagant Notions of our own Accomplishments and Pre-eminences. The Rich and Great indeed suffer most by these Wretches: and therefore should above all be on their Guard against them. But Persons of every Degree, down to the very lowest, have their Flatterers. And even the grossest Flattery is commonly believed: but if it be conducted with any Art, it seldom fails. And in Fact, from one or other of these Causes, into what astonishing Errors, about
about their own Qualifications do we see People fall!

The Instances are numberless, were no others to be mentioned, of Persons deluding themselves in the most important of all Points, the State of their Souls: mistaking uncharitable Zeal, or lifeless Formality, or enthusiastic Transports, for true Religion; or bad-tempered Rigidness, or prudential Regularity, or constitutional Good-nature, for true Virtue: saying inwardly, as the Revelation of St. John expresses it, *I am rich, and increased with Goods, and have Need of nothing; and not knowing, that they are wretched and poor and blind and naked*. But in such Matters also, as others are apt to value themselves upon, how established an Observation is it, that, from Things of the greatest Importance down to the veriest Trifles, almost all the World are continually judging wrong of their own Title to Esteem; and vain of imagined Excellencies, where at most they do but equal those about them, or perhaps are peculiarly deficient. We can easily remark this in our Neighbours; but we strangely overlook it in ourselves; and forget, that their Failings are only those of Human Nature;

*Rev. iii. 17.*
to which with the same Nature, we are just as liable, and it may be full as guilty of them.

Some few indeed, through Excess of Modesty, or Weakness of Spirits, or Strength of Temptation, fall into the opposite Extreme, of Diffidence or even Despondency. And these, were they to think soberly and justly, would think better of themselves; to which they ought to be excited with the most compassionate Earnestness. But the general Caution, to the rest of us, must ever be, not to think too well: to make sure of abating sufficiently from what they who pay Court to us, would suggest; and attend to the less favourable Judgments concerning us, that others pass: not to bear them the least Ill-will on that Account; but solely to learn that Knowledge of ourselves, which we are happy, if we learn any Way. The best of outward Monitors indeed is a faithful and prudent Friend; if we have such a one, and will permit him to act as such. But the main Article is, that each take Care to be his own Friend; by studying his own Qualifications impartially, and as one bound in Conscience to be an upright Judge. For if a Man think himself to be something, when
he is nothing, he deceiveth himself. But let every Man prove his own Work.

2. Having examined, what our Qualifications are, the next Point is to settle the true Value of them. For one Person is proud of what another despises: and therefore we have done nothing, till we have fixed, what Things deserve Esteem, and in what Degree.

Now indisputably the strongest Claim is that of a pious and benevolent and reasonable Disposition, expressed in a suitable Behaviour. This, however disregarded by a thoughtless World, is the one thing needful: the Ground-work of private and public, of present and future Happiness. The human Heart, notwithstanding its Degeneracy, loves and reverences it, even though unwillingly, wherever seen: superior Orders of Beings look down upon it with Complacency, and God himself approves it, as his own Resemblance. To this Character then let every one aspire, who seeks true Honour, and place nothing in Competition with it. Thus saith the Lord, Let not the wise Man glory in his Wisdom; neither let the mighty Man glory in his Might; let not the rich Man glory in his Riches. But let him,

8 Gal. vi. 3, 4.  b Luke x. 42.

that
that glorifieth, glory in this; that he understandeth and knoweth me; that I am the Lord, which exercise Loving-kindness, Judgement and Righteousness in the Earth: for in these Things I delight, saith the Lord ¹.

But then we may value ourselves, even on this acknowledged Excellency, much too highly. For indeed a Temper and Conduct of unmixed Obedience would be no more, than plain Reason and common Sense dictates. And therefore our Saviour's Precept is absolutely right: When ye shall have done all those Things, which are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable Servants, that is, we have merited nothing: we have done that, which was our Duty to do k. Right Behaviour is only what ought to be expected: wrong Behaviour is the Thing to be wondered at. And therefore when any one admires and is astonished at his own Goodness, in all Likelihood he is but lately and imperfectly become good; and holds himself in such Account for what he doth, either because he doth it with Difficulty, or because he understands but in Part what he ought to do. For they who act from confirmed Habits, act with Ease; and imagine, that others would of

Course do as well and better, being very sensible of their own Failings. Or however perfect the Self-Appraiser may be in the Eyes of Men, his Heart is not right, but far from it, in the Sight of God¹: nor will he have taken one single effectual Step towards the Kingdom of Heaven, till he is filled with a deep Sense of his own Sinfulness, and Unworthiness to be accepted, otherwise than through Him, who of God is made unto us Wisdom and Righteousness and Sanctification and Redemption; that, according as it is written, He that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord.

If then we may think too favourably of ourselves even for our Piety and Virtue: how much more for other Qualities, which are good or bad only as they are employed!

Some insist greatly on their high Birth, or distinguished Rank. And unquestionably Honour is due to all Superiors; and especially to those, whose Ancestors also have been of remarkable Note and Worth: which their Descendants may be successfully excited to imitate, by seeing it thus respected. The Education of such too should be of the best Kind. And therefore we readily presume on these Accounts,

¹ Acts viii. 31. ² 1 Cor. i. 30, 31.
that their Dispositions likewise are noble and
generous, like the Blood which runs in their
Veins, and the Company which they are qua-
ified to keep. But still this is only Presump-
tion. When it proves true in Fact, they are
the Supports and the Blessings of Society.
But when the Contrary happens, though, what-
ever Submission their Station requires, or pru-
dent Custom hath allotted to them, should be
carefully paid; yet they ought to be very sen-
fible of the essential Distinction between ex-
ternal Deference and inward Veneration; and
properly reminded, if there be Need, how
much more honourable it is, to be a wise and
good Person oneself, than to be sprung from
ever so many; and to be useful in the lowest
Condition of Life, than mischievous or insigni-
ficant in the highest.

Others claim to be valued on their superior
Wealth. And in Case it was acquired by
laudable Methods, and is applied to beneficial
Purposes, their Claim in its Degree is just.
But if they have gained it by Fraud or Extor-
tion or Servility; if they abuse it to the Service
of Luxury or Vanity or Oppression; or with-
hold it from those to whom Reason and Religion
direct them to impart of it; the poorest Wretch
on Earth, with an humble and contented and honest Heart, is unspeakably worthier of Esteem than they.

Another Foundation of Self-Complacency with some is their Dexterity in Business, and carrying on the Designs which they form. But of what Sort are their Designs? What Ways do they take to attain them? Are their Acquaintance and Neighbours, their Country and Mankind, the better or the worse for their Abilities? If the Wise in their Generation * cannot return good Answers to such Questions as these, they must not expect very sincere Congratulations from others on this Notableness of theirs; and sooner or later they will find but little Comfort in it themselves.

A more innocent Claim to Reputation, for the most part, is that of superior Knowledge and Learning. Yet Science, falsely so called *, may be pernicious beyond any Thing: especially that horrible Sort, which dissolves the Ties of Religion and Morals, and supplants the Hopes of eternal Happiness. Yet there are Persons, who can be vain of it. But even true Knowledge deserves our Praise chiefly in Proportion to its Usefulness; and the most useful

---

* 1 Tim. vi. 20.  
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of all, being that which is the most common, affords but small Ground for over-weening Self-Opinion. Besides; the more we really know, the more conscious we shall be how imperfectly we comprehend Things, and how much there is left behind, of which we are ignorant. When therefore St. Paul faith, that Knowledge puffeth up, he means imaginary and misapplied Knowledge. For he adds, that if any Man thinketh that he knoweth any thing, that is completely, he knoweth nothing yet, as he ought to know. And such conceited Fancies, making Men negligent and rash, and prompting them to despise the Judgements and Reasons of others, lead them into perpetual Errors.

As for the other Temptations to Pride, which prevail with the Gay and Thoughtless, it would scarce be proper to say more about them from hence, than to beg they would reflect, how short-lived and precarious, how trifling and ridiculous, the Things often are on which they, in good Earnest, plume themselves: how few have ever been lastingly the happier for them even in this World, beyond which they cannot extend; how many have

* * Cor. viii. 1, 2.  

been
been betrayed to eternal as well as temporal Ruin by injudicious Fondness of excelling in them. So important is it to proportion our Affections duly: for Want of which, Multitudes are proud of their Vices, and glory in their Shame.

3. After this we must proceed to examine, what Deductions are to be made from the Value of our Accomplishments and Advantages, on Account of our Deficiencies and Disadvantages. For till we have balanced the one against the other, we can no more judge of our own Merit, than we can of our Wealth, by casting up the Sums, which are in our Possession, or due to us, without stating what we owe. One immoral, mean or disagreeable Quality may obscure the Lustre of many Virtues and Ornaments. Nay, some Faults may give so unhappy a Turn to Dispositions very laudable in themselves, as to make them do Harm, instead of Good: and much more then may those which are of a Nature indifferent, or valuable only in a lower Degree, be so perverted. Unless therefore we search into this Matter, we shall in Effect know nothing of ourselves. And as it is yet more mortifying

*Phil. iii. 19.*
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to acknowledge Things which make against us, than to quit our Pretensions to those which make for us; without the utmost Care, we shall certainly decide partially in our own Favour on the present Head. But

4. Supposing that Danger avoided, a further Direction, equally needful, is, to be cautious in comparing ourselves with others. This we are commonly in so much haste to do, that it plainly shews, which of the Scales we design beforehand shall preponderate. Now judging too harshly of others, both injures Them, and may greatly mislead Us: judging at all of them is but seldom needful: and usually judging right is very difficult. Their Circumstances and Characters are often unknown, often purposely misrepresented. Modest secret Merit is frequently the greatest: and Qualifications, not so shining as ours, may be more beneficial. They, who have considerable Defects, which we have not, may be free from as considerable ones, which we have; or be indued with Virtues, which may amply compensate for them. If we resolve to compare, we ought to make Allowance for every thing of this Kind: and provided we make it duly, we may begin our Comparisons as soon as we please; but shall
shall perhaps have more Comfort in letting them alone. For if we begin, we must not think to stop at those Instances, where we previously know the Result will be such as we like. Most Persons may find some, or many others, beneath them, in Birth, Fortune, Influence, Agreeableness, Understanding, Temper, Morals. But it would be generally full as easy, if it were but near so pleasing, to meet with many more, greatly above them in these Respects, without seeking extremely far for it. Now, if we make the Comparison only with such as we despise; it is a poor Pre-eminence to be superior to the Despicable. If only with such, as are just about us; we lie open to St. Paul's Reproof, of those, who measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves amongst themselves, are not wise. And if we extend our Inquiry to a greater Distance; we may quickly discover Numbers, to whom we shall be tempted to look up with Envy; and They to look down upon Us, if we are known to them, with Pity or Contempt.

But, even on the Supposition, that we could maintain a Rank, in our several Pretensions,
amongst the Foremoft of Mankind; yet there remains,

5. Another moft material Point to be con-

fidered, What is Man? Still we should find

ourselves poor, helplefs, frail, short-lived

Wretches, liable every Moment to lose every

Thing that is valuable in us, and suffer every

Thing, that is dreadful to us. Still the Im-

perfections, that we have in common with the

Basest of our Kind, would make up a far
greater Part of our Condition, than the Ad-
vantages, that exalt us above them. And why

is Earth and Afhes proud?*

But if it be needful, to make us more fully

fensible of our low Estate, let us lift up our

Thoughts to those numberless Hofts of celestial

Natures, whose Perfections though finite, are

yet beyond our Conception, much more our

Attainment: and to whom probably the firft

of Men bears no greater a Proportion, than a

creeping Worm to one of us. For indeed,

if we do but refleet, how little we are removed

from the Brute Creation; how like them we

are in our Make, our Wants, our Passions, our

Follies: there will be Caufe to think, that we

* Ecles. x. 9.
are the meanest of rational Animals, barely deserving the Name: above whom there are innumerable Orders and Worlds of Beings, each rising beyond the other; and yet the highest immensely distant from that One, before whom they are all less than Nothing and Vanity'.

What then are we? Were we underived, were we independent, yet our whole Race, and the whole Earth we tread on, is a Trifle in the Universe, that makes no Figure in it, and would scarce be missed out of it. But indeed the low Existence that we have, and the little Pre-eminences that belong to each of us in it, are not from ourselves, but owing to the Bounty, and held by the Pleasure, of another. All our natural Powers and Accomplishments are the Work of his forming Hand: all our outward Advantages are appointed by his Providence: all our Improvements in Goodness flow from his Grace. Who then hath made thee to differ from another; and what hast thou, which thou didst not receive? Now if thou didst receive it; why dost thou glory, as if thou hadst not received it?*

* 1 Cor. iv. 7.
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But a still more important Consideration is, that we have received whatever we have, not as a Gift to be used in the Manner we please; but as a Trust, to be employed for our own Advancement in Piety and Virtue, for the Benefit of our Fellow-Creatures, for the Honour of our Creator; to whom we must shortly render an Account of our Stewardship. The more hath been committed to us, the more we have to answer for: and not one of us is able to answer otherwise, than that in a greater Degree or a less, (God grant it be not a very great one!) we have neglected our Duty, committed Sins, and abused every Talent put into our Hands.

If then we will think of ourselves soberly, and as we ought to think, we have abundant Cause to think with the utmost Self-Abasement: instead of unprofitable and misleading Comparisons one with another, each to compare our own Hearts and Lives with God's holy Laws: and being thence made sensible, how much we need his Mercy, submissively to apply for it, in the Method which he hath prescribed, through the Merits of our blessed Redeemer: taking His Yoke upon us, and learn-
ing of Him to be meek, and lowly in Heart; for so shall we find Rest unto our Souls*: being all subject one to another, and clothed with Humility; for God resisteth the Proud, but giveth Grace to the Humble*.

SERMON V.

Rom. xii. 3.

For I say, through the Grace given unto me, to every Man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every Man the Measure of Faith.

Each of the Virtues, which God requires us to practise, may be considered, either as being seated in our Hearts, or exerted in our Behaviour. That which the Text enjoins, taken in the first of these Views, consists in forming a right Judgement of our own Qualifications, Rank and Circumstances. If any one hath already no more than a just Opinion of these, he hath no Need to lower it. But because we almost universally conceive too high Notions of ourselves; condescending to entertain and act upon true and reasonable ones, hath
hath acquired the Name of Humility or Lowliness. And our Obligation to be humble in Heart, comprehends the following Particulars; That we never imagine ourselves to have any Pre-eminentances or Accomplishments, that we have not; nor esteem such as we have, beyond their undoubted Value: that we attend to our own Faults and Deficiencies, no less than the Things in which we excel: that we be not fond of comparing ourselves with others; and that, if ever we do make such Comparisons, we make them fairly, and with proper Diffidence; and extend them to the Persons by whom, and the Cases in which, we are likeliest to be outdone: that we often call to mind the Meanness, the Frailties, the Infirmities, the Uncertainties of our mortal State; the immense Numbers of known, and probably of unknown, Orders of Beings, adorned with Glories, though finite, yet far beyond human Conception; and the absolutely boundless Perfections of our and their Creator: to whose voluntary Gift what any of us enjoys above another, is owing: who can deprive us the Moment he pleases, of our most favourite Advantages; and will demand from us one Day a serious Account of the Use that we have made of them: which the best
of us all must be sensible, and few of us, if any, are sensible enough, hath in many Res-
spects been a wrong and bad one.

This then is the first Part of Humility; bringing down to real Truth the exalted Imagi-
inations, that are strangely apt to get Posses-
tion of us. The remaining one, after thinking reasonably and modestly, is acting so. But in Order to this, two previous Rules must be observed.

1. The first is, to keep always in our Minds the right Estimation, which we are now sup-
posed to have formed of ourselves; and espe-
cially to remember the mortifying Parts of it: for the others we seldom forget. Some Per-
sions indeed are addicted, above all at some Times, to look only on the dark Side of Things: and they should be directed with Prudence to dwell proportionally on the more cheering Views. But the sole Caution, which the Generality need, is to moderate their Fond-
ness for the pleasing Employment of contem-
plating the advantageous Part of their own Characters or Circumstances. And every one, the greater Bias he perceives in himself that Way, for he may soon perceive it if he will, should
should apply the greater Watchfulness to correct it.

2. The second Rule is, that, be our Rank amongst our Fellow-Creatures, in any respect, as low as it will, we must accommodate our Minds to it, and never indulge any fraudulent Affectations of seeming superior to what we are. All Persons indeed, not only should improve themselves, but may also mend their Situation, by every lawful Method they can. And so far as mere Silence in the mean Time is a Concealment, it is a very innocent one. But to talk or behave unsuitably to our Condition, in order to make a better Figure than we have a Right to make, is by no means allowable: nor even to be inwardly disturbed at its being such as we find it. Our present Station is what the Providence of God hath for the present placed us in: and who are we, to say or think it is beneath us? We are not to chuse the Part that we shall have to act on the Stage of Life: and if we are wise, we shall be glad that we are not. Well may it suffice, if, whatever is assigned us, we act it properly. Doing this with Cheerfulness, we shall be acceptable to God, and approved of Men*: whereas

* Rom, xiv. 18.
he, who labours to procure Honour by cheat-
ing the World with false Appearances, will be always uneasy in himself, and soon detected and despised by other Men. So that indeed to live in a Lie is no more prudent, than lawful.

Resolving therefore to preserve constantly in our Thoughts what we really are, and be con-
tented not to pass for more; let us examine, what Behaviour must appear to us, in such a State of Mind, rationally humble; first to-
wards our Superiors, then our Equals, and la-
ftly our Inferiors.

I. To our Superiors in any kind, evidently we ought to pay, readily and freely, all that Submifion, which is their Due: and if we per-
ceive within, a Reluctance to acknowledge their Superiority, or an Eagerness to dispute the De-
gree of it, we should mark that for a sure In-
dication and bad Symptom of Pride.

One Sort of Pride there is, almost too shock-
ing to mention, of which yet the human Heart is frequently guilty: Pride againſt God. This we ſhew in a dreadful Manner, when we can hardly condescend to humble ourselves before him, and worship him; or ſeem ashamed of the Homage that we pay him: when we take upon
upon us to chuse, which of his Laws we will obey, and which not: when we vainly pry into the Secrets, that He hath hidden; or presume to despise, either the Plainness, or the Mysteriousness, of what He hath revealed: when we venture to commit Sins, in Confidence that our imagined Virtues will compensate for them; or treat the Gospel-Terms of Forgiveness, through the Merits of a crucified Saviour, as too degrading: when we ascribe to ourselves the good Actions, which He enables us to do, or the Prosperity, which He grants us to enjoy; or at any time express or conceive Indignation at his Disposal of the Affairs of his own World. As the Humility, which we owe to our Maker, is beyond Comparison the deepest: so must a Failure in it be unspeakably the most criminal. Therefore let us watch over ourselves in this Article with the utmost Care.

And, in the next Place, as to our earthly Superiors: whatever Persons have Authority over us, more or less, let us willingly pay them the Obedience and the Respect, which belongs to their Station; accepting with all Thankfulness the Benefits, that we receive from their Superintendence; and making such
equitable Allowances for their Mistakes and Frailties, as we, in the same Circumstances, might perhaps have much greater Need of, than we can easily imagine: not exercising ourselves in Matters, that are too high for us; nor fancying, that every one is qualified and situated to judge of every Thing. Whatever Persons are in Rank above us, though without Authority, let us give them all such Demonstrations of honourable Regard, as may prove our Acquiescence in the Distributions of a wise, though unsearchable Providence, as may strengthen the Subordinations, which are necessary in Society; and procure us a Return of Good-will and Esteem. Those who have either naturally better Understandings, or a larger Share of acquired Knowledge; let us pay, not an unlimited, but a reasonable Deference to their Judgements, and take Pleasure in learning from them. Those who are noted for Piety and Virtue; let us reverence and love them, and make them our Patterns. In a Word: whoever hath any Pre-eminence of any Sort, our Duty is, on all fit Occasions to own it, both in Word and Deed: not with artful Contrivances to depreciate what we profess to re-

b Ps. cxxi. 2.

cognize;
cognize; but with such Fairness and Simplicity, as we should expect ourselves.

II. Towards our equals, Humility of Behaviour consists in shewing, that we are satisfied to live with them on equal Terms; being kindly affectioned to them with brotherly Love, and in Honour preferring them∗, as the Apostle exhorts, a few Verses after the Text: not demanding the Respect, that we dislike to pay again; but setting the Example of courteous and obliging Demeanour: not insisting, that our Humour or Interest should be more regarded, than that of others, who have as good Pretensions; but submitting, for the Sake of Peace, to whatever, with tolerable Convenience and Propriety, we can: not seeking to engross, and confine to ourselves, the Esteem, the Friendship, the good Offices of every one; not complaining, whenever another is preferred to us, though by one who hath full Right to do as he pleases; nor, even if the Preference be unjust, resenting it, as a more heinous Crime for our being the Sufferers, than if it were a different Person; but bearing with the Faults of our Fellow-Creatures, as we hope to have them bear with ours. All these Things

∗ Rom. xii. 10.
are so plainly equitable, that perhaps we can scarcely believe, that we ever fail to observe them. There can be no Harm however in a little Self-Inspection upon the Subject. If it confirm our good Opinion of our own Conduct, it will give us great Delight: if not, it may do us great Service, by leading us to Amendment.

III. Humility of Behaviour towards our Inferiors, on which I shall chiefly enlarge, must be differently expressed in different Cases. For some Kinds of Superiority ought not to be concealed, but supported and exerted. Parents, Masters, Magistrates, Rulers and Officers of all Kinds, would offend against their Duty, were they to make their Authority insignificant, by too large or unseasonable Condescensions. Their Humility therefore consists in acting as Persons, intrusted with Power, not for their own Sake, but that of others: in assuming no greater Dignity, than is manifestly requisite for good Ends: in joining with it always Humanity and Affability, and continuing, in the Midst of it, to know themselves: in procuring diligently, and hearing impartially, true Information and faithful Advice: being reasonable in their Commands and Expectations,
tions, moderate in the Burthens they impose, merciful in the Punishments they infliet; and in watching over all committed to their Care, as they that must give Account; that they may do it with Joy, and not with Grief.¹

But, where Pre-eminence carries no Authority along with it, an humble Mind will be very backward to claim it; for seldom any desirable Effects will follow, and often many bad ones. It may not only give needless Pain to others, which ought never to be done, but incite them to Envy and Ill-will, produce Contentions and Injuries. Most Persons are uneasy at seeing themselves in a State of Inferiority: and therefore both Good-nature and Prudence forbid us to remind them of it without Necessity. If we are acknowledged to be Superiors, Humility, assisted by a little Discretion, will contribute much to perpetuate the Acknowledgement. And if the Case be doubtful, Haughtiness is by no Means the Way to procure a Determination in our Favour. People are not willing to let that be extorted from them by overbearing Violence, which, if left to themselves, they would have granted with Pleasure, and invited us to accept, as an equi-

¹ Heb. xiii. 17.
table Tribute. Finding any one take upon him, without a Call to do so, alarms every one: they know not, how far the Matter will be carried; put themselves on their Guard, and set up Pretensions in Opposition. And, if the Question comes once to be tried by popular Opinion, the World, we know, is exceedingly apt to judge wrong, especially when provoked to it. And if, after all, the Point should be given against us; what a superfluous Disgrace shall we have brought down upon our own Heads, by indulging a Spirit, the most incapable of bearing Disgrace that can be! Solomon's Counsel therefore is full of Wisdom. *Go not forth hastily to strive, lest thou know not what to do in the End thereof, when thy Neighbour hath put thee to Shame*. But indeed Success, in a Competition of this Nature, may be altogether as hurtful, as Disappointment: by inspiring Men with a Vanity, which may prove the Parent of many Sins and Follies; may expose them to much Ridicule, and bring them also into more serious Inconveniences.

Nor must we avoid only such open and gross Claims to Superiority, but the indirect one of an assuming Air and Manner: which some

*Prov. xxv. 8.*
have, to so strange a Degree, that they neither do nor say any Thing, without intimating their own Importance. Indeed our very Expressions of Civility may have Insolence mixed with them: for what is it less, if instead of treating those unaffectedly and frankly as our Equals, whom we ought, whether absolutely such in all Respects or not; we take Pains to signify to them politely, that we have the Goodness to stoop beneath our Rank, in order to put ourselves on a Level with them? Nay, were we in no Way to claim Regard from others, but in the most submissive and insinuating Way to court it; yet scarce any Thing is remoter from true Lowliness of Mind, than that Behaviour, which most solicitously disguises itself under the Appearance of it, and enables us to climb by creeping. Or even supposing neither Interest nor Advancement to be our Point, but Applause only: still, both acting from a View to gain it, and taking too much Pleasure in the Consciousness of having gained it, are Snares highly dangerous to Humility. And many a Man, of otherwise virtuous Dispositions, hath by this one Weakness, of delighting in his own Praises, been corrupted insensibly within; and
and brought to deserve an extremely different Character, from that which he coveted.

But to return. If concealing our Superiority be for the most part right; resenting a Delay, or even Refusal, to acknowledge it, must be exceedingly wrong. Other Persons may very innocently be ignorant of our Merit; may have no Concern to inquire about it; may be no Judges of it; or may be, on the other Hand, better Judges than we; and perceive, that we over-value ourselves. But suppose they mistake, or, yet worse, are unwilling to do us Justice; we are all so liable to the same Failing, that we must forgive it each other of Course, or there can be no longer any Peace upon Earth.

But farther: As no Displeasure should be expressed towards our Inferiors on such Occasions, no Contempt should be expressed towards them on any Occasion. The Distance is not so extremely great between the Highest and Lowest of Men: besides that they, who are inconsiderable in one Respect, may deserve highly in another; perhaps more than He, who despises them. Indeed no one is truly despicable, but for his wilful Follies and Sins: and the Sight of these ought to give us Concern, instead of Triumph; especially as we have all
too many of our own. But for the rest, be the outward Circumstances of others ever so mean, be the Defects of their Persons or Understandings ever so remarkable, the Disposer of all Things might have placed us originally in a Condition full as wretched, and may even still reduce us to it. Therefore laugh no Man to scorn in the Bitterness of his Soul: for there is One, which humbleth and exalteth. Yet how needlessly and wantonly do Persons often make their Inferiors, especially in Rank and Fortune, suffer by their slighting and over-bearing Usage of them, both in Words and Actions! For an insolent Word, or even a haughty Look, is enough to cause bitter Affliction to him, that knows he must bear it, whether he deserves it or not. And when, to speak in the Son of Sirach's Language, The rich Man hath done Wrong, and yet he threateneth withal; when the Poor is wronged, and he must intreat also; the more helpless the Condition is, the more severely the Injury is felt. For People of the lowest Class have by Nature just the same Sensibility, that others have. And if, others would reflect, how painful the feeling of such ill Usage is, they would surely scruple inflicting it on
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their Fellow-creatures; as not only barbarous, but ungenerous: for all the good Uses of Subordination might be as well, and much better, secured by gentler Means.

But Superiors too frequently consider those beneath them, as worthy of no Attention; and their most serious Concerns in Life, as Things to be played with, and sacrificed to every Caprice. Now this is one of the most pernicious Kinds of Pride. Let any one think ever so much too highly of himself; so long as he keeps it to himself, or only gives out a few slighter Intimations of it, though he is very blameable, yet he is tolerably harmless. But there are many, who crush their Inferiors under their Feet, without minding them: though perhaps, from Principle, such as it is, they would behave to one of their Equals in a quite different Manner. But so far all Men are equal, that the meanest Wretch on Earth hath the same Right to live unmolested and free from Insult, as the greatest Monarch. And the Elevation of one above others, far from authorizing him to trample upon them, strictly binds him, to show Humanity, and afford Protection, to all those, whom Provi-

dence,
dence, by putting them under his Power, hath intitled to his Patronage.

This then is the Conduct, which Humility requires of Superiors. And to preserve it steadily, they should call to Mind every Day, that the World was not made for Them alone, to gratify their Vanity or Love of Pleasure, to indulge their Humours, or pursue their Advantages, whatever becomes of the rest: but with Intent that each of them should contribute faithfully in his Station, as well as others in theirs, to the common Benefit of the Whole. For God hath created all Men of the same Nature and the same Blood: and united them by strong inward Ties of Sympathy and mutual Tendernefs, which it is both impious and unnatural to break or loosen. *If I have withheld, faith Job, the Poor from his Desire, or have caused the Eyes of the Widow to fail; if I did despise the Cause of my Man-Servant or my Maid-Servant, when they contended with me: what then shall I do, when God riseth up; and when he visiteth, what shall I answer him? Did not He, that made me, make him? and did not One fashion us in the Womb?* We, that are so fond of exalting ourselves above those of our

*Job xxxi. 13—16.*
own Species, who are equal to us in most Things; preferable, it may be, in many; and beneath us only in accidental Circumstances; do we consider, before how awful a Superior we stand all the time? One that accepteth not the Person of Princes, nor regardeth the Rich more than the Poor: for they are all the Work of his Hands. But, happily for the Universe, his infinite Greatness is inseparably joined with infinite Mercy and Bounty: which blessed Union is the very Ground of the Worship that we pay him, of the Honour and Love, that fills our Hearts at the Thought of him. And what is it then, that deserves Love and Honour amongst Men? Surely to imitate this adorable Goodness of Him, who is high above all Nations, and his Glory above the Heavens: who yet humbleth himself to behold the Things, that are in Heaven and Earth. For though the Lord be high, yet hath he Respect unto the Lowly: but as for the Proud, be beholdeth them afar off.

Let us therefore delight in shewing ourselves, by all fit Proofs of condescending Benevolence, the true Children of our heavenly Father, and the true Disciples of our gracious Redeemer;

1 Job xxxiv. 19.  k Ps. cxiii. 4. 6.  1 Ps. cxxxviii. 6.  G 4 who
who hath made us all Members of one, that is, his own, Body: and whose Rule it is, Whosoever will be great among you, let him be your Minister; and whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your Servant: even as the Son of Man came, not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his Life a Ransom for many. The same Lesson, of not disdaining the very meanest Offices of Kindness, one to another, when Occasion requires them, he taught his Apostles, and through them all his Followers, in a Manner so unspeakably engaging, just before his Death, as one of the farewell Demonstrations of his tender Affection to them; (for so the Evangelist puts it;) conveying his Meaning the more expressively, as the Eastern Custom was, by an outward Action, peculiarly fitted to exemplify it; that I shall read you almost the whole Passage, as the best Conclusion, that can be made to a Discourse on the present Subject.

Now before the Feast of the Passover, when Jesus knew, that his Hour was come, that he should depart out of this World unto the Father: having loved his own, which were in the World, he loved them unto the End. And Supper being

m Matth. xx. 26, 27, 28.
ended, he laid aside his Garments, and took a Towel and girded himself. After that, he poureth Water into a Basin, and began to wash the Disciples Feet, and to wipe them with the Towel, wherewith he was girded. And after he had taken his Garments, and was sat down again, he said unto them, Know ye, what I have done unto you? Ye call me Master and Lord, and ye say well: for so I am. If I then, your Lord and Master, have washed your Feet, Ye ought also to wash one another's Feet: for I have given you an Example, that ye should do, as I have done unto you. Verily, verily, I say unto you, the Servant is not greater than his Lord: neither He that is sent, greater than He that sent him. If ye know these Things, happy are ye, if ye do them.”

— John xiii. 1—17.
SERMON VI.

Psalm xc. 12.

So teach us to number our Days, that we may apply our Hearts unto Wisdom.

There are not many Subjects recommended so often from the Pulpit to your serious Consideration, as the Shortness and Uncertainty of human Life: indeed there are very few, that deserve it so well. For our Business is, not to entertain the Curiosity of our Hearers with learned Discoveries, refined Speculations, or uncommon Remarks; but to remind them continually of such Truths, as are most useful to direct their Practice by mending their Hearts. And how impossible forever it may appear, that any one should be ignorant of some of them, yet if Men will forget
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forget or neglect them, and live as if they knew them not, they must be still repeated and inculcated. The Wisdom of our gracious Maker hath provided, that the greatest Part, not only of our Duties, but of the Motives to perform them, shall naturally and frequently suggest themselves to our Minds. And amongst the latter, one should think there was none more obvious, more unavoidable, than the Consideration of our own Mortality. But as those Objects which are continually present to our Senses, are apt for that Reason scarcely to affect us more, than if they were absent: so this Truth, being familiarized to us by daily Examples, about which we are indifferent, makes almost as little Impression upon us, as if the Case were otherwise. It is a Fact, which we have no Doubt of, and no Pleasure in: we therefore turn our Thoughts to somewhat else with such unhappy Success, that, though the Consequences of it are the most interesting to us all, that possibly can be, Multitudes of us live, as if we neither believed nor suspected any Thing of the Matter. When indeed the Voice of Exhortation, or the unexpected Decease of a Friend or Acquaintance, forces us to attend, we acknowledge for that Moment, and
and perhaps with some Concern, that we must expect to die soon: but quickly proceed again to act, as if we hoped to live for ever. And therefore it was a wise Prayer of Mofes, that God would condescend to help our Infirmity in this important Point. So teach us to number our Days, that we may apply our Hearts to Wisdom. Or, as the Words may be translated, without any material Change in the Sense: Teach us to number our Days thus; to count them, as the preceding Part of the Psalm had done, like the Sleep of a Night, like the Grass, which in the Morning flourisheth, but by the Evening is cut down and withered: or again, Teach us to number our Days aright; and we will bring, that is, in order to learn, or, we shall acquire, an Heart of Wisdom.

The Expression of numbering our Days carries in it an Implication, that they are not many. For in Scripture, as being without Number denotes a large Multitude, so the contrary Phrase hath of course the contrary Signification. Thus, when Mofes mentions the Continuance of the Cloud only a few Days upon the Tabernacle, it is in the Hebrew, Days of Num-

When he threatens, The Lord shall scatter you amongst the Nations, and ye shall be left few in Number; it is again, only Men of Number. And when Belshazzar is told, that God hath numbered his Kingdom, the Meaning is, that its Conclusion was near at Hand. Yet we cannot say, that Life is too short for us to enjoy the proper Happiness of it. For in our present fallen Condition, all Things considered, we have much Reason to be contented, nay thankful, that the Duration of Man upon Earth is no longer; and should have sufficient Cause to be weary of it, if it were. For surely three-score Years and ten is full Space enough to be Spectators of, and Sharers in, the Follies, the Sins, the Sufferings, of such a World as this. And both they who are so strong, that they come to fourscore Years, experience a peculiar Degree of Labour and Sorrow: and they that, after walking with God, are taken by him ever so early, ought to be considered as taken away in Mercy from Evil of one Kind or another. Nor is Life too short for the Business we have to do in it. For God requires, in this and all Respects, only in Proportion to what he gives.
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And we should every one of us easily do the whole that is needful here, would we but reflect what it is, and set about it in Earnest: which they that will not, when the Hours allotted them are so few, would be less likely still, if they had more to trifle away. But there yet remains a Sense, in which we all feel and own the Shortness of Life, when it is too late, if not before: that is, we find it waste much quicker, than we imagined: not only because we seldom attain to live near so many Years as we flatter ourselves; but because the utmost Extent to which we can live, doth not allow such a Multitude of Things to be done in it, as some fancy and imprudently attempt, nor afford Room for such Waste and Negligence, or such a Series of Errors and wrong Steps, as others adventure upon. And this being so evident and interesting a Truth; the serious and frequent Consideration of what it forbids, and what it calls for, must powerfully contribute to produce both a Temper and a Conduct of true Wisdom.

But to this end, we should place before our Eyes two distinct Views of our Existence here: as it regards the present World, and as it is also a State of Preparation for a future. At present
I shall dwell chiefly on the former View: which, though it be a very confined and imperfect one, yet was of so great Use to the Good and Virtuous under the Old Testament, when the World to come was less clearly revealed, that it ought not to be slighted now. And it visibly hath this Advantage, that whatever is rightly inferred from it, must be universally confessed: because, let Men bring themselves to think ever so little, or doubt ever so much, concerning the next Life, they cannot doubt, but that which now is, will soon, and they know not how soon, come to its Conclusion: from which Truth alone, if they reflect on it duly, they will not fail to learn important Lessons of moral, and even pious, (which will thus appear to be wise,) Behaviour. *As of the green Leaves on a thick Tree, faith the Son of Sirach, some fall and some grow, so is the Generation of Flesh and Blood: One cometh to an end, and another is born. Every Work rotteth and consumeth away, and the Worker thereof shall go withal. Blessed is the Man that doth meditate good Things in Wisdom, and that reasoneth of holy Things by his Understanding.*

*Ecclus. xiv. 18, 19, 20.*
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1. First then, as all Virtues in general, both by their own proper Influence, and the Blessing of God, which Reason leads us to expect, and Scripture expressly assures us of, conduce to prolong our Days, the Consideration of their natural Brevity may well direct us to a virtuous Conduct: particularly to Sobriety, Temperance, and Chastity; to a prudent Moderation of Anger; and to whatever Duties have especially the Promise or the Prospect of long Life annexed to them. For nothing can be more absurd, than to contract into a yet narrower Compass what is so far from needing it: unless it be, Complaining against Providence, that human Life is of so small Continuance, when ours might be of much greater, if we would: nay, when perhaps, at the very Moment of our Complaint, we are taking all the Pains we can not to live out one half of the few Days, that are appointed to Man upon Earth; and, in those we do live, to make ourselves miserable and fit for nothing; hastening Old-Age before its Season, and loading it with Diseases, by an idle, luxurious and libertine Youth.

2. Since we have but a small Time to stay here, it is our Wisdom to make it as easy and agreeable to ourselves and all with whom we have
have any Intercourse, as we are able: and to imitate Persons of Prudence, who occasionally go Journies together: bearing with each others Temper and Behaviour, giving mutual Comfort and Assistance under the Misfortunes and Inconveniences of the Way, and continually endeavouring to preserve or restore the good Humour and Cheerfulness of the Company. By this Method, we might live much more in a few Years, that is, have a greater Feeling of the Blessings of Life, than by being reciprocally troublesome and vexatious, we can in ever so many. And surely it is very strange, that having so scanty a Share of Being allotted us here, and this exposed by Nature to such Multitudes of unavoidable Troubles and Sufferings, we should contrive to pour additional Bitterness into our common Cup, by needless Injuries and Provocations. At best we have no Happiness to spare: and therefore should rather study to increase our Portion, by Friendliness and kind Offices, which will of course invite a Return of them, than lessen it by Selfishness, Haughtiness, Resentment, Perverseness, unreasonable Intermeddling; Qualities, most of them uneasy in themselves, and all of them productive of numberless Uneasinesses with every
every body around us? Or how little soever we may regard our own Tranquillity, or how well soever we may hope to maintain it, in the midst of Disputes and Contentions: yet, as most Persons are differently affected by such Things, surely the Condition of Humanity in general ought to move Compassion in us, and we should permit the little, which our poor Fellow-Creatures enjoy of Good, to be enjoyed, while it lasts, in Peace. We might image to ourselves, methinks, those who suffer by us, complaining and pleading, in Language like that of Job: Man, that is born of a Woman, is of few Days and full of Trouble. He cometh forth like a Flower, and is cut down: he fleeth also as a Shadow, and continueth not. And dost thou open thine Eyes upon such an one, and bringest me into Judgement with thee?—Seeing his Days are determined—his Bounds appointed, that he cannot pass; turn from him, that he may rest, till he shall accomplish, as an hireling, his Day*. Are not my Days few? Cease then, and let me alone, that I may take Comfort a little, before I go whence I shall not return, even to the Land of Darkness, and the Shadow of Death‡.

* Job xiv. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. ‡ Job x. 20, 21.
3. The Shortness of Life should teach us to be speedy and diligent in doing all such Things, as we ought to do. What these are indeed, it doth not alone sufficiently shew. But they are most of them so plain, and the rest so constantly taught us, that almost every one designs to practice them sooner or later, and become extremely good before he dies. But then they perpetually defer and postpone the Time of beginning this Reformation, on frivolous Pretences; and never consider to any Effect, how their Life is passing away, and gliding from under them, in a Course of Actions, which they own is faulty, and will at last lament in vain. They think, they may throw away a great Deal of it; and have Plenty left, to act as they judge proper afterwards. Now were it to last ever so long, yet spending any Part of it amiss, either wilfully or thoughtlessly, would be very unwise. But considering how short both others, and we ourselves, as far as our Experience reaches, have always found it; to squander what with our best Management is but enough, and what possibly may not hold out another Day, is Folly beyond Expression. Therefore the Son of Sirach, concerning one Part of our Duty, Acts of Kindness, advises
advices thus: Remember, that Death will not be long in coming: and that the Covenant of the Grave is not shewed unto thee. Do good unto thy Friend before thou die, and according to thy Ability stretch out thy Hand, and give him. But long before that, Solomon had established the same Rule, on the same Foundation, concerning all other Parts: Whatever thy Hand findeth to do, do it with thy Might: for there is no Work, nor Device, nor Knowledge, nor Wisdom in the Grave, whither thou goest. If then we are guilty of any Sin, or liable to any smaller Blemish, let us instantly amend, lest we should never have an Opportunity: or at best should leave a Doubt, whether we forsook our Faults, or they forsook us. If there be any valuable Quality, that we want, and should reckon ourselves happy in the Possession of; let us acquire it as soon as possible, and have the longest Enjoyment of it, that we are able. Whatever we see would be right and fit for us to do, whatever we should be unwilling to go out of the World and leave undone, let us take the only Way to make sure of doing, by doing it without Delay. Every friendly Care, every useful Labour; every Act, by which we can

1 Ecclus. xiv. 12, 13.  
2 Eccl. ix, 10.
either provide properly for those who immediately belong to us, or benefit any other of our Fellow-Creatures, let us apply to it directly: and work the Works of Him that sent us, while it is Day: for the Night cometh, when no Man can work 1.

4 Another Point of Wisdom, which the Shortness and Precariousness of our present State of Being should teach us, is to avoid long Pursuits of worldly Profits or Pre-eminences, which probably either we shall not have Time to attain, or must soon quit. Indeed, were the Extent of Man’s Life ever so great, it would be but a poor Employment of it to fix our Hearts on gaining more Wealth, more Power and Influence, or higher Rank, than would do us good; to neglect worthier Attentions, and disquiet ourselves and our Neighbours with these. But for a Creature, whose Days fly away as a Dream when one awaketh 2, to have an endless Train of selfish Designs, and Schemes laid up for many Years, when perhaps this Night his Soul may be required of him 3, is monstrously unsuitable. And yet, I know not how it is, the nearer People are to their End, the more eager they commonly are to get what

1 John ix. 4. 2 Job xx. 8. Ps. lxxiii. 20. 3 Luke xii. 20.
they, of all the World, have the least Occasion for, and the least Excuse for being solicitous about; and instead of that Ease and Repose, which their Time of Day calls for, unnaturally force themselves to Labour and Fatigue of Body and Mind, when they can ill support either; till, in the Midst of this preposterous Vehemence and Bustle, they are swept on a sudden into another State, with Heads and Hearts full of nothing but this. But though the Absurdity of such immoderate Attachments is most palpable, when Persons are upon the Verge of Life; yet, in every Part of it, the Imprudence of forming distant Expectations and Designs, and having no reasonable Prospect of their Accomplishment, or at least of Benefit from them, is both very real and too frequent. We have all a great deal to do in amending our Ways, and rectifying our Tempers, on which our Happiness even here depends, and we scarce ever think of it: whereas we need but a very small Share of temporal Advantages to carry us on comfortably to our Journey's End, and yet we set our Minds almost wholly on increasing it; many by Injustice, others by hard-hearted Penuriousness, or sinfully anxious Care; the former unmindful of
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the Prophet's Warning, *He that getteth Riches, and not by Right, shall leave them, perhaps in the Middle of his Days; and, whenever he leaves them, at his End shall be a Fool*; the latter, equally regardless of the Psalmist's beautiful Reflexion: *Behold thou hast made my Days as it were a Span long, and mine Age is even as nothing before thee: and verily every Man living is altogether Vanity. Man walketh in a vain Shew, and disquieteth himself in vain: he heapeth up Riches, and cannot tell, who shall gather them*. Reasonable Industry, to procure what is requisite for us in our Station, and for those with whom we are intrusted, far from being blameable, is a Duty. But, when they, who have no Families, are as earnest in hoarding, as if they had ever so large ones, only to dispose of their Wealth they hardly know or care to whom, and sometimes have not the Heart to dispose of it at all: or when they, who have Families, make it their Business to scrape together for them what will probably do them no real Service, but only be a Temptation and a Snare to them; when they grudge to relieve the Necessitous and Miserable, can think of nothing

*Jer. xvii. 11. *  
*Ps. xxxix. 5, 6.*  
*1 Tim. vi. 9.*  

with
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with Pleasure, but accumulating still more, and are unable to say themselves, how much they would have: such a Temper and Behaviour is utterly unfit for so short-lived and frail a Being as Man. Having therefore Food and Rayment, that is, a competent Provision of Necessaries for ourselves and ours, let us be therewith content: for we brought nothing into this World, and it is certain we can carry nothing out.

5. A fifth Use of numbering our Days is, to check and compose all strong Emotions of Mind about worldly Concerns: for in so transitory a State there can be nothing to deserve them. Why should we be elated with Hope of future Good, when both our own Lives, and theirs on whom our Expectations may depend, are subject to such innumerable Chances; and the higher we raise ourselves in Imagination, the more afflicting will be our Fall? Put not your Trust, faith the Psalmist, in the Son of Man, in whom there is no Help. His Breath goeth forth, be returneth to his Earth: in that very Day his Thoughts perish. Cease ye from Man, faith the Prophet, whose Breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be

1 Tim. vi. 8, 7. * Ps. cxlvi. 3, 4.
accounted of? Why again should we be dejected with Fear of future Evils, when a thousand Accidents, which none of us can guess at beforehand, may prevent their coming; or if they do come, our Head may be laid low enough before that Time, and far enough out of the Way of feeling them; or even if they should light upon us, a short Life hath no Room in it for long Sufferings? If we are visited with tormenting or wearisome Diseases, the harder they press us, the more speedily for the most Part they will work our Deliverance, and bring us to that Place, where there shall be no Sorrow nor Crying, neither shall there be any more Pain*. If we lose our best Friends, it was at most but a very few Years that we could have enjoyed them. If we suffer Vexations from our Enemies, Crosses in our Affairs, all will soon be over, and we shall be securely situated, where the Wicked cease from troubling, and where the Weary be at Rest*. If others obtain the Honours, the Profits, the Gratifications, we wished for, there is little Cause to envy them so perishable a Distinction. If we obtain them ourselves, there is as little Cause for Exultation or Pride while we have them,

1 If. ii. 22.  a Rev. xxi. 4.  z Job iii. 17.
or Indignation or Surprize, when he, who gave for a Time, takes away, or permits any one else to take away, what Death is hourly hastening towards us to carry off irrecoverably. The various Passions belonging to our Nature were interwoven in it, to set us on pursing Good and avoiding Evil, where it would prove to any Purpose; for which End a moderate Exercise of them serves best: and the Spirit of contented Resignation, (of which there is plainly a Principle in Man, if he would but use it,) was appointed for our Relief, and a great one we should find it, where we can relieve ourselves no other Way. In so uncertain a State, Vehemence of Temper is sure Misery, and in Patience alone can we possess our Souls. A quiet and meek Submission therefore to whatever may happen, without indulging Hope or Fear, Joy or Sorrow, Anger or Dissatisfaction, is evidently the Frame of Mind, which our Mortality requires. Or to express it in the Words of St. Paul: *This I say, Brethren, the Time is short. It remaineth that they that weep be as though they wept not; and they that rejoice, as though they rejoiced not; and they that buy, as though they possessed not;*

and they that use this World, as though they used it not: for the Fashion of this World passeth away.

It is true, calming our Agitations by the Prospect of Death, may be thought by some to be curing a less Evil by introducing a greater, which is left without Cure. But indeed viewing it often and steadily will diminish its Terrors, (which unless we look beyond it, are chiefly imaginary,) as it doth those of every thing else in this World. Viewing it as the Will of God, will oblige us in Duty to submit to it contentedly, remembering them that have been before us, and that come after: for this is the Sentence of the Lord upon all Flesh; and why are we against the Pleasure of the Most High? Then viewing it also as a Relief, though not of the most desirable Kind, must contribute to reconcile many to it something farther, and on the whole pretty well. For though bitter is the Remembrance of Death to a Man that liveth at Rest, and hath Prosperity in all Things, yet justly acceptable is it to the Needy, and to him whose Strength faileth, and that is vexed with all Things. Yet still, it must be owned, this Consolation is but a melancholy

* 1 Cor. vii. 29, 30, 31. a Ecclus. xli. 3, 4. b Ibid. ver. 1, 2. one.
one. And therefore, God be thanked, though Numbers of pious Men in ancient Days had probably no very clear Knowledge of any other, yet he hath enabled us, chiefly indeed by Revelation, yet partly by Reason itself, to see distinctly what they did not. And accordingly I must add,

Sixthly, and lastly, That the most important Lesson, taught us by the Shortness and Uncertainty of our present Life, considered in itself, is, that we may reasonably expect, and should therefore continually look forward to another. The longest Term at which we can arrive here, and the utmost Use we can make of it, is so very a Trifle and Nothing, compared with the Capacity for Improvement, both intellectual and moral, which we Experience ourselves to have; that, according to the most probable Judgement we are capable of forming, there must be somewhat farther, and unspeakably better, designed and reserved for us by our wise and bountiful Creator: some other Scene of Existence opened, when this is closed, in which we shall grow up to our Maturity; and manifest and rejoice in those Perfections of our Nature, which are hid and buried at present, in all to a great Degree, in some
fome almost entirely. That a Being, qualified for so much, should have Space allowed it for so little, would appear an evident Impropriety and Disproportion: which cannot be justly charged upon any Part of the Works of God. And the more we consider, what Numbers are cut off prematurely in their tender Youth, or just when their Faculties are beginning to ripen; but especially, with what strange Inequality, and Unsuitableness to the Behaviour of Men, both Prosperity and Adversity are distributed amongst them by the confessedly unerring Hand of Providence; the stronger the Argument grows, that this cannot be All: that the View of Life, which we have been taking hitherto, is a poor and narrow one indeed: that another of infinitely greater Moment is to follow it, in which every Thing wanting here shall be supplied, and every Thing wrong set right. But, convincing and interesting as these Deductions of Reason are, nothing is able to bring Life and Immortality into full Light, much less to assure impenitent Sinners of everlasting Punishment, and penitent Believers of eternal Rewards, but the Gospel of Jesus Christ. This therefore must be always the principal Object

2 Tjm. i. 10.
of our Attention: and This, through God's Grace, to be obtained by its Means, will teach us, what else we cannot learn effectually and practically, to think of this our mortal State, as a short and precious Opportunity given us to prepare for another and an endless one; the Happiness or Misery of which is to depend on the Affections cultivated, and the Deeds done by us, while in the Body. Were the Life which we now live, imagined to be the Whole, Multitudes would argue, plausibly though unjustly, that it could be no great Matter, how they spent it; whether they acted virtuously or viciously, discreetly or indiscreetly: since one Event happeneth to all; and the wise Man dieth as the Fool⁴. But our Share in the Recompences of that, which is to come, cannot possibly be regarded as a slight Thing. If then we are to be blessed or wretched for ever, accordingly as we behave well or ill in the mean while, this makes our Conduct a serious Point beyond Expression; and draws most affecting Consequences after it; such as the weakest Person must see, and the most artful can raise no Objection against: that the Pleasures and Profits of Sin are never to allure us, nor the

⁴ Eccl. ii. 14, 16.
Difficulties and Afflictions of Virtue to deter us in the least, but both in Comparison to be looked on, as if they were not: that the Enjoyments of the present State are to be used with cautious Moderation, and the Burdens of it to be borne with cheerful Hope: in short, that we are to walk by Faith, not by Sight: applying indeed to worldly Business, as far as our Stations require; and partaking of worldly Comforts, as far as will excite our Thankfulness to God for them, and answer the Purposes intended by them; yet still setting our Affections principally, not on the Attainment of transitory Accommodations or Amusements, during our Journey; but on securing, by a diligent Performance of the Work, for which we were sent upon it, a joyful Entrance into our continuing City: which God of his infinite Mercy grant us, through &c.

\[e\] 2 Cor. v. 7.  \[f\] Heb. xiii. 14.
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Psalm xc. 12.

So teach us to number our Days, that we may apply our Hearts unto Wisdom.

From these Words I have proposed to treat of the Wisdom, the Instruction in Piety and Virtue, which may be learned from the Shortness and uncertain Duration of human Life; considered,

I. With respect to the present Scene of Things only:

II. To that eternal one, which is to follow.

Even the former of these Views, though extremely and essentially imperfect, yet affords, as I have shewn you, many important Lessons and Directions: that by Sobriety, Temperance, Chastity, and due Government of all our Passions, we should endeavour to prolong the

Vol. VII.  I  Space
Space allotted us here; that we should use every proper Method of making it as easy and comfortable to one another, as we can; that we should be diligent to improve our little Time to the best Purposes, and do quickly what we would not leave undone; that we should proportion our Desires of Riches and Honours and Power, and every worldly Good, to the scanty Term which we have for the Acquisition and Enjoyment of them; that we should moderate our Emotions of Joy and Grief, of Hope and Fear and Anger; Vehemence in any of them being plainly unsuitable to a Condition so transitory; and lastly, that from the low Attainments of our earthly State, and the short Continuance and unequal Distribution of its Blessings, we should be raised to the Belief and earnest Expectation of a better.

Very different Conclusions, I am sensible, and very bad ones, have been often drawn from the small Number of our Days: of which, besides many Instances in the looser Heathen Writers, we have so distinct and beautiful an Account in the second Chapter of the Book of Wisdom, that I shall repeat it, and make some Remarks on it, before I go further.
The Ungodly said, reasoning with themselves, but not aright, Our Life is short and tedious: and in the Death of Man there is no Remedy, neither was there any Man known to have returned from the Grave. For we are born at all Adventures, and we shall be hereafter, as though we had never been—Our Time is a very Shadow, that passeth away: and after our End there is no returning. Come on therefore, let us enjoy the good Things that are present; and speedily use the Creatures, like as in Youth. Let us fill ourselves with costly Wine and Perfumes, and let no Flower of the Spring pass by us: let us crown ourselves with Rose-buds, before they be withered. Let none of us go without his Part of our Voluptuousness: let us leave Tokens of our Joyfulness in every Place: for this is our Portion, and our Lot is this. Let us oppress the poor righteous Man: let us not spare the Widow, nor reverence the ancient grey Hairs of the Aged. Let our Strength be the Law of Justice: for that, which is feeble, is found to be nothing worth.

Now it is certainly to be expected, that if this Life were to be our All, we should each make the best Advantage of it, that we could. But then the Way to do so is a very different

*Wisd. ii. 1-12.*
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one from that, which *the Ungodly, reasoning with themselves, but not aright*, propose. Thoughtless Gayety and dissolute Pleasures, how inviting soever the Description of them may sound, bring Persons daily, and often with surprizing Suddenedness, into Distresses and Sufferings of various Kinds; which, destroying their Reputations, their Fortunes, their Healths, will give them much more Cause to complain of the Shortness, and yet Tedium of Life, than they had when they first attempted to palliate this Evil by such fatal Remedies. For Vice and Folly have the unhappy Secret of reconciling this seeming Contradiction, by lessening the Extent of our Days, and at the same Time increasing the Burthen of them.

But supposing that such Miseries could be avoided, human Nature is not fitted for a perpetual Hurry of Amusements and Extravagances; nor, without a very painful Force upon itself, can bear them: but all Excesses of this Kind are severely punished, sooner or later, by that Lowness and Dejection, which fails not to follow wrong Indulgences; and yet more severely by that moral Principle which is deeply rooted in our Hearts, that Voice within, which will have its Turn to be heard,
as indeed it ought to be heard always. They therefore are the happy Persons, not that can spend the most Hours in Forgetfulness of themselves, in idle and unwise and perhaps criminal Gratifications; but who can delight to be their own Companions; can enjoy the calmer and stiller, but much more inward and real Pleasure, of a serene and composed Mind, of a worthy and benevolent and thankfully pious Heart; who are able to look back without Shame, and forwards without Fear. These are the Satisfactions of a reasonable Being; which as they, who have once fully experienced them, have always declared to be the highest possible; so they, who have not, should, in all Fairness and common Discretion, make due Trial of them, before they reject them. And upon such Trial they would find that Man is not a Creature formed to dissipate himself in trifling Levity, much less to wallow in Debauchery and Brutishness: but hath the Seeds of somewhat noble and divine planted in his Breast; which his great Concern is to cultivate, improve and exert. They would learn a higher Valuation of themselves, and feel how justly the Son of Sirach hath directed: *Glorify thy Soul in Meekness, and give...*
give it Honour according to the Dignity thereof.

As to the second Inference, drawn by the Ungodly, which patronizes Oppression and Cruelty: there is something so hateful and shocking in these Enormities; so contrary to the Tenderness, which is natural to our Hearts, till we wickedly harden them; so inconsistent with the Welfare and very Being of Society, that no one guilty of such Practices can at all expect, either to be easy in himself, or safe from others. And therefore, though the Interests of this Life alone were to be considered, no Argument could be rationally urged from the Shortness of it, in Favour of any Thing so entirely opposite to the evident Design of Him who placed us here for our Good, as both Voluptuousness and Injustice are.

But whatever Conclusions Men may think they can draw from this first and imperfect View; yet, when our Life on Earth is contemplated in the second that was proposed, as a State of Preparation for another and an endless one; then neither the Wit, nor almost the Folly of Man can make any other than virtuous Inferences from the Shortness of it. And

b Ecclus. x. 28,
to the Want of looking upon it in this Light
the Book of Wisdom ascribes principally those
profligate Reasonings, which I have been
confuting. Such Things did they imagine, and
were deceived; for their own Wickedness blinded
them: as for the Mysteries of God, they knew
them not; neither hoped they for the Wages of
Righteousness, nor discerned a Reward for blame-
less Souls. Without this Knowledge it was
weak to argue as they did; but with this
Knowledge it had been impossible: so impor-
tant are the Alterations, which it makes in our
Case. Indeed it supplies us, in a very great
Measure, with three of the chief Things, which we want in our Pilgrimage through the
World. These are,

1 Conviction of the Necessity of applying
diligently to know and do our Duty.

2. Encouragement to persist in it to the End
against Temptation.

3. Support under the Afflictions, to which
we are exposed in the mean while.

Now serious and frequent Reflexion, how
soon the present State will terminate in one
of infinitely more Consequence, is adapted to

\[ \text{Wis. ii. 21, 22.} \]
be of the utmost Service to us, in each of these Respects, through that Blessing, which God is ready to bestow on our sincere Endeavours used, and Prayers offered up, in the Name of Christ: *for without Him we can do nothing* 4.

1. To keep alive in us a strong Conviction of the Necessity of applying diligently to know and do our Duty.

Were this Life the Whole of our Existence, there would be many, thoughtless enough to imagine, that being so short, there could be no mighty Difference, in what Manner it was spent, right or wrong; for so small a Journey, any Way of undertaking it would serve; and Fancy be Guide sufficient: the Advantages of choosing well could not be exceeding great; the Inconveniences of choosing ill would soon be over, indeed whenever one pleased; and the End of all Things would quickly come, when Prudence and Imprudence would be just upon a Level. But plausible as this may look, when it gratifies the prevailing Humour; surely whoever conceives the present State to be his whole Portion, be it as short as it will, ought to think it deserves his whole Attention: else he may not only miss all the Happiness, that he can

4 John xv. 5.
promise himself, but find there is Room enough for such a one, as he is, to be more than a little miserable as long as he lives: notwithstanding which, he will probably wish to continue in Being as long as he can.

Yet still, if the Supposition, on which these Men venture their All, were true; the Harm, which they would suffer by conducting themselves absurdly would not be so extremely pitiable: and they might contrive to make it appear much less than it is. For Affectation and Obstinacy can support some, for a time at least, in bearing a great Deal, and calling it a Trifle. But whatever Trifles the Pleasures and the Pains of this Life may be; the Felicity reserved for good Persons in another, and the Punishment to be inflicted, (and which our Consciences tell us will be justly inflicted,) on such as have perverted and abused their own Natures, injured their Fellow-Creatures, disobeyed the Commands and defeated the Purposes of their Creator; these Things must be of Moment unspeakable: and which of them shall be our Lot, absolutely depends on the Use we make of the Space allowed us here. How greatly doth it concern us then, carefully and frequently to examine what Share we have wrought of
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the Works of Him that sent us; and to recollect, how soon the Night may and must come, in which no Man can work*.

To know the former, we must search, through the wide Extent of the divine Law, into our Performances and our Deficiencies: whether we have uniformly expressed towards our Maker, our Redeemer, our Sanctifier, that Reverence and Love, that Resignation and Thankfulness, that Hatred of Sin, and Universality of Obedience, which their Authority over us, and Goodness to us, so strongly require: whether, on all Occasions in common Life, we have been so just and upright, so mild and forgiving, so charitable and bountiful, so friendly and compassionate, so faithful and attentive to the various Duties of our several Stations and Relations, as we know we ought: whether lastly in the Government of ourselves we have been so observant of Purity and Decency, so temperate and abstinent, so indifferent about Things below compared with those above, as becomes Beings designed to sustain the Character of rational, moral, religious, Christian. If we have not, and most certainly we have not, can we truly say, that we have * John ix. 4. repented
repented and thrown ourselves on God's Mercy in Jesus Christ, and are still in a penitent and believing State? Unless this be so, the one Thing needful is hitherto undone: and even if it be done, yet how much Employment is there still upon our Hands, to perfect our Humiliation for what is past, and undo, as far as we can, all the Evil, that we have ever done, and perhaps have been doing for a long Time, against our Fellow-Creatures, as well as in the Sight of God! Not only our external Behaviour, but the inward Principles of it, must be continually reformed: all our bad Inclinations first be detected, which is no easy Task, then gradually subdued, which is a very hard one: especially when we have suffered them by Indulgence to strengthen their original Hold on our Hearts. They cannot be extirpated in this Life: they will frequently rebell; and yet must be always overcome. But this is not the Whole. Further still, every Christian Virtue, every Qualification prescribed in the Word of God, must be planted in our Souls, tenderly cherished, and incessantly carried on towards Maturity. For it is only if these Things be in us and abound, that an Entrance shall be ministered unto us abundantly into the everlasting King—
Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour'. How little we have of some of them, how much too little of all, we cannot be totally ignorant. But we shall never know, as we ought, and yet less be able to supply our Defects, unless we are both enlightened and strengthened by the Grace of God. Have we then prayed and laboured for this, and have we obtained it, and are we making a proper Use of it? Without it our Hope of Amendment is vain: and even with it, so much is wanting to be done, that we have by no Means any Time to throw away.

For, alas, what is the Time of Man upon Earth? The Whole of it short: a great Part of it necessarily filled up with Things not related, or very remotely, to our main Business: perhaps, if not certainly, much the greatest Part already past, and irrecoverably gone; so past, it may be, as to increase both our Work and the Difficulties of it, in the Remainder. That Remainder also will fly as speedily, and, unless we take Care, as unprofitably too, as what preceded. And how small a Remnant it may prove to those, who have seemingly the best Reasons for making themselves large Promises, we can never know; amidst the per-

2 Pet. i. 8, 11.
petual Accidents, that cut off such great Numbers in the Prime of their Days; and are many of them too sudden to leave Room, even for that miserable Confort, a Death-bed Repentance.

It appears very harsh, and is extremely painful, to give People, in a dangerous Sickness, the slightest Intimation how little this Remedy is likely to avail them. And therefore they ought to be the more frequently and strongly reminded of it, whilst they may hear it with less Terror, and greater Benefit. A presumptuous or thoughtless Mortal lives negligently and sinfully Year after Year, in Hopes of repenting of his Sins, when he comes to the End of his Days: that is, doth a Multitude of ill Actions, in Hopes that hereafter he shall heartily wish he had never done them. Can this be? Are such Persons in earnest? No: but they are trying, if possible, to cheat God and themselves at the same time; to disobey his Will so artfully, as to avoid Punishment, and obtain Reward. Now what imaginable Prospect is there, that from a Heart so deliberately false, any true Repentance will ever come? Besides, what Certainty is there, that any one will have Time allowed him, or that his Understanding
understanding will not fail, or that he will not grow hardened instead of penitent; or indeed, that he shall have Spirits and Attention sufficient, in the midst of Pain and Sickness and Languor, to recollect his numerous Transgressions, and to apply earnestly for Pardon. If he hath, undoubtedly it is the best and only Thing, that he can do for himself: and omitting it is making a very bad Case greatly worse. But still, to be grieved for our Sins only when we can live no longer in them, and are afraid of being immediately condemned for them, is a very suspicious Kind of Sorrow: and moreover, it is not to mere Sorrow, that God hath promised Forgiveness, nor to mere Faith; but to such only, as will produce Amendment, for which, in these Circumstances, there is little or no Room. Nor can either By-standers, or the dying Man himself, know in the least, whether it would produce any, were a longer Life to be granted: or whether he would not relapse, as thousands of others, notwithstanding the most promising Appearances, have done, into his former Wickedness. And therefore no one can, on sure Grounds, either administer Comfort to others, or take it to himself, in such a Case; how dreadful forer
it will be to have none in that Hour, when we
shall want it most.

Since therefore our Preparation must be
made before our End comes; which will come
soon, and may come when we think of it least:
how vigilant should we be not to spend any of
our Time in Sin; and how unwilling to spend
more than is necessary in Trifles: how studious
to make our common Employments in Life
consistent with and subservient to our heavenly
Calling; how careful to be always in Readiness,
to have our Loins girded and our Lights
burning, like Men that wait for their Lord;
lest, coming suddenly, be find us sleeping. How
frequently should we imagine ourselves in the
Condition, in which we must be shortly: when
the Pleasures, the Profits, the Pre-eminences,
that we have pursued so eagerly, will vanish
into nothing; when the Duties that we have
flighted so boldly, will appear the most im-
portant of all Things; and the only firm Support
will be, that in Simplicity and godly Sincerity,
by the Grace of God, we have had our
Conversation in the World! Why should we
not think now, as we certainly shall then?

* Heb. iii. 1.  
* Mark xiii. 35.  
k 2 Cor. i. 12.  
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Why should we not act now, as we shall wish from the Bottom of our Hearts we had done; and wish in vain hereafter for what at present is undoubtedly feasible, and but moderately difficult!

Such Reflexions, as these, may be disagreeable to us: but they will become very supportable. God, in great Mercy, hath framed us so, that the Consideration of Mortality, however awful, is not too strong for us. We can look upon it without overpowering our Faculties; and turn our Thoughts from it with Ease to the daily Business and even Amusements of Life. But it would be a most unworthy and pernicious Return, because he doth not force it upon our Minds constantly, which would unfit us for this World, therefore to lay it out of them entirely; or so near it as to neglect providing for the next. And the more averse any one is from meditating on these Things, the more needful it is for him. Not thinking of Death will ward it off never the longer; but only make it infinitely terrible, when it comes: and thinking of it effectually will bring it never the sooner; but only dispose us to wait for it in Peace, and receive it with calm Resignation, if not with Joy. *O that Men were wise,*
wife, that they understood this, that they would consider their latter End!

2. The Shortness of this Life, when we view it as an Introduction to another, besides proving in the strongest Manner the Necessity of Diligence in our Duty, gives also the greatest Encouragement to persevere in it, against all Difficulties and Temptations.

Indeed the Pains, that we take, to lay aside our Faults and cultivate our Virtues, will seldom fail to reward themselves plentifully even here, by the peaceable Fruits of Righteousness. But were it commonly otherwise, were the Yoke of our Master heavy and his Burthen grievous; it is not long, that we have to bear it. The Warfare against our Spiritual Enemies, the Sorrow of being too often unsuccessful in it, the Watchfulness over our bad Inclinations, the Painfulness of Self-Denial, the Ridicule and Censure of a World that lieth in Wickedness, all this will soon be past; and we shall receive the End of our Faith and Obedience, the Salvation of our Souls. If the other Life were very distant, and the Crown of Glory not to be given us, till we had been some hundreds
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of Years, like the ancient Patriarchs, fighting the good Fight, and enduring Hardness, as good Soldiers of Jesus Christ; it were less Wonder, if any should grow weary, and faint in their Minds. But since the Days of our Trial are thus few, and eternal Felicity is annexed to so short a Struggle; we may cheerfully hold fast the Profession of our Faith without wavering, and provoke one another to Love and good Works; and so much the more continually, as we see the Day approaching. Be patient therefore, Brethren, unto the Coming of the Lord. Behold, the Husband-man waiteth for the precious Fruit of the Earth, and hath long Patience for it, until he receive the early and latter Rain. Be ye also patient, establish your Hearts: for the Coming of the Lord draweth nigh.

And as the Nearness of another State lessens very considerably the Difficulties of Virtue; so doth it also the Advantages of Sin: which indeed are seldom real, even here, but much the contrary, were all duly considered, whatever bad Men imagine, whom their own Wickedness blinds, as they well deserve it should. But supposing them ever so often in

a 2 Tim. iv. 7.  b 2 Tim. ii. 3.  c Heb. xii. 3.
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the right, the utmost Benefit they can receive is but for the present Life, it may be, for a very small Part of it: and all that we can possibly get or lose, enjoy or suffer in this World, bears no Proportion to that which is to come. Indeed whatever must have an End, can bear no Proportion to that which hath none. And consequently, were we to live ever so long, provided we were to die at all, there could be no reasonable Comparison between our Interest in the present Life and the future. But when the present not only ought in Reason to be looked on as nothing, but shews itself to our very Senses to be as nothing; when we can so easily reckon up the few Years it is composed of, the Bounds appointed, which it cannot pass*: even then to let ourselves be cheated with it, and the poor false Promises it makes us; and for these to quit the Hopes of an Immortality, just ready to be conferred on us, the Blessedness of which exceeds our Imagination, and will be continually increasing for ever; this is what nothing, but the melancholy Experience of it, could make one believe was possible. But so the Fact stands. Men give up Eternity in Exchange for a Moment: here

* Job xiv. 5.
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they will have their Portion, whatsoever shall come after. And though they must know, would they think at all, that the Judgement of the Wicked lingereth not, and their Damnation doth not slumber; yet either they fly from the Conviction, or they harden themselves against it; and desperately resolve, that nothing, but what is present, shall make any Impression upon them: whereas in just Reckoning every thing present should be regarded almost only as it promotes or obstructs our Preparation for Futurity. Faithfulness to our Duty should be our whole Concern: and what we may suffer here by doing it, or gain here by transgressing it, should be accounted very insignificant; as we certainly shall account it, if once we obtain from God the Skill of numbering our Days aright.

3. The last Use, which I shall mention, of considering how soon this Life will terminate in another, is, that we should support ourselves with the Prospect of being happy shortly, under all that may afflict us in the mean while.

Indeed, were there to be no future State, the Misfortunes of the present would be much

1 Pet. ii. 3.
the more tolerable for ending so soon. But still, losing the Comforts of it would then be losing our All; and going through it in Misery would embitter our whole Existence. Now were the Space of it more or less, yet being the Whole, we could have nothing to make us Amends for our Disappointments and Sufferings, or to exalt us above them. Death indeed would free us, earlier or later; and so far be a Remedy: but a very gloomy one, were all to end there: such a one as most People would think worse than the Disease, and be through Fear of it all their Life-time subject to Bondage*. But now, as the Interests of this World are only a small Part of our Concern, they deserve only a small Part of our Consideration: and as the Conclusion of the present Scene is immediately followed by a second, which shall never conclude, it furnishes out to us a Triumph over its own Terrors. O Death, where is thy Sting? O Grave, where is thy Victory*?

Bad Persons indeed can derive no Comfort from hence: for the End of their worldly Sorrows, is the Beginning of infinitely more dreadful ones. But if we are sincerely pious and

* Heb. ii. 15. 1 Cor. xv. 55. virtualous,
virtuous, the Crosses and Troubles, under which we may labour here, the Parting with our Friends, the Provocations of our Enemies, Poverty and Contempt, Sickness and Pain, the Wearisomeness of old Age, the Feebleness of decaying Nature, whatever can be grievous to us, will not only soon be succeeded by Happiness; but will increase that Happiness unspeakably, provided we only bear it with a dutiful Patience for this little Interval. Now therefore, why disquietest thou thyself, seeing thou art but a corruptible Man? and why art thou moved, whereas thou art but mortal? and why hast thou not considered the Thing that is to come, rather than that which is present? We cannot indeed, through the original Weakness of our depraved Faculties, be so much cheered by these Considerations, as we have Cause; and we should not despair upon it: but we may be cheered by them much more, than we are; and we should endeavour it to the utmost; assuring ourselves, that in our future State, we shall smile at recollecting the heaviest Calamities of this, with much more Contempt, than we always do, in our

*2 Esdr. vii. 15, 16.*
maturer Years, at remembering the petty Afflictions of our Childhood.

Let us resolve then, that we will try to take even joyfully not only the Losses of this World, knowing that we have in Heaven a better and an enduring Substance; but also the Dissolution of this Tabernacle, since when we are uncloathed we shall be clothed upon with an House eternal, and Mortality be swallowed up of Life. Let us, under all Pressures, of whatever Kind, look up, and lift up our Heads: for our Redemption draweth nigh; and contentedly wait all the Days of our appointed Time, till our Change come; never casting away that Confidence, which hath great Recompense of Reward; for yet a little while, and be that shall come will come, and will not tarry. These Reflexions let us familiarize to ourselves: and learn from them to fix our Hearts, not on such unworthy Objects, as we are subject to be disappointed about every Moment, whilst we have them; and must at farthest in a few Years undergo the final Disappointment of parting with them for ever: but extend our Ambition to nobler Views; and since we are made for Eternity,

---
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become
become superior both to the Pleasures and the Grieves of Time, that being neither seduced by the one, nor dejected by the other, we may go on with a steady and cheerful Attention to our present Duty, and our approaching Bliss; till the few and evil Days of our Pilgrimage being ended, we may have our Consummation in Peace; and be admitted everlasting Inhabitants of that City, which hath Foundations, whose Builder and Maker is God.

* Gen. xlvii. 9.  
* Heb. xi. 10.
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JOHN xv. 26.

But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of Truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me.

The Blessings, which we have received from the Sovereign Lord of all, are either the original ones of Creation and Providence, or the superadded one of Redemption from Sin and Misery. The former Sort are in some Measure discoverable by Reason, but much more fully made known by Revelation: of the latter our whole Knowledge is from Revelation alone. But being through its Means once acquainted with those new Relations, in which God's Mercy to fallen Man hath placed us,
us, and with the new Obligations, to which they subject us; it is no less criminal to disregar this Part of Religion, than the other: since not only the Foundation of it in the Truth of Things is equally real, but its Importance to our Happiness, if possible, greater. And the several Persons of the Sacred Trinity having manifested their Love to us by concurring in our Recovery, and conducting and executing, according to the Disposition of infinite Wisdom, their several Shares of that gracious Work; we are consequently bound to distinct Acts of Faith and Duty towards each: the Performance of which, agreeably to the Direction of God’s Word, constitutes the peculiar Duty of a Christian. Amongst these, the present Season leads us to consider, what Offices the Holy Ghost hath condescended to execute for our Salvation. And as they consist, partly in testifying to us outwardly the Certainty of our Religion, partly in moving us inwardly to be affected by it as we ought, I shall discourse now on the former of these Points: by laying before you,

I. More generally, the Testimony given by the Blessed Spirit, in successive Ages, to Divine Truths; above all to the Grant of a Saviour to Mankind.

II. In
II. In a more particular Manner, that ever-memorable Confirmation, vouchsafed, as on this Day, to the Doctrine of the Gospel, by his descending on the Apostles, and inducing them with miraculous Gifts: of which I shall prove the Reality, and draw from it proper Inferences. For it will be useful to put you in Remembrance of these Things, though ye know them, and be established in the present Truth.

I. First then, I shall lay before you, more generally and briefly, the Testimony given by the Spirit, in successive Ages, to Divine Truths.

Prophecy, as St. Peter observes, came not in old Time by the Will of Man: but holy Men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. Accordingly we find in Multitudes of Places, from the earliest Book of Scripture to the latest, supernatural Impulses and Illuminations ascribed to the Spirit of God: nor can we doubt therefore, but they proceeded from him always, though sometimes it is not expressly affirmed. So that we are to honour the Third

---
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and Prophecies, and all the intricate Steps of Providence through all Ages, should plainly appear to point out and center in this one great Event, and undeniably shew, that known unto the Lord are all his Works from the Beginning.

Now therefore the Fulness of Time being come, and the Circumstances of Things fitly disposed, the next Operation of the Spirit of God for our Redemption was the supernatural Conception of the promised Saviour: on whom he afterwards descended like a Dove at his Baptism; led him into the Wilderness to triumph over the Tempter; and so conducted the Man Jesus through his whole State of Humiliation, that all he said and did is represented in Scripture as proceeding from this Influence: and those mighty Works of his, which bore witness of him, are to be considered as repeated Testimonies of the Spirit on his Behalf. Thus He himself hath taught us, laying claim to the Words of Isaiah: The Spirit of the Lord is upon me: for he hath anointed me to preach the Gospel to the Poor, he hath sent me to heal the Broken-hearted, to

*f Acts xv. 18.  
*Gal. iv. 4.  
*Matth. i. 18. 
*Matth. iii. 16.  
*Matth. iv. 1.
preach Deliverance to the Captives, and recovering of Sight to the Blind. And again, If I by the Spirit of God do cast out Devils, then is the Kingdom of God come unto you. And in like manner St. Peter: That Word, which was published through all Judea, ye know: how God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with Power: who went about doing Good, and healing all that were oppressed of the Devil: for God was with him. But, besides the Miracles, which he performed before his Death, the New Testament, according to the common, and I think true Interpretation, ascribes also to the same Divine Agent that great Miracle and Foundation of our Faith, his Rising again: where he is said by St. Paul to have been declared the Son of God with Power, according to the Spirit of Holiness, by the Resurrection from the Dead; and by St. Peter, to have been put to Death in the Flesh, but quickened by the Spirit.

Thus then it appears in general, that from the earliest Times the Spirit of Prophecy was the Testimony of Jesus: and bore Witness to

2 Matth. xii. 28.  
3 Acts x. 37, 38.  
4 Rom. i. 4.  
5 1 Pet. iii. 18.  
6 Rev. xix. 10.
his Gospel by continual Signs and Wonders, during his Abode on Earth. I now proceed.

II. To that particular Confirmation of it, by the Descent of the Holy Ghost on his Apostles, which he foretells, in the Text and elsewhere, should follow his leaving the World; and which produced Effects so greatly superior to all preceding Attestations, that the Holy Ghost is said in Scripture not to have been given, or as other Copies read it, not to have been, before: meaning comparatively; and in respect, not of his Existence, but his Operations on Believers.

Now these were reserved, for several good Reasons, till after our Saviour's Ascension. It was prophesied of him, that when he ascended up on high, he should lead Captivity captive, subject to Himself Multitudes who had been Slaves to the Wicked one; and, as the Means of doing this, should receive Gifts for, and give them unto, Men: which Prediction St. Paul expressly quotes, and St. Peter surely alludes to it, when he faith: Therefore being by the Right-hand of God exalted, and having received of the Father the Promise of the Holy

\[\text{John vii. 39. Comp. Acts xix. 2. } \phantom{\text{Ps. lxviii. 11. }} \phantom{\text{Eph. iv. 8. }} \text{Ps. lxviii. 11.} \]
Ghoft, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see and bear *. It was a proper Beginning of the Exercise of that Authority, with which he had been so lately invested: and a new and most seasonable Proof of it, especially to his poor Disciples, who must extremely have wanted Comfort under the Loss of his personal Presence. Now no Comfort could be so reviving, as to find the Tokens of his Power even increased by his Absence; and themselves enlightened with greater Knowledge of Truth, and strengthened with more Ability of performing mighty Deeds, than when he went in and cut amongst them *. Besides, now they were to go immediately on their unparalleled Enterprize, the Conversion of Mankind: and therefore now, and not before, it was Time they should be furnished with the miraculous Qualifications, requisite for that Purpose.

Accordingly, when the Day of Pentecost, the tenth after the Ascension, was fully come; a Festival, at which Jews and Proselytes of all Countries and Languages resorted to Jerusalem, besides that large Numbers of them usually dwelt there; the Apostles were all with one Accord in one Place. And suddenly there came a

* Acts ii 33.  
* Acts i. 21.  
* Sound
So Und from Heaven, as of a rushing mighty Wind; and it filled the House where they were sitting. And there appeared unto them cloven Tongues, like as of Fire, and it sat upon each of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other Tongues, as the Spirit gave them Utterance*. There were it seems, a few inconsiderate Creatures, as the Sort is too common, who found matter of Ridicule in this, and mocking said, These men are full of new Wine*. But the very Imagination, that twelve serious Men, should, every one of them, be so unaccountably overtaken, at so unlikely an Hour too as Nine in the Morning, was incredible and absurd; as St. Peter well observed*: whose Speech, made instantly on the Occasion, in the Words of Truth and Soberness*, if ever any was, would alone abundantly have confuted the Charge, even though he had not named it. And yet a farther Confutation was, (and there could not be a stronger) that the Foreigners present must know, whether the Languages they heard were real ones; and the Inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judea must some of them know, whether They, who spoke them, had

* Acts ii. 1-4.  
* Acts xxvi. 25.  
* Ver. 15.
* Ver. 13.
ever learnt them: and the Result was, not that they were detected, but that three thousand souls were added to them the same Day, and the Numbers increased continually.

In this Chapter of the Acts indeed there is Mention only of the single Gift of Tongues: as being the most remarkable in itself, and most immediately exercised. But from the whole of their History it appears, that the Apostles were intrusted, and doubtless at the same time, with various other supernatural Endowments: as their Lord had promised them, that they should do the same, and even greater Works than He, because he went unto his Father. And besides the Powers, of which many inferior Disciples partook with them, there was one peculiar to them: that, by Prayer and Imposition of Hands, they were able to communicate the Gifts of speaking with Tongues, and performing Miracles, to whom they thought proper. Once indeed, in the extraordinary and new Case of Cornelius, the holy Ghost fell, without human Interposition, on all which heard the Word preached, as he had done at first on the Apostles: that the whole World

b Acts ii. 41. c Ver. 47. d John xiv. 12.

e Acts x. 44.
might be fully convinced of what the Jews were very backward to believe, that to the Gentiles also God had granted Repentance unto Life, since he had given his Spirit to Them, even as he did unto others, putting no Difference between them. And thus did the Comforter testify, not only the Truth of Christianity in general, but our Title, who are descended from Heathens, to a Share in the Blessings of it: without which Testimony perhaps we had sat to this day in Darkness and the Shadow of Death. But still, ordinarily speaking, that the superior Dignity of the Apostles might be preserved, and by its Means the Unity of the Church, and the Purity of the Faith; these Miraculous Gifts were conveyed only through Their Hands, to such Persons, as by Illumination from above, they saw to be qualified for them.

Thus then, to speak in the Terms of St. Paul, to one Man was given by the Spirit the Word of Wisdom, to another the Word of Knowledge, to another Faith, to another the Gifts of Healing, to another the Working of other Miracles, to another Prophecy, to another Discerning of Spirits, to another divers Kinds of


L 2 Tongues.
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Tongues, to another the Interpretation of Tongues: but all these wrought that one and the self same Spirit, dividing to every Man severally as he willed. And now, imagine a Church of Christians under the Conduct of some of our Lord’s immediate Disciples, and exhibiting to the World around them such Gifts as these. Represent to yourselves, first, a number of plain unlearned Men, delivering a Doctrine, perfectly worthy of God, and suited to the Nature and Condition of Mankind; evidently and vastly more so, than all the Discoveries of unassisted Reason, in all Ages, put together, had been able to furnish; professing themselves to have received and been charged to spread it through the Earth, by a Person of a Character absolutely faultless; whose Birth and Actions, and every thing material that befell him, had been gradually foretelling ever since the Creation, and all came to pass accordingly; whom, in farther Confirmation of his Authority, they had seen, for Years, performing daily Miracles of the highest Power, and the tenderest Goodness; whom they had seen supporting the Reality of his Mission by calmly delivering himself up, and suffering Death on the Cross;

1 Cor. xii. 8—11.
whom yet afterwards they frequently beheld alive and conversed with, till at length while they stood by him, a Cloud received him into Heaven: Supposing them all to persist unanimously in this Account, without any possible Interest to serve by it, and with the hourly Danger of being detected, if what they said was false; to have continually before their Eyes, and one after another to undergo, at considerable Distances of Time, with the utmost Cheerfulness, every Thing that can be dreadful to human Creatures, merely for asserting these Facts, and behaving suitably to them: such a Testimony to such a Religion, must surely, without any additional Proof, appear throughly convincing to every honest and reasonable Mind. But left, after all, it should be thought possible, that these Witnesses might either, by some strange Means, be all deceived in every one of the abovementioned Evidences; or all agree, (though one sees not why they should, or how with any Success they could) to deceive others in them: let it be farther supposed, that from being ignorant and slow of Understanding, as they notoriously were, they now of a sudden speak with a Wisdom and a Spirit, which their...
Adversaries are not able to resist; that from being exceedingly timorous Mortals, they are likewise of a sudden, when there is more Ground for Fear than ever, become totally void of Fear, and rejoice to suffer in Defence of their Cause: that being well known neither to have enjoyed Opportunities of Learning in their own Country, nor yet to have travelled out of it; well known to have had, a few Weeks before, no other Dialect, than their native rustic Idiom of Galilee; (which they had not skill enough to disguise, when they would have wished it most, but were betrayed by their Speech, and found out for what they were;) that these, quickly after, are qualified to discourse fluently and properly with Men of all the different Nations of the World, and that each bears them speak, in their own Tongues, the wonderful Works of God: that, farther still, they can foretell things future, discern the very Secrets of Men’s Hearts, heal Diseases, raise the Dead, inflict miraculous Punishments on their Opposers; in a Word, can work all the Wonders, which they affirm their Master to have wrought; and, which is more, enable others, altogether Strangers to them, immedia-

* Acts vi. 10.  
† Acts ii. 3, 11.
ately on their believing, to work the same: what can there be wanting to satisfy every Ex-
aminer completely; and whence can these Things proceed, but from the Power of the Divine Spirit?

Now such were the Proofs, on which the first Christians assert they received their Religion: and their very Reception of it, notwithstanding such Prejudices of Education against it, and threatening Discouragements from it, is the strongest Presumption, that the Arguments urged to them were convincing, and their Belief undeniably true. It is an acknowledged Fact, that Christianity spread in a very few Years through every Nation then known, and that Multitudes of every Rank embraced it. Now by what possible Means could a Faith, so entirely opposite to the established Superstitions of all Countries, and the favourite Vices of all the Inhabitants of them, be thus propagated, in a knowing and inquisitive Age, by a handful of Men, without Learning and without Power, against all the Learning and Power of the World, vigorously and without Delay applied to withstand it, but by such Testimonies of the Divine Spirit in its Favour, as the first Christians unanimously say attended
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attended its Progress? These afford a clear Explication of this wonderful Change: and fair Inquiry will shew, that nothing else can. It is easy to pick out little Cavils, nay indeed to raise very plausible Objections here and there, against the Evidence of any thing. It is easier still to get a few general Phrases, of Enthusiasm and Bigotry and Imposture and Credulity, and throw them about at Random. But let any Unbeliever take only the undoubted Facts, relating to Christianity in its first Rise, and try to solve them upon His Principles, entering into Particulars; and he will find it impracticable, not only to give any Account attested by History, how they did happen, (though that he ought to do) but even any Guess or imaginary Supposition how they could happen, if our Religion be false, that will not be full of infinitely greater Difficulties and Incredibilities, than he can pretend to allege against the Truth of it. And therefore either the Gospel prevailed by these Miracles, for which we contend, or its prevailing without them was the most amazing Miracle of all.

But besides this Way of reasoning, to prove, that there must have been such Gifts, we have
direct Historical Evidence, that there actually were such.

Indeed what you have already heard concerning them, from the Acts of the Apostles, carries with it very sufficient Authority. For that Book was the Work of an Author, who lived at the Time, and had Means of being well acquainted with what he relates, and could have no Temptation to write Falsehoods; and was allowed, by those who must know, to have written Truth. But the Argument from St. Paul's Epistles appears to be somewhat stronger yet: And the Strength of it lies in this narrow Compass: that they were certainly written by Him; and immediately received, and highly esteemed, by the several Churches to whom they are directed: that in them He mentions frequently the supernatural Gifts of the Spirit, as then subsisting in those Churches; that he would not have dared to do this, had there been no such Thing; or if he had, He and his Letters could never have been respected, as they certainly were.

For the first Point, that these Epistles are really His, we have the strongest external Evidence imaginable: the Testimony of some of his Contemporaries, of many who lived imme-


diately
diately after him, and the universal Consent of Mankind. But the internal Marks and Characters of their being genuine, are, if possible, yet more convincing to a Judge of such Matters. There is an evident Air and Look of Truth and Preciseness preserved throughout them. The Numbers of Persons on various Occasions named in them; the minute Directions and Orders that are sent; the Obscurity of several Passages, occasioned by their referring to Questions asked and Accounts of Things given by the Churches, and to their present Situation, in one respect or another, are manifest Tokens that they are what they profess to be. A Writer of counterfeit Pieces would either be too artful to venture into such Particulars, or must have failed in some of them. But then the Reception of them by the Congregations, to which they are inscribed, completes the Impossibility of a Fraud. Suppose an Impostor to draw up Letters of a considerable Length to such and such Societies, Churches for Instance, relating to many of their Members and Acquaintance, and to many Things, of many Sorts, done, believed, or debated amongst them, and not to make in any one of these a single Mistake, which is quite inconceivable: yet, when
when these Performances came into the Hands of these Persons, pretending in the Title to have been sent to them or their Fathers, not many Years before, can it be imagined, they will all agree to receive them as such, though 'till then they had neither Original, nor Copy, nor Memory, nor Tradition of them? A false History may creep silently into the World, and obtain Credit by Degrees. A false Collection of Letters may impose on Strangers, remote in Place or Time: But that the very Men, or Body of Men, to whom they declare themselves to have been written a little while ago, and who absolutely know nothing of their ever being written to them at all, should believe in them, is utterly inconceivable: and still more so, if these Letters affirm such extraordinary Things to be then doing amongst them, as could not have been forgotten, if they had been done, and yet are not remembered. Now it never was, or can be denied, that St. Paul's Epistles were admitted as His, and honoured as sacred, were continually read and quoted both in private and public, by those Churches, of which they bear the Names, not some Ages after his Death, for then there might have been Colour for a Charge of Impostion, but from his
his own Days downwards. Nay, if we allow
the Testimony of early and venerable Writers,
his Originals themselves were preserved there
(a Thing by no Means unlikely) to following
Generations.

Now in these Epistles, thus proved authen-
tic, the miraculous Operations of the Holy
Ghost appear to have been common amongst
Christians. The Workers of Miracles, they
who spoke with Tongues, who prophesied,
who had the Gift of Healing, are mentioned
there as familiarly as the Apostles, Elders and
Teachers. Nay farther, as the Exercise of
some of these Powers in the Church, it seems,
was irregular sometimes, and made Confusion,
there are many Directions laid down by the
Apostle for the Regulation of it. And farther
still, because the Persons indueed with them
were too apt to value themselves, and be valued
by others, immoderately on account of them,
he insists very much, in the true Spirit of
Christianity, on the Preferableness of Charity,
that is, of Love to God and Man, before speak-
ing with the Tongues of Men and Angels, before
Prophecy, before the Faith that could remove
Mountains. Is it possible now, that all this:

m 1 Cor. xii. 1, 27.
should be written to, and received and respected by Persons, who had no such Gifts amongst them? Is it possible also, that St. Paul, when, as we find in these very Letters, he had Rivals and Enemies in these Churches, Men of Interest and Influence, of Art and Subtlety, should, in the Face of them all, appeal, as he doth, to Miracles performed by Himself and Others, for a Proof of his Authority and Doctrine, before their Eyes, if in reality neither He, nor any one else, had ever performed any? Observe, how he expostulates with the Galatians on the Danger of their apostatizing from the Gospel to the Law. O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that you should not obey the Truth? This only would I learn of you, Received ye the Spirit, the extraordinary Gifts of the Holy Ghost, by the Works of the Law, or by the Hearing of Faith? He that ministreth the Spirit to you, and worketh Miracles among you, doth he it by the Works of the Law, or the Hearing of Faith? Again, he boldly pleads to the Judaizing Roman Converts, those Things which Christ had wrought by him to make the Gentiles obedient, by Word and Deed, through mighty Signs and Wonders, by the Power of the

Gal. iii. 1, 2, 5.
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Spirit of God⁹. And when, amongst the Corinthians, his Apostleship had been questioned by some, his Answer is, Truly the Signs of an Apostle were wrought among you in Wonders and mighty Deeds⁸: And from the Consciousness which he had of the Assistance of the Spirit, he threatens to come to them again shortly, and know, not the Speech of them, which are puffed up, but the Power. For the Kingdom of God, he adds, is not in Word, but in Power⁹: agreeably to what he had told them in a preceding Chapter; that his own Preaching had not been with inticing Words of Man's Wisdom, but in Demonstration of the Spirit and of Power, that their Faith might stand, not in the Wisdom of Men, but in the Power of God¹. Now as it must be, not only Imprudence, but Madness in him, to speak of these Things, if they were not true; so his speaking of them could not but have produced the intire Rejection of his Epistles and Himself, if the several Churches had not known them to be true. And therefore, since these Churches did continue to reverence Him and Them as of more than human Authority, it follows, that these Opera-

⁹ Rom. xv. 18, 19. ⁸ 2 Cor. xii. 12. ¹ 1 Cor. iv. 19, 20.

⁸ 1 Cor. ii. 4, 5.
tions and Miracles were both real and frequent amongst all Christians in general. For even when he was congratulating the illustrious Church of Corinth on her Gifts, he doth not hint to her (many and great as we know they were) that she was before, but only not behind others in that Respect:

And now what remains is, that being satisfied of the Certainty of these Things, we lay seriously to Heart the proper Inferences from them; which are indeed too many to be enlarged on at present, but happily too plain to need it. In general it follows, that the Religion, which we profess, is no other than the Truth of God: the Doctrines of it, however mysterious, reasonable Objects of firm Belief; the Precepts, however difficult, Matter of indispensable Duty; its glorious Rewards, secure to every good Person; its dreadful Punishments unavoidable by every bad one. More particularly, in Regard to that Spirit, which testifies these Things, it follows, that we should honour him, as possessed of those Divine Attributes, which they imply, and which the Scripture ascribes to him repeatedly; that we should make our thankful Acknowledgements for these his out-

1 Cor. i. 7.
ward Manifestations, and pray for his inward and saving Influences on our Souls; that we should receive the Gospel more submissively, and obey it more diligently, for his having ratified and confirmed it in so unparalleled a Manner; often recollecting for this Purpose that awful Admonition: *If the Word spoken by Angels, the Law of Moses, was stedfast, and every Transgression received a just Recompence of Reward; how shall we escape, if we neglect so great Salvation; which at the first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto Us by them that heard him; God also bearing them Witness, both with Signs and Wonders, and with divers Miracles and Gifts of the Holy Ghost*. To whom, with the Father and the Son, &c.

*Heb. ii. 2, 3, 4*.
If ye love me, keep my Commandments.
And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever:
Even the Spirit of Truth, whom the World cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know him, for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you.

Our blessed Lord might very possibly design to comprehend in this Promise all the Benefits, which the Holy Ghost was to confer on his Followers. But his Expressions plainly shew, that he had chiefly in view, not the miraculous Gifts of the Spirit, but the directing and comforting Influences of his Grace. For these alone are given to all, who love Christ
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and keep his Commandments: These alone were to abide with Christians for ever: These alone the World could not receive, because they would not suffer themselves to see or know them: and, though, in Appearance, a less illustrious, they are, in Reality, a more important Gift, than those of Tongues and Miracles. For though the latter were powerful Means of making Religion believed, the former only can bring it to be practised; and therefore it is highly necessary to teach and inculcate the Doctrine of inward Grace; that Men may earnestly pray for it, faithfully use it, and heartily rejoice in it. Some, indeed, have abused the Persuasion of God's working in them to a Neglect of working out their own Salvation*. Some have mistaken the Feelings of an enthusiastic Warmth for Testimonies of the Divine Spirit; some have done extravagant, and others wicked Actions, under Pretence of his Direction. But as their ascribing too much, can never warrant our ascribing too little to his Influence on our Hearts; and Error is best confuted, not by maintaining the opposite Error, but by setting forth the Truth: I shall therefore endeavour,

* Phil. ii. 12, 13.

I. To
I. To shew the Credibility of this Influence from Reason:

II. To give a more certain and full Account of it from Scripture:

III. To reconcile it with Experience: And

IV. To make suitable Inferences from the Whole.

I. To shew its Credibility from Reason; which, however needless, if Men regarded Scripture as they ought, may be useful in disposing them to regard it more than they do.

A little Inspection into ourselves will convince us, what imperfect Creatures we are; and how poorly qualified for the Practice of Piety and Virtue. We have indeed, by Nature, a general Knowledge of our Duty, and very just Motives to it, with some Dispositions in its Favour. But then, on the other Hand, we have much Inattention to religious Truths, and great Prejudices against them: we have many bad Inclinations to mislead us: we have an Indolence that lets them easily prevail over us: we are in a World, full of ill Examples and vicious Maxims of Life; of Inticements to unlawful Pleasures, Provocations to immoder-
rate Resentment, Temptations to Ambition; Envy, Covetousness, every Sin. And sometimes a Number of these Enemies are combined together so strongly, and attack us so unprepared, that a much greater Force, than the ordinary Powers of the human Mind, would be very unlikely to stand against them. And when once they overcome us, every Fall makes Way for another; the Sensibility of Conscience decays, good Affections are stifled, wrong Passions inflamed, wrong Customs formed; and Reason, habituated to be over-powered, yields at length without Struggle. Now what is there to be expected, for the future, from Men, unassisted in these Circumstances? It does not follow, indeed, that they will always go on uniformly to Destruction, without some Intervals of better Purposes and Endeavours. From Time to Time their Eyes shall be opened, their Fears alarmed, excellent Resolutions made, and, for a while, persevered in most zealously. But too soon this Fervour cools, our Vigilance abates, a thousand Things happen to put us off our Guard; and one Thing alone, trusting in our own seeming Strength, is sufficient to lull us into a Security, that will prove fatal. Sinful Inclinations and Habits always retain a stronger
stronger Party within us, than appears; and when we least think of it, snatch a favourable Opportunity and recover their Empire, perhaps more absolutely than before. After some Experience of this Kind, Men come indeed to have less Confidence in themselves. But what is the usual Consequence? Why, that not looking beyond themselves, at the very Time of forming good Purposes, they scarce hope to keep them; and so their Efforts grow daily more heartless and faint, till at last they become quite weary of the fruitless Trouble; and it may be, instead of trying any longer to be good, labour to persuade themselves, that they neither need nor can be so.

This is plainly (ask your Hearts if it be not) the common Course of Things; the daily Event of the Combat, between mere human Virtue, and the Trials, which this World throws in its Way. Yet all the while it is an evident Truth, that the very End of our Being is, the practising of these Duties, which we find so difficult; and the rooting out of these Sins to which we feel ourselves so prone. Now what God hath made us for, he must some Way have provided we should be able to do, in such Measure as he will accept. He most clearly
fees the Dangers to which we are exposed, and
the poor Degree of Strength and Preparation,
with which we meet them. The never-ceasing
Influences of his Providence preserve and acti-
uate every Part of the material World. And
can we imagine, that He, who is always taking
Care of all his other Works, down to the very
meanest Things on this Earth, will disregard
the most important Thing in it, the eternal
Interests of the Souls of Men? It would be
injuring his Goodness, his Holiness, to think so.

It is true, Beings endued with free Will and
Choice, as we are, must not be acted on so as
to destroy it, but suitably to their Nature.
And how many such Methods may there be
within the Reach of infinite Wisdom and
Power? He who hath given us all the inward
Principles we have, cannot he, at Pleasure, re-
pair their Decays, restrain their Vehemence,
rectify their Disorders? He, who hath established
the Ways by which his Creatures communicate
their Minds one to another, must not he be able
to communicate himself to them, when he
judges it proper; to represent the Beauty of
Goodness, the Deformity of Sin; to suggest
proper Motives of Duty and Interest; to turn
their Attention from dangerous Objects; to in-
spire
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spire them with religious and virtuous Affections; to bring into their Minds just and wise Rules of Conduct; and all this at such Times, as shall be most needful for our Reformation, our Safety, our Improvement? These invisible Operations of God on our Minds, are plainly no more inconsistent with our Liberty, than the secret or open Persuasions of our Fellow-Mortals are. And therefore it is perfectly credible, that as we, who have so little Goodness, are prompted by it however to advise and assist each other, He, who is absolutely good, will not refuse his gracious Help, in such Cases as really want it; and especially to such Persons, as humbly desire it, and honestly make Use of it: for careless and presumptuous Sinners have by no Means the same Ground to hope for Aid from a just and holy God. But to what Degree he will either strengthen the former, or admonish the latter, is entirely beyond human Knowledge: only this we know, that he may do what he will with his own; and will do always, what he sees to be wisest and best.

Nor is the Persuasion of God's enlightening and assisting Men to perform their Duty, a Notion started in these later Ages of the World; but, from early Times, the best and most con-
fiderate, even of the Heathens, have held and taught this Doctrine: and all Men every where implicitly own it, by offering up Prayers to Heaven for Direction, how they should act for Help and Success in their Attempts: of which Prayers the Faith of a divine Interposition is the only possible Ground. These Things, put together, must surely, at least, prepare us to receive more readily, and with more intire Confidence in it, that fuller Light, of which I now proceed

II. To give some Account from Scripture. There we are taught, that human Nature is corrupt and degenerate, and no longer able to stand alone against the Temptations which itself breeds; and yet less when they are strengthened by the Suggestions of wicked Men, and of our Adversary the Devil, who as a roaring Lion walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: That therefore our Maker, who still requires Obedience from his Creatures, and yet doth not require Impossibilities, hath from the Beginning striven with the bad, and instructed and established the good, by his Spirit within them; though it was more abundantly

 e Pf. li. 12. f Gen. xli. 38. poured
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poured forth, when the Gospel was published: from which we learn, that except a Man be born of Water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of Heaven: That by the Spirit of Adoption, changing our Nature and Condition, we are intitled, through Faith in Christ, to call God our Father: And that if we, being evil, know how to give good Gifts unto our Children; much more shall our Father in Heaven give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him. Now in this Declaration our blessed Redeemer evidently means, not giving his miraculous Powers (which few in Proportion ever had, and perhaps none ever presumed to request for themselves) but his saving Graces; which, to use the preceding Words, every one, that seeketh, findeth; and which answer in the spiritual Life, to Bread in the natural. Accordingly St. Paul, in the Conclusion of his second Epistle to the Corinthians, prays, that the Fellowship or Communion, the Communication of the Blessings, of the Holy Ghost, may be with them all, as well as the Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Love of God. Certainly this means, not a Benefit peculiar to a few in the primitive Days, but an Influence from

John iii. 5.  a Rom. viii. 15.  b Luke xi. 13.
from the blessed Spirit on the Soul, of which every true Believer in every Age might partake.

Thus then the Holy Ghost is given to all Christians. And, as we are taught in the same Scriptures more particularly, he opens our Understandings\(^k\) and Hearts\(^l\), that we may discern our lost Condition, by Sin original and actual; may attend to the Offers of the Gospel, and know the Things that are freely given us of God\(^m\). He also inclines our Souls, not only to embrace, but obey the Truth\(^o\). Such as comply with his Motions, he leads\(^p\) uniformly on to their Maturity in Goodness, to the Measure of the Stature of the Fulness of Christ\(^q\). Those who deviate from the right Way, he brings back\(^q\); by representing, partly the Terrors of Religion, partly the Mercies; renews them in the Spirit of their Minds\(^s\), and forms them again to the Image of God. In this Manner he conducts the whole Flock of Christ; helps their Infirmities in their Devotions, making Intercession within them\(^t\); enables them to profit by the Ordinances appointed for them\(^t\); teaches them all Things, which they

\(^{k}\) Luke xxiv. 45.  \(^{l}\) Acts xvi. 14.  \(^{m}\) 1 Cor. ii. 12.
\(^{n}\) 1 Pet. i. 2. 22.  \(^{o}\) Rom. viii. 14.  Gal. v. 18.
\(^{p}\) Eph. iv. 13.  \(^{q}\) Pf. cxix. 176.  \(^{r}\) Eph. iv. 23.
\(^{s}\) Rom. viii. 26.  \(^{t}\) 1 Cor. xii. 7.
need to know; in every Affliction and Temptation makes his Grace sufficient for them. Proportionably as they use these Advantages well, he fills them with the Fruits of the Spirit, which are in all Goodness and Righteousness and Truth: and thus is present with them, and dwells in them continually more and more, so that they grow up, to use the Apostle's Expressions, into Temples of the Holy Ghost, Habitations of God through the Spirit.

Not that all good Christians have an equal Sense, or equal Share, of this Happiness. For though they must feel, with some Degree of Comfort, the good Dispositions which the Holy Ghost hath wrought in them; yet Fears and Doubts concerning their spiritual State may, at Times especially, prevail: and the best Persons, through mistaken Opinion, or constitutional Lowness of Spirits, think too ill of themselves; as the worst People often think too well, and have lively Perceptions of groundless Confidence. It is not therefore by our inward Enjoyments, but our Obedience, that we are to judge of our Condition. However, generally speaking, in those of confirmed Goodness,

u 1 John ii. 20. 27. w 2 Cor. xii. 9. x Eph. v. 9. Phil. i. 11. y 1 Cor. vi. 19. Eph. ii. 21, 22.
the Spirit bears witness powerfully with their Spirit, makes the Testimony of their Con-
science clear and strong, that they are the Children of God. And hence arises that Joy in
the Holy Ghost the Comforter, which is a Fore-
taste of heavenly Happiness; that Assurance of
God's Favour, which is called, in Scripture,
being sealed with the Spirit of Promise, the Ear-
nest of our Inheritance.

And now, having seen what Reason and
Scripture teach in this Matter, it will be Time
to enquire,

III. Whether sad Experience doth not con-
tradict both. For it will be said, Who is there,
that feels any other Principle moving within him,
than the natural Workings of his own Mind?
And it must be owned, that the Generality of
Men, at least, have no such Perception of any
secret Impulses upon them, as can make it cer-
tain, that the Spirit of God is the Author of
them, any otherwise than as we know, that
every good Gift is from above. Yet sometimes
a religious or virtuous Thought shall present it-
selh to us so very suddenly and seasonably, that
we cannot but have a more particular Persuasion,

a Rom. viii. 16.  
Rom. xiv. 17.  
Eph. i. 13, 14.

b James i. 17.
If we reflect at all, of its proceeding immediately from a gracious invisible Power. But were this otherwise: we every Day see Persons influenced by their Fellow-Creatures, and strongly too, without perceiving it in the least. And is not our Creator infinitely abler to do the same Thing? Our Saviour argues very justly: The Wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the Sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit. The very Motion of the Air is much too subtle to have its Course and the Manner of its Operations minutely traced; yet its Effects are very manifest, and very great. Thus likewise the Spirit of God, though it be invisible, is yet powerful in its Movements, producing such Changes in the Heart, as nothing else can.

But it may be urged, that even of these Effects there is by no Means the Evidence, which might be expected. Many Persons are as bad, as they well can be: and few, if any, so good, as they easily might be: where then is the Proof of those heavenly Influences, which are to reform the one Sort and perfect the other? Now we should remember, that throughout the Dispensations of God towards

* John iii. 8.*
rational Creatures, he in no Case doth so much as he can; for doing less is more properly suited to their Make. As we have not by Nature a sufficient Power, he is ready to add to it. But as we have by Nature some Power, of taking preliminary, though of themselves ineffectual Steps towards Amendment, he requires we should first exert that; and ordinarily will make our Behaviour the Measure of his own: though sometimes that he may shew the exceeding Riches of his Grace *, he extends uncommon Degrees of it to very great Sinners. Our Saviour therefore, when in the Text he promises the Holy Spirit to his Disciples, doth it only on the Condition, that, with the Strength which they already had, they kept his Commandments: and tells them that the rest of the World cannot receive this Comforter, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him; they turn their Eyes from the Light, and harden themselves against feeling Conviction. Yet even such he treats, by his Spirit, for some time, in the Manner, which himself describes: Behold, I stand at the Door, and knock. If any Man hear my Voice, and open the Door, I will come in to him *. But if Men resist the Holy Ghost e, grieve him h, and

* Eph. ii. 7.  f Rev. iii. 20.  g Acts vii. 51.  h Eph. iv. 30.
do despite to him; no Wonder, if at last he depart, and leave them to the Sin and Misery, which they have chosen. For into a malicious Soul Wisdom shall not enter; nor dwell in the Body, that is subject unto Sin. The Holy Spirit of Discipline will flee Deceit; and remove from Thoughts, that are without Understanding: and will not abide, when Unrighteousness cometh in. They then, who are resolute in Wickedness, can hope for no Experience of our Saviour's Promise: and for the same Reason, such as are irresolute in Goodness, can expect but little. For the Rule, so often repeated in the Gospel, is, notwithstanding its first Appearance, very reasonable: Unto him, that hath, shall be given; and he shall have more Abundance: but whosoever hath not, even that he hath, shall be taken from him: to all, who receive and use the Grace of God, it shall be continually increased; and from all, who repel and reject it, gradually withdrawn. If therefore Persons, in some Measure well-meaning, too often feel, and consequentially believe, scarce any Thing of the good Fruits of the Spirit; the Reason is plain:

1 Heb. x. 29.  
Wisd. i. 4, 5.  
either
either they neglect themselves, in one Part or another of their Conduct; or they trust to themselves, and neglect God: of both which Errors he will convince them. But if, by joyning earnest Prayer with diligent Watchfulness, we draw nigh unto Him, he will soon draw nigh unto us *, and pour out his Spirit upon us *. Indeed the very different Effects, that we shall find, both in ourselves and others, from acting in Confidence of mere human Strength, and relying on the Power of the Divine Grace, is Proof sufficient from Experience, that the Cause, which produces that Difference, is a most real and most efficacious one. Let us therefore now proceed,

IV. To the Inferences from, and Uses of this Doctrine: which are, that we be thankful for so great a Blessing, and careful to improve by it.

1. That we be thankful. Indeed the natural Powers, which we have, are all of them the gracious Gifts of a good God. But when these were so weakened and perverted, as they are by the Fall of Adam and our own Transgressions, then to provide for supplying their Defects and rectifying their Disorders, by daily

* James iv. 8.  
* Prov. i. 23: 

Offers
Offers of such Light and Strength, as we daily want, instead of leaving us to ourselves, as we deserved; this is more abundant Grace: and makes our Situation in some Respects better, than that, from whence our first Parents fell. Consciousness of great Strength is very apt to lead all Persons, as probably it led Them, into unforeseen Dangers: which the more we despise, the more easily they overcome us. At least, it seldom fails to give us an Esteem of and Confidence in ourselves, very unsuitable to the Condition of a Creature. Even in our present State, we are strangely inclined to think too highly of our good Qualities; and to forget, that whatever we have, we have received. How much more then should we do it, if our native Poverty were not so evident in itself, and so clearly taught in God's Word?

But further: the Doctrine of Grace is as powerful a Guard against Despair, as against Pride. Had our natural Abilities been much greater than they are, and fully sufficient to resist every ordinary Temptation: yet, had these been our whole Ground of Hope; when any Trial of uncommon Difficulty befell us, they could not have increased in Proportion to it,

* 1 Cor. iv. 7.
but must have sunk under it. Whereas now we are sure, that as our Danger is, so shall our Strength be: that God is faithful, who will not suffer us to be tempted above what we are able; but will, with the Temptation, make a Way to escape. Most gladly therefore, with St. Paul, may we glory in our Infirmities, since his Grace is sufficient for us, and his Strength is made perfect in our Weakness: and most cheerfully may we set ourselves to work out our own Salvation; since it is He, that works in us, both to will and to do, of his good Pleasure. Let us often consider then, what Thankfulness it deserves, that God's Holy Spirit is thus active for our Benefit: and at the same Time let us always remember, by whom this Blessing is procured for us: I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter. The Intercession of our blessed Lord, founded on his Sacrifice of himself to divine Justice in our stead, this is the Channel, through which Grace is derived from the Fountain of all Good; and a lively Faith in him is the only Way of opening our Hearts to receive the salutary Streams of it. But then, as Faith without Works is dead, we must be

\[p\text{ Cor. x. 13.} \quad q\text{ 2 Cor. xii. 9.} \quad r\text{ Phil. ii. 12, 13.} \quad s\text{ James ii. 20.}\]

sure,
fure, carefully to improve this invaluable Gift. It was an ancient and useful Precept of Philosophy, that Men should learn to reverence themselves, and their own Consciences. If this were not sufficient to keep wrong Inclinations in awe; it was further directed, that they should imagine they were acting in the Presence of some venerable Person, whom they would be ashamed to have see their Wickedness and their Folly. Such as had perfecter Notions of Things, went yet further; and taught Men, that in all, which they thought and did, they were under the Eye of an infinitely just and holy Being, the Maker, Lord and Judge of all. It may seem, that this Consideration is the very weightiest, that possibly can be. And yet it will strike us with an additional Awe, if we reflect moreover, that in committing Sin, we act not only against his known Will before his Face, but against his Counsel and Command at that very time given us: that he is not only a Witness of the good Thoughts and Suggestions that we reject; but himself the Author of them: that when our Hearts tell us we are doing Ill; it is not their Voice merely, but that of the Almighty speaking to us inwardly, that we disregard. Seldom do we fail
in any great Instance of our Duty, but something within at the Instant reproaches us with doing wrong. Were this nothing but our own Judgement, we should be highly blameable for contradicting it. But what Conviction must we feel, when we know it is indeed the Spirit of God; and reflect, how often, how wilfully, how contemptuously, we have dis-obeyed such a Monitor! The Epistle to the Hebrews exhorts them: Be not forgetful to entertain Strangers: for thereby some have entertained Angels unawares. Much stronger is the Argument, why we should admit and embrace every pious and virtuous Impulse and Suggestion: for this is receiving into our Souls a greater than Angels, the Holy Ghost himself. Let us therefore humbly invite this divine Guest to dwell with us, and ever open our Hearts to his heavenly Inspirations: which, as they will never prompt us to any Thing, but what Reason or Scripture plainly dictates; and, by that one Mark, are easily distinguished from every false Pretence to the Spirit; so they will effectually enable us, and they alone can, to persevere in our Duty against all Temptations; they will fill us with Comfort under

* Heb. xiii. 2.
all Afflictions; daily improve us in all Virtue and Godliness of living, and make us at Length completely meet for the blessed Inheritance of the Saints in Light.

Col. i. 12,
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GAL. V. 22, 23.

But the Fruit of the Spirit is Love, Joy, Peace, Long-Suffering, Gentleness, Goodness, Faith, Meekness, Temperance: against such there is no Law.

THESE Words, even at the first Reading of them, present to us a very engaging Description of the Good Effects of the Spirit of God on the Hearts of Christians: and consequently set before us a Subject extremely proper for our Attention at this Time; when we celebrate the Effusion, not only of his Miraculous Gifts, but of his saving Graces: the former of which were no more than the Means of spreading the Gospel; the latter, one of the great
great Ends attained by it: the one, temporary; the other, perpetual.

But to apprehend the Design of St. Paul in this Passage more completely, it will be requisite to bear in our Minds his principal Intention throughout the Epistle: which was to prove, that Believers in Christ were not bound to observe the Law of Moses; nor allowed, if they did observe it, to consider that as the Ground of their Acceptance with God. These indeed are Points, concerning which we at present are fully satisfied: and therefore may possibly wonder at his taking so much Pains to clear them up. But Men were then very generally, and somewhat naturally, inclined to the contrary Doctrine: that Law being confessedly of Divine Institution; and our Saviour and his Apostles, and all the first Converts to Christianity, having kept it with great Regard. Consider also, that on the Question, whether it was to be kept still, the Practice, not only of that, but of every succeeding Age, greatly depended. For even we of this must have born the Yoke of all the Jewish Ceremonies, and retained all the Statutes of the Jewish Commonwealth, had it been at first decided, that they continued obligatory. Nay, in a yet more important re-
TEMPER and Spirit of our Religion have been different from what it is; had we either expected to be justified by the Works of our own Righteousness in fulfilling God's Law, as most of the Jews did; which must have nourished within us a Pharisaical Pride, instead of Christian Humility: or had we been convinced, as we easily might, that our best Works cannot endure the Severity of God's Judgment; and yet had been left to look for eternal Life from Precepts, which we obeyed so imperfectly, that they could only condemn us, instead of resting our Hopes on Him alone, who came to save us. You will easily infer, that our mistake would be equally fatal, were we now to trust solely to our Christian good Deeds, as if we had trusted in the Jewish. It was therefore with great Reason, and great Benefit to the Faithful of all Times, that St. Paul dwelt so much on these Points, in so many of his Epistles, as he did. For in most he hath inculcated them more or less; though in none so earnestly throughout, as in that before us.

But then, as the Law of Moses consisted not only of religious Ceremonies, and Rules of

* Art. xii.
Civil Government, but moral Duties likewise; and all these had been observed together on the same Footing; to convince Men, that the two former were designed to subsist no longer, and yet preserve a due Regard to the last, was an Affair of the utmost Difficulty, but notwithstanding of absolute Necessity. And therefore as soon as ever he had asserted to the Galatians the Liberty, wherewith Christ had made them free, and exhorted them, in the Beginning of this Chapter, to stand fast in it; he quickly proceeds to confine it, ver. 13, within its proper Bounds, by subjoining, Only use not Liberty for an Occasion to the Flesh: that is, to any wicked Purpose. For our Propensities to Sin are frequently expressed in Scripture by the Word, Flesh, because they arise from our present fallen State in this mortal Body: as, on the contrary, our Dispositions to good are distinguished by the Name, Spirit, because they proceed from the Spirit of God; and perhaps in Part also, because they are approved by the Spirit or Reason of our own Minds. Thus he opposes them in two Verses after: Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the Lusts of the Flesh.

But
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But such general Terms, though very useful on Account of their Comprehensiveness, are liable to be misapplied, or passed over with too little Attention. And therefore, that no one might be ignorant of his own State, since every Thing is best known by what it doth and produces, he lays before them a Catalogue, first, of Works of the Flesh, then, in the Text, of Fruits of the Spirit: for he will not honour with the latter Name the unfruitful Works of Darkness. The former, he faith, are manifest: it being easy for Persons themselves, and all about them, to see, if they are grossly wicked. But whether indeed we are truly good, is a Matter much less obvious; but of too great Consequence, both to our Direction and our Comfort, not to be examined with the most accurate Care.

For this Purpose then I shall at present endeavour,

I. To explain, as far as is necessary, the Nature of the several Virtues, mentioned in the Text:

II. To shew in what Sense, and how far, they are the Fruits of the Spirit:

Eph. v. 11.
III. To lay before you the Meaning and Importance of that Expression, that against such there is no Law.

I. To explain the Nature of the several Virtues mentioned in the Text: where probably the Apostle did not intend to make out a complete List of Christian Graces; but to specify those only, on which it was most necessary to fix the Minds of the Persons, to whom he wrote. The rest would be understood by Parity of Reason, or further Instruction, if they were not already: and had they been all crowded together, the Multiplicity would have distracted their Thoughts too much.

Now the Duties, of which Mankind in general want to be reminded the ofteneft, and of which the Galatians particularly wanted to be reminded then, were those of kind and charitable Dispositions and Behaviour, one towards another. They were engaged in a warm Dispute upon the Question, which I began with mentioning. Each Side would be in Danger, as is always the Case, of using the Opposite ill: the judaizing, which was the major Part, of treating the Advocates for Liberty, as prophane Enemies to the Law of Moses; these, of treating them in return, as Tyrants, and Imposters
of a Yoke unnecessary and hurtful. But Christianity requires Meekness towards all Men; especially to such as do wrong through Error of Judgement, be it ever so greatly. And therefore St. Paul, after charging as many, as were persuaded of their Liberty, so to stand fast in it, as not to abuse it, points out, in the very next Words, that Abuse, against which it was most needful to guard: *But by Love serve one another.*

Suitably to this, the same Virtue stands first in the Catalogue, with which the Text presents us: where it might indeed comprehend Love to God, *the first and great Commandment*; but, by what precedes and follows, appears rather to signify Love to our Fellow-Creatures. Now this Duty needs but little Explanation. We all know it consists in Good-Will to every one, to be shewn, so far as we have Opportunity, by every Method which is consistent with other Obligations; and in good Opinion and Esteem of every one, so far as they give us a just Ground for it: which Virtues would so effectually direct us right in the whole of our mutual Behaviour, that the Apostle hath, with very good Reason, assured us, but a few Verses before, that *all the Law*, meaning all which

< Matt. xxii. 38.>

relates
relates to social Conduct, is fulfilled in one Word;
Thou shalt love thy Neighbour as thyself. 

However, placing the same Object in various Lights gives a fuller View of each Part of it: This therefore he proceeds to do. And the first View, in which he represents Love, is expressed by the Word, joy. Now if the former be understood to comprehend Love to God; the latter will very naturally signify, (as it elsewhere doth) taking Pleasure in the Persuasion of his present and future Favour. But if the one be confined to our Fellow-Creatures, the other must also: and then it will mean, delighting in their Good, spiritual and temporal; suitably to the Character, given in another Epistle of Charity, the same Word with Love in the Original; that it rejoiceth not in Iniquity, but rejoiceth in the Truth; and to that Description of the Kingdom of God, as ruling in the Heart, which a third Epistle exhibits to us, that it consists in Righteousness and Peace and Joy in the Holy Ghost; that is, in the Communications, which he hath made, of his Gifts and Graces, to others, as well as to ourselves: the very opposite Temper to those Envyings, that are enume-

1 Cor. xiii. 6.  
Rom. xiv. 17.
rated, just before the Text, amongst the Works of the Flesh.

The Word, Peace, also, which follows next, may signify Peace with God, and consequently within our own Breasts: but is determined by the others on each Side, rather to signify, principally if not solely, a peaceable Temper and Conduct towards all around us. Long-Suffering too, sometimes means Patience under Afflictions: but here, more especially under Provocations and Injuries. Gentleness, Goodness, and Meekness, are Virtues, which Men, how little soever they practise them, understand very well, and therefore need not have explained to them.

Faith indeed is a more ambiguous Term. Most commonly it denotes a Persuasion, speculative or practical, of Divine Truths: the latter of which is the Foundation, both of our Obedience to God, and of our Acceptance with him. But sometimes it relates to what passes amongst Men in Society: and thus it signifies Faithfulness; or such a Principle, as we may securely have Faith in, and Dependance upon: which it may very well signify here; for nothing is of greater Importance in human Affairs. And yet, as the Apostle seems intent on
on recounting the good-natured, rather than the merely useful Virtues, Faith, or Belief, may mean in the Text, if ever it doth any where else, due Readiness to be persuaded of what makes in Favour of Persons: as we are told of Charity, in that Description of it, which I just now mentioned, that it believeth all Things, hopeth all Things.

The only remaining Virtue is Temperance, or Self-Command. For the original Word is by no Means so confined, as that, by which we translate it, is in common Use: but extends to the governing, and preserving within its proper Bounds, every Movement of our Hearts, not only towards Pleasure, but Wealth, Honours, Resentment, any Thing indeed, which can either intice or provoke us to act injuriously. Now in this general Sense it most fitly concludes and completes the Lift. For, whatever good Inclinations we may have, we shall fail greatly of being such as we ought in the Community of Mankind, if we indulge any mischiefous ones along with them. And those, which are called the gay Vices, produce as great, perhaps greater and acuter Misery in the World, than downright Malice: nay, the Irregularities, by which Men are said to hurt no one,
one, but themselves, always hurt many besides. Or could these Things be otherwise, which they cannot: the Design of Religion is to prevent all Hurt, to ourselves, as well as others: to make us happy, as well as harmless; happy in the next Life, as well as the present. And we shall never be either, but by the Practice of those Virtues, which, the Apostle here tells us, are the Fruits of the Spirit. I shall now proceed,

II. To shew you, in what Sense, and how far, they are such.

As, in several Places of the New Testament, the Word, Fleſh, denotes the Law of Mofes, a great Part of which stood only in carnal Ordinances; so the Spirit likewise often denotes the purer and sublimer Dispensation of the Gospel: which is also said, more than once, to yield or bring forth Fruit; and undoubtedly the same Fruit with that in the Text. But, in this Chapter, the Word, Fleſh, hath plainly, as I have observed to you, a very bad Sense: and cannot possibly signify the Law; nor the Works of the Fleſh, the Works of the Law: nor consequently can the Spirit, which is the

---
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opposite Term, signify here the Doctrines or Precepts of Christianity. Some therefore, understanding rightly by the Flesh a sinful Disposition, have understood by the Spirit merely a Christian one; and by the Fruits of the Spirit, the Effects of that Disposition. But indeed the good Qualities, which you have heard explained, are the several Parts, not the Effects of a Christian Temper: and to call them the Fruit, which it bears; when they are indeed the Ingredients, of which it is composed, would surely be an improper Manner of Speaking. Others again, by the Spirit understand only the rational Principle within us. And by that Name indeed the Scripture often calls it. But then the Scripture never ascribes Christian Virtues and Graces to human Reason alone, as the productive Cause of them. So that, after all, the common Interpretation is much the best. The Spirit meant is the Spirit of God: our bad Qualities are from ourselves; our good ones from above. Our Saviour hath told us, that as the Branch cannot bear Fruit of itself, except it abide in the Vine: no more can we, except we abide in Him. And as our Union to Him, and Entrance into the Kingdom of God, or Gospel

k John xv. 4.

State,
State, is first made by being born of Water and of the Spirit; elsewhere called the Washing of Regeneration, and Renewing of the Holy Ghost: so it is, through the same Spirit, dwelling in us, that we must ever after mortify the Deeds of the Body, and be strengthened with Might in the inner Man. Every Christian Virtue therefore proceeds from the Fellowship or Communion of the Holy Ghost; the Communication and partaking of his Influences. For if any Man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of His. And as we ought to pray for the Holy Spirit, which our heavenly Father will give to them, that ask him: we must also be duly thankful for the Gift; and ascribe the good Actions, that we are able to do, not to ourselves, but to the Grace of God which is with us. We are not sufficient to think any Thing; as of ourselves: but our Sufficiency is of God.

We have indeed originally more or less of right Disposition, either remaining in us notwithstanding the Fall, or restored to Mankind after it, which prompts us to many imperfect Instances of right Behaviour; whence the Apo-
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He speaks of the Gentiles, as doing by Nature the Things contained in the Law. But then we must remember, first, that this and all our Powers are the Gift of God; and secondly, that the best of our natural Powers do not enable us to fulfil duly the Law of Christ, without the inward Motions of the Holy Spirit: as on the other Hand, His Motions may prove ineffectual too, if we resist or quench them; if we neglect to work out our own Salvation with the Strength, which he gives us, instead of being encouraged to it, as we certainly ought, by his Working in us both to will and to do.

Our own Endeavours then being still necessary; and, if used in humble Dependence on God, certain of Success; there can be no Objection from Reason against this Doctrine. Nor is it any real one from Experience, that we have seldom, if at all, an immediate and distinct Perception of these Influences. For our Fellow-Creatures influence us often very strongly, without our perceiving it: much more then may the Almighty. And that the Operations of his Power in the Works of Grace should be

---

    Phil. ii. 12, 13.
secret and silent and commonly gradual, is by no means improbable, since they are so in the Works of Nature. This gives Occasion in each for the Thoughtless to forget God; but for the Considerate to admire him the more: who by a slow and imperceptible Progress, for the most Part, brings to Perfection the Fruits of the Spirit, as he doth those of the Earth; and the former, if due Cultivation be not wanting, with infallible Success; filling the Heart of the Christian always, as well as of the Husbandman usually, with Food and Gladness.

How very great Cause for Gladness a Sense of being filled with these Fruits of Righteousness affords Men, will appear from proceeding

III. To lay before you the Meaning and Importance of that Expression in the Text, that against such there is no Law.

Of these Words it is a very true Sense, that the Practisers of the Gospel Virtues have generally speaking nothing to fear from human Laws: and a very material Sense, considering what severe Punishments are frequently incurred by the contrary Vices: on which Account St. Peter justly asks, Who is he that will harm you,

2 Acts xiv. 17.
if ye be Followers of that which is good? But this, though a right Meaning in itself, comes far short of the Apostles Meaning: which is, that whereas the Law of Nature requires Obedience, without giving any Certainty of Pardon and Acceptance on whatever Terms, after disobeving; and the Law of Moses being added, because of Transgressions, that is, partly to convince Men of their Transgressions, partly to restrain them from transgressing, increased both the Number of Duties and the Fear of Punishment, but afforded only obscure Hopes, either of Assistance or Forgiveness; the Gospel of Christ was revealed, in God's due Time, to relieve Mankind, on most equitable Conditions, from the Rigour of the other two: supplying the Promise of Mercy after Failures, taking off the heavy Yoke of ritual Observances, producing in Men the good Dispositions required; and expressly assuring them, that a perfect Obedience would not be expected, but a faithful and sincere one be sufficient, in order to obtain eternal Happiness. Against such therefore, as thus possess and exercise the several Christian Graces, there is no Law. For them there is a Law, to direct and reward them: against them

1 Pet. iii. 13. 

Gal. iii. 19. 

there
there is none, to sentence and punish them. The strict Demand of the Covenant of Works is relaxed: the Burthen of the Mosaic Ordinances is removed: and the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus hath made them free from the Law of Sin and Death. Still indeed they are subject to the Law, which gave them this Freedom: they are created in Christ Jesus unto good Works, which God hath before ordained, that they should walk in them. But this the Apostle considers as a Privilege, not a Servitude: a Privilege, however, necessary to be used: and therefore he expresses very distinctly the Nature of it. There is no Condemnation to them, which are in Christ Jesus: who walk not after the Flesh, but after the Spirit. For to be carnally minded is Death: but to be spiritually minded is Life and Peace.

Here then is the plain Trial of our Condition. If we are destitute of the Fruits of the Spirit, it is bad: if we find them in our Hearts and Lives, we have Proof enough of its being good; and need never disquiet ourselves for want of any other. Being able to tell the very Moment, when we became pious and virtuous is not material, provided we are so now: and

Rom. viii. 2. Eph. ii. 10. Rom. viii. 1. Ibid. 6.
happiest of all are they, who remember not themselves ever to have been otherwise. A Feeling of immediate and sensible Assurances of God's Favour, so impressed upon us, that we can certainly distinguish it to be of Divine Original from the Manner in which it affects us, may be often vouchsafed, but is no where in Scripture made necessary: and all Feelings are imaginary and deceitful, unless they be accompanied with that one, which the Apostle experienced and mentions: *For our Rejoycing is this, the Testimony of our Conscience, that in Simplicity and godly Sincerity we have had our Conversation in the World*. Our Saviour's Rule, of *knowing every Tree by its Fruit*, is the only sure Way to judge of ourselves, as well as others. And though perhaps we may be sometimes at a Loss how to judge; or inclined, and even strongly, to fear the worst: yet, if this arise, not from presumptuous Sins, or habitual Negligence, but merely from excessive Humility or Weakness of Spirits; a modest Diffidence will never hinder our future Happiness, nor will a bold Positiveness ever forward it. Good Men may be cast down, and bad Men elevated, without any Reason. The

*2 Cor. i. 12.*

*Luke vi. 44.*
former may see much in themselves to dislike; and yet God may see enough of what he approves, to accept them: they may experience but little Joy in serving him; and yet walk more completely worthy of the Lord unto all Pleasing¹, for doing it without the Encouragement of a present Reward. The latter, on the other Hand, may build upon groundless Fancies of their own, mistaking them for Divine Communications: may be absolutely confident, wonderfully transported, yet find themselves at last fatally deceived. It is not therefore by their Fears, or their Hopes, or their Raptures, that Men are to judge of their spiritual Condition. Hereby, faith St. John, we do know that we know God, if we keep his Commandments*. Little Children, let no Man deceive you: be that doth Righteousness, is righteous:—He that committeth Sin is of the Devil¹.

But then we shall miserably cheat ourselves, if we take that for Righteousness, which is not: or one Part of it for the Whole. If we mistake a constitutional, or perhaps affected Good-Nature, shewn, it may be, to Extravagance on some Occasions, and not at all on others, for Christian Love, which comprehends every

² Col. i. 10. 
* ¹ John ii. 3. 
* ¹ John iii. 7, 8. 
¹ Act
Act of Justice and Mercy: if, with ever so extensive a Benevolence to our Fellow-Creatures, we fail of governing ourselves by the Rules of Sobriety, Temperance and Chastity, or thinking of ourselves with due Lowliness of Mind; if, with the Practice of all these Duties, we omit the Worship of God our Maker, or perform it without inward Reverence and Affection, or live without an humble Sense of our constant Dependance upon Him: nay, if we pay him all the Honour, which unassisted Reason enjoins; but wilfully reject or contemptuously slight the Doctrines or Precepts of Revelation, or any one of them: or if, professing to receive and observe them all, we are not careful to improve ourselves by them into a Christian Frame of Mind, with respect both to this World and the next: or if, lastly, with what Diligence soever we may labour in every good Work, we are not sensible, that we can neither succeed without the Assistance of God's Spirit, nor be accepted but for the Merits of his Son: we must not imagine, that he who hath prescribed every Article of Faith and Duty, from knowing them all to be necessary in our Case, will permit us to disregard such of them as we shall.
shall please, without pronouncing us unworthy of the Salvation, which he hath offered; and inflicting on us the Punishments, which he hath threatened. Let every one therefore think, and think most seriously, whether he is indeed such, as God requires, in all these Particulars: and study to amend, not to flatter himself.

It is very true, the Fruits of the Spirit, mentioned in the Text, seem to be wholly moral Virtues, and almost wholly those of mutual Kindness and Humanity. Nor will any Rightness of Belief, or Fervency of Devotion, or Strictness of Life avail us, if we want social Goodness, and Beneficence. But still these last, as the Scripture most evidently shews, are not the only Fruits of the Spirit: and therefore we must learn to practise other Virtues from other Texts, as well as the benevolent Virtues from this. It is indeed said, that against the Observers of these there is no Law. But then they are supposed to act consistently; to observe every thing else at the same Time, that stands on the same Foundation: else they observe not even these from the right Principle; nor will they be able to observe them in a sufficient Degree. Every Virtue is connected with every other: and all Virtue with Piety. For without
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without the Love of God to excite us, and the Fear of God to restrain us, and the Word of God to direct us, and the Grace of God to strengthen us, we shall neither behave to our Fellow-Creatures, nor govern ourselves, in a proper Manner. *What therefore He hath joined together, let not us put asunder*: but giving all Diligence, add to our Faith, Virtue, or manly Boldness in professing it; and to Virtue, Knowledge of whatever may adorn and defend it; and to Knowledge, Temperance; and to Temperance, Patience; and to Patience, Godliness; and to Godliness, brotherly Kindness towards our Fellow-Christians; and to brotherly Kindness, Charity towards all Men without Exception. *For so an Entrance shall be administered unto us abundantly into the everlasting Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ*: to which may God for his Sake bring us all. Amen.


S E R -
The Spirit itself beareth Witness with our Spirit, that we are the Children of God.

Whoeuer believes Religion to be true, and thinks with any Seriousness concerning it, must needs be earnestly desirous to find out, whether the State of his Mind, and the Course of his Life be such, as God expects and will reward, or forbids and will punish. Now this depends on two Things: an Acquaintance with ourselves, and with the Dispositions of our Maker. The Spirit of Man, which is in him, knoweth the Things of a Man: and may also clearly see from the Creation of the World the invisible Things of the Author of it, even his eternal Power and Godhead; those At-

\[ a \text{ 1 Cor. ii. 11.} \quad b \text{ Rom. i. 20.} \]
tributes of his Nature, by which his Proceedings towards his Creatures will be directed. But still the Holy Scripture teaches, that the Spirit of God likewise bears a Part, highly necessary, in the great Work of discovering, what Title we have to the Mercy and Favour of Heaven. It will therefore be requisite to consider this important Subject, in the Manner which St. Paul hath pointed out to us in the Text: and for this End I shall endeavour to shew you,

I. What is implied in being the Children of God.

II. How far our own Spirit is capable of bearing Witness that we are such.

III. What additional Witness to it the Divine Spirit may bear.

I. What is implied in being the Children of God.

All Beings, indued with moral Qualifications, and the Ability of looking up to the Fountain of Perfection, are in a large Sense of the Word, the Children of Him, who is the Father of Spirits: being made in his Image.

* Heb. xii. 9.  
* Gen. i. 26.  

But
But as the Capacity of resembling him is the very Foundation of Their Guilt, who, instead of improving, wear out, the Traces of this Divine Similitude: so they alone are, to any beneficial Purpose, *the Children of their Father in Heaven*, who by imitating his Holiness and Goodness continue Objects of his paternal Affection. For that all pious and virtuous Persons are thus related to him, our common Reason perceives in general: but the more distinct Apprehension of the Nature and Duties and Benefits of this Relation we owe to Scripture.

There we learn, that God created Man *after his Likeness*, not only in respect of Righteousness and true Holiness, but also of Happiness and Immortality: that the lamentable Transgression of our first Parents forfeited, for themselves and us, the Privileges, which depended on their Innocence: and that being all become by Their Fault prone to Sin, we become by our own, more or less actually guilty of it: that the Bulk of Mankind, forsaking God entirely, made themselves *Aliens and Strangers* to him, and *Children of that Wicked One*, whose Suggestions they chose to obey, and

---

* Matth. v. 45.  
* Gen. i. 26.   
* Eph. iv. 24.  
* Eph. ii. 12.  
* Matth. xiii. 38.  

whose
whose Temper to copy. But our gracious Maker, pitying even those, who were Enemies to him and their own Souls by wicked Works\(^1\); and having formed from the Beginning a Scheme of mysterious Wisdom for recovering them again to their Duty, and receiving them back into his Family; gave them, from Time to Time, both such Admonitions and such Promises, for that Intent, as he saw their Condition required, and the State of their Minds would bear: manifesting to them various Degrees and Proportions of Goodness in this respect; as he doth in all others, both to Man, and the rest of his Creatures, for unspeakable Reasons.

To those, whom in the Course of his Providence he left to be directed merely by the Light of their own Consciences, he certainly did no Injury. For as many, as in any Part of their Conduct followed that, and did by Nature the Things contained in the Law\(^k\), were so far Followers of God as dear Children\(^1\). And so many as, having departed from the right Way, penitently returned to it, had always some Ground to hope for Pardon from our merciful Father, who knoweth whereof we are made\(^m\).

\(^1\) Col. i. 21. \(^k\) Rom. ii. 14. \(^1\) Eph. v. 1. \(^m\) Pfm. ciii. 14.
But They, who preserved but the faintest Beam of outward Revelation also; which at first was universal, to guide their Steps and brighten the Prospect before them, had much fuller Proofs of his parental Kindness. And the Jews being favoured with his miraculous Protection, and a written Law delivered by him, and prophetic Instructions superadded, in some Measure for the Benefit of the Gentile World, as well as their own; he faith of Them, in Terms of great Distinction, *Israel is my Son, even my First-born*. Yet still, as that Nation, though wise and good in Comparison of others round them; was both in the Knowledge and Practice of Religion very imperfect; and far from Maturity: God thought it needful, while he treated them on that Account with Indulgence on some Points, to exercise in many so strict and severe a Government over them; that he rather appeared in the Character of a Master, than a Father; trying to influence them more by the Terror of present Punishment, than the Hope of a future Inheritance. And therefore St. Paul expresses their Case, with much Accuracy, thus: *Now I say, that the Heir, so long as he is a Child, differeth nothing from a Servant*.

*Exod. iv. 22.*

\[\text{Vol. VII.}\]
vant, though he be Lord of all: but is under Tutors and Governors, until the Time appointed of the Father. Even so we, when we were Children, were in Bondage under the Elements of the World. But when the Fulness of Time was come; when the Jews were gradually qualified to have a more manly and rational Form of Religion proposed to them, with more ingenuous Motives to the Practice of it; when the Gentiles also had received some preparatory Cultivation, in their Understandings and their Manners, from the purer Parts of their Philosophy, which yet had fully appeared to be insufficient for the Reformation of Mankind; and when so free a Communication was opened between distant Parts of the World, that the Truth of the Gospel might easily be examined, and its Doctrines easily spread; then God sent forth his Son, to redeem them who were under the Law, that they might receive the Adoption of Sons; to purchase, at the Price of his Blood, Their Deliverance from the condemning Sentence and the ritual Injunctions of the Mosaic Dispensation, that they might enjoy under the Christian Covenant the strongest Marks of God's fatherly Regard; and to purchase at the same Time,

* Gal. iv. 4, 5.
the Deliverance of the Gentiles from an infinitely worse Bondage, that of Corruption, the Slavery of Sin, and the Dread of eternal Death, into the glorious Liberty of the Children of God.  

Thus then did all Mankind regain a Title to this blessed Denomination: the only begotten Son of God condescending to partake of our Nature, that we, being thus become his Brethren, might partake of the Divine Nature. By his Incarnation and Death, he gave to them, who believed on his Name, to use St. John's Expression, Power, or Right, to become the Sons of God: by instructing us in our Duty, he hath furnished us with the outward Means of becoming such: by the Influence of his holy Spirit, thence called the Spirit of Adoption, he enables and excites us inwardly to make effectual Use of those Means; and comforts us with a joyful Sense of having done it, and of being authorized to claim the Rank of God's Children, or in St. Paul's Language, to cry Abba, Father; a Phrase, in which the Jewish Bond-Servants might not presume to address their Masters. The same happy Change is

---

1 Rom. viii. 21.  
2 Heb. ii. 11.  
3 John i. 12.  
4 Rom. viii. 15.  
5 Seld. de Succ. in bona Def. c. 4.  
6 2 Pet. i. 4.
represented sometimes by the Figure of a new Birth or Creation; the Dispositions and Privileges acquired in it being such, as may well denominate us new Creatures, born again to a new Life. And as all Christians receive from God in Baptism whatever is requisite on his Part for this Change, and profess to act suitably to his Goodness; they are so far justly said to be regenerated and begotten of Him. But if afterwards they act otherwise, in this are manifest the Children of God, and the Children of the Devil: whosoever doth not Righteousness, is not of God. None but religious and virtuous Persons then are effectually begotten again to an Inheritance in Heaven: and of these only, the Apostle's Reasoning was intended to hold, If Children, then Heirs. For as by ceasing to be like God in Purity and Holiness, our first Parents and we ceased to be like him in Happiness and Immortality: so by returning in the first of these Respects to his Image, exhibited to us in the Person of our dear Redeemer, we shall be restored to it in the latter also; and as we have born the Image of the earthly Man, we shall also bear the Image of the

w 1 John iii. 10. x 1 Pet. i. 3, 4. y Rom. viii. 17.
Heavenly. It is indeed appointed unto all Men once to die: but we shall not continue under this Sentence of the Lord over all Flesh: but, rising again to an endless Life, become in the completest Sense, as our Saviour argues, the Children of God, being the Children of the Resurrection. Behold then, what Manner of Love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called the Sons of God.—Beloved, now are we the Sons of God; and it doth not yet appear, what we shall be: but we know, that when He shall appear, we shall be like Him. We do not indeed, and probably cannot conceive distinctly, the Nature of our future State; but this general Description, that we shall be like Him, comprehends every Thing that we can wish. And be we ever so ignorant of the Particulars of what we shall enjoy, it is Happiness unspeakable to think only from what we shall be freed; when God, as he hath promised, shall wipe away all Tears from our Eyes, and there shall be no more Death, nor Sorrow, nor Crying, neither shall there be any more Pain. It follows in the same Place of Scripture: And he, that sat upon the Throne, said,—These Words are true and
faithful.—He, that overcometh, shall inherit all Things: and I will be his God, and he shall be my Son.

Since therefore such great Privileges are implied in being the Children of God, let us now inquire,

II. How far our own Spirit is capable of bearing Witness, that we are such.

The Prophet indeed hath said very truly, The Heart is deceitful above all Things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? But though it be often extremely difficult to find out the Dispositions and Intentions of other Men, when they are bad; and indeed our own, in Proportion as we are bad; (because in such Cases all Arts of Concealment are used, and we can sometimes conceal Things very strangely even from ourselves) yet with a Good-will we may discern ourselves tolerably well. Of our own deliberate Actions we cannot but be conscious at the Time; our Intentions, if we examine them, will be no impenetrable Secret to us. And that uncertain State of Mind, in which we have either no formed Intention, or several not very consistent, each of us may discover to

1 Ver. 5, 7.  
2 Jer. xvii. 9.
be just what it is. Then for our past Conduct: though many Particulars may have been forgotten by us, yet its general Turn and Complexion we can certainly recollect, if we please. And whoever doth but take some honest Pains, after this, to compare what he hath been and is, with what his Conscience and the Word of God informed him he should be, will not fail of being competently acquainted with his own Condition. Indeed no one doubts, but he can know himself in other Respects: whether, for Instance, he honours his Parents, and loves his Friends, and desires to perform his Duty towards them: and why then should he despair of knowing, whether he honours and loves God, and serves him with Sincerity?

But many have no Mind to do his Will, and yet a great Mind to believe themselves in his Favour. Now undoubtedly such may deceive their own Hearts, especially at Times, with much Ease. But they might also, if they were inclined to it, undeceive them again very soon; by putting proper Questions home to themselves; by carrying it in Mind, that their Interest is to search out the real Truth; and by endeavouring to consider their own Case, as if

\[\text{James i. 26.}\]
it were that of another, for whom they had no partial Tenderness. Some again are at a Loss concerning their spiritual State, because they are uncertain about such or such Points of their Duty. But as these will not often be many or important; so if they were, by making proper Application they may receive Satisfaction. And in the mean Time, without knowing which Opinion is right, they may know whether personally they are innocent or excusable; by reflecting, whether they have taken such Care, as their Circumstances permit, to inform themselves and judge as well as they could; whether they violate no plain Obligations, for the Sake of doubtful ones; and whether, in all Matters of Obscurity, they keep to the safer Side.

There is yet a third Sort of People, and much to be pitied, who labour, with the utmost Solicitude, to do every thing they should; and yet enjoy no manner of Comfort. Sometimes they will even deny, that they are at all in Earnest about Religion: though their Concern, at imagining they are not, is a full Proof that they are. And this arises generally from a Disorder in the Body, affecting the Mind: of which however it is exceedingly
hard to convince them, because, it may be, they are otherwise tolerably in Health. But if happily they can be brought, though against their own Persuasion, to take medicinal Advice; the Relief, which they commonly find, shews by Experience, where the Defect lay. Sometimes again their Uneasiness, though ill-grounded, proceeds from a different Cause. They read, in devotional Books, Confessions of Sin, acknowledging such heinous Degrees of Guilt, as too many have incurred, but They have not: however, they repeat the Whole inconsiderately, though much of it was intended only for others; and so by accusing themselves of what they have never done, come to fancy themselves what they never were. And a further Mistake, too frequent, is, that the pious Authors of such Treatises expressing for the most Part very warmly, in the Prayers composed by them, those devout Affections, of which they probably felt an unusual Share; Persons, not liable by Nature to such strong Emotions, imagine themselves totally destitute of real Piety. Or if they were formerly fervent in sacred Exercises, and now, as they go on towards the Decline of their Days, are less so: they grow suspicious, that whatever Vigour and
and Life there was once in their Profession of Religion, it is all gone; and their Case become bad, perhaps desperate. And thus, while the general Fault of Mankind is, to have much Ground for Fear, and yet no Fear at all: these poor Wretches, often with no Ground for any, have more than they are able to support.

Now where this proceeds, in any considerable Measure, from Constitution; their own thinking and reading upon the Subject will but make bad worse: and others arguing with them about it, though ever so rightly, will not make Things much better. The only effectual Way therefore is, to prevail on them, if possible, to have some little Regard for the Judgment of serious and prudent Friends, though in Opposition to their own, till they can use it better; and suffer their Thoughts to be turned for a Time, whilst other Means are using, to Things of smaller Importance and even of harmless Amusement. For the strong Exertion either of a Mind or Body, originally weak, or accidentally over-strained, will only produce a still worse Feebleness. Moderate Relaxation therefore is in these Circumstances a real Duty: how apt soever the Parties concerned may be to look on it as a Sin: for which Reason it ought
to be recommended with great Prudence and Caution. But on the other Hand, it must not be conceived, that all Concern of Men about their spiritual State proceeds from bodily Indisposition. For this would be a fatal Mistake. There may be, and God knows frequently is, but too much Foundation for such Concern: and then the sole Cure is earnest Prayer for Pardon and Grace, and diligent Study of better Obedience. Or if there be no just Foundation; the Appearance of the contrary may flow wholly or chiefly from erroneous Notions; which can only be overcome by suitable Arguments. And these Errors indeed are various: but as they principally relate to the Articles of Repentance, Faith, and Love to God; so the following Considerations will go far towards removing them: that whatever Faults People heartily wish, from a Sense of Duty to their Maker, Redeemer and Sanctifier, they had never committed, and take effectual Care never to commit again designedly, they have as truly repented of them as possible; and whether their Sorrow were ever so calm or ever so passionate, makes no essential Difference: that a true Faith in Christ is known by its Fruits; and if it purifies the Soul and Life, however weak, is un-
undoubtedly genuine: that Love to God, as well as Man, consists, not in Extasies and Transports, of which bad Persons may have strange Fits, and good ones little or nothing; but in a steady Exercise of real Regard and right Behaviour to the Object of our Affection.

By these Means then we may all be enabled to judge, in a considerable Measure, what Manner of Men we have been and are: for this depends on the proper Use of our Faculties concerning a Point, within our Reach. But the further Question, How God will deal with such, is one of a quite different Sort: to which Reason unassisted can return but a very general and indeterminate Answer. Blameless Creatures indeed are secure of their Creator’s Kindness: but in what Degree, or for what Duration, even They of themselves cannot know. Much less then may Sinners, as we are, presume to indulge high Hopes of our own forming, when we have so much Cause for Dread and fearful Expectation. It is true, Repentance and Amendment, if they proceed from right Principles, do renew in us the Image of our heavenly Father, so far as they go: and his Goodness will not permit us to despair of his returning Children being received by him.
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But whether our Return, after the Offences that we have committed, be such as he can accept: or if it be, what Correction he may first inflict upon us in a Life to come; to what Rank in his Family he may then vouchsafe to re-admit us, or how long or how little a Time he may continue to us the Being, which we have forfeited; our own Spirit can never teach us with any Certainty. And therefore it concerns us beyond Expression to inquire,

III. What additional Witness the divine Spirit bears, that we are the Children of God.

Now having originally born Witness, in the strongest Manner, to the Truth of the Gospel, by his Predictions of it before it appeared, and his miraculous Operations attending the Delivery of it to the World, he bears irrefragable Witness by Consequence to every succeeding Age, that all, who sincerely believe and obey it, are, notwithstanding their former Sins, and present Imperfections, washed white in the Blood of the Lamb, and He that sitteth on the Throne shall dwell among them: they shall be led, by his paternal Care, in safety, through all the Temptations and Difficulties of this World; and inherit, in the World to come,

1 Rev. vii. 14, 15.
a blessed Immortality in their Father's House. Then besides this general Testimony, the holy Spirit hath attested more especially a Truth of infinite Importance to Us, and much doubted by the first Christians for some Years, that the Gentile World hath an equal Right to God's Promises with the Jews: of which it was an early and full proof, that he imparted his Gifts and Graces to both equally, putting no Difference between them*. And this, in all Likelihood, is what St. Paul more peculiarly designed to assert in the Text. But the Spirit not only gives these external Evidences of our Acceptance, but assists us inwardly to know our true State towards God, of which we might else be often fatally ignorant. And for this reason David prays so earnestly, Try me, O God, and seek the Ground of my Heart: prove me, and examine my Thoughts. Look well, if there be any Way of Wickedness in me: and lead me in the Way everlasting¹. For the same Spirit, after shewing us, what we are, enables us by his Influences, to become what we should be. For we are not sufficient of ourselves even to think any Thing with Effect: but by his Co-operation we come to have the only sure Argument,

* Acts xv. 9. ¹ Ps. cxxxix. 23, 24. ² 2 Cor. iii. 5.
that we in particular are the Children of God. The Virtues and Graces of a good Heart and Life are that distinguishing Mark of true Christians, on account of which they are said in Scripture to be sealed with the holy Spirit of Promise, which is the Earnest of our Inheritance. For as our Happiness hereafter shall consist in the same Temper, in which our Duty consists now: he who is really, though imperfectly, possessed of that Temper, hath already received the first Fruits of the Spirit; and tasted in some Measure of what he shall enjoy abundantly. Whoever therefore walks not after the Flesh, but after the Spirit, having his Conversation such as becomes the Gospel of Christ, the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus hath made him free from the Law of Sin and Death; and of this he hath the Witness in himself, if he will attend to it. Else indeed, a timorous Disposition, or a feeble Body affecting the Mind, may disquiet him: but still, ever so great Fears will no more endanger the Salvation of a good Man, than ever so great Assurance will prevent the Punishment of a wicked one. If any one is inclined then to

[Suspicions]
Suspicious and Apprehensions concerning his Title to God's Favour, without knowing why; or can charge himself with nothing, when he sets about it, but such Defects and Failures, as the Scripture shews, and Persons of known Piety and Discretion can assure him, are consistent with a State of Religion, let him reject such Imaginations entirely, if he is able. If he is not, let him bear them as Afflictions, but never yield to them as Truths; or fancy on account of such Things, that his Condition is bad, and God hath forfaken him. For there can hardly be a surer Proof to the contrary, than that God preserves his Conscience tender, and his Life clear of wilful Sin.

As to that reviving Comfort and delightful Satisfaction, which People of this Turn complain they do not experience, and are apt erroneously to consider, as the only favourable Witness of the Spirit: it is indeed sometimes a present Reward, which God bestows on his Servants. But no safe Conclusion can be drawn from the most agreeable of these Perceptions, without a faithful Care to serve him: and they, who go on to serve him faithfully without any of them, give a more acceptable Demonstration of the Sincerity of their Zeal, than
than, if they enjoyed them all the while in the highest Degree. For equal Obedience with less Encouragement is certainly of the most Value. When therefore He, who best knows, judges it needful, you shall partake of those religious Pleasures, that you desire. But in the mean while, believe, as you have Cause, that withholding them is for your Benefit; and indeed be assured of this, that both having them and being destitute of them proceeds very much from natural Constitution, or the different Temperature of different Ages of Life, or from using or not using particular Methods of Devotion, which have small Connexion with essential Goodness. Accordingly, many a one, who seldom or never feels much of any Consolations within, that warm him very sensibly, and move his Passions very powerfully, may have, notwithstanding, on most solid Grounds, a calm and composed Satisfaction and Joy in the Holy Ghost", which shall be in him, to use our Saviour's Words, a Well of Water, springing up into everlasting Life"; and perhaps many another, who hath often been full of inexpres-
sible Transports, will find himself at last fatally deceived by a vain Confidence. For the Dic-
states of a heated Fancy, be they ever so positive, can do nothing to counterbalance the Guilt of a sinful Life; and all Persuasions to the contrary, are not from the Divine Comforter, but our own bad Hearts, or the Wicked one.

For the holy Spirit of Discipline will remove from Thoughts, that are without Understanding; and will not abide, when Unrighteousness cometh in*. He never leads us to any Sentiment or Action, but what Reason and Scripture warrant; nor can any Assurance, that we may imagine he communicates to us, of our belonging to God, continue well-founded one Moment longer, than we continue keeping God's Commandments: which therefore that we may all do always, He of his infinite Mercy grant, &c.

* Wisd. i. 5.
Therefore all Things whatsoever ye would that Men should do to You, do ye even so to Them: for this is the Law and the Prophets.

The largest Number of particular Directions can never possibly equal the infinite Variety of Circumstances, in which human Creatures are concerned to act: nor can the Memories of most retain any considerable Part of those, which might be given. And therefore, though the utmost Care were taken to specify to us our several Obligations, we must be left after all to find out many of them ourselves, by deducing them from general Rules. And these, (when they carry in them the Evidence of their own Truth and Rightness) at the
fame Time that they extend our Knowledge to Cases, which have not been distinctly mentioned to us, afford us also a clearer Conviction of our Duty in such as have: by showing us, that the different Commands, to which we are subjected, flow from the same Source, and carry the same Reasonableness along with them.

Our blessed Saviour therefore, after delivering separately, in his Sermon on the Mount, all the chief Precepts of the most exalted and refined Morality, takes Care, just before the Conclusion of it, to comprehend the Whole, both of what he had said and what he had omitted, concerning the Ties of Men to each other, in one universal Law of Life. *Whatsoever ye would that Men should do unto You, even so do ye unto Them.* Not that He was the first who made any Use of this admirable Maxim. God forbid the World should have been ignorant of so necessary and so plain a Direction for their Behaviour, till that Time. Both Jews and Heathens had seen its Equity, and felt its Force, in some Degree. But still more was wanting to complete its Usefulness: and That our Lord supplied. Most, if not all, other Teachers, had expressed it in the Negative Form:
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Form: as Tobit, for Instance, *Do that to no Man, which thou hatest*. And so it served only to restrain mutual Injuries. But He laid it down in the Affirmative, as an Injunction also of proper Kindnesses. They spoke of it no otherwise than incidentally, and without ascribing any singular Prerogative to it. But He recommended it, as taking in the entire Compass of social Virtue. They could support it only by Argument: but He hath added the Sanction of Divine Authority. In these Respects therefore it is peculiarly the Law of our gracious Redeemer. But whether we consider it as a Precept of His Religion, or as one of the primitive Dictates of Reason and Nature: in either View we are bound to pay it a conscientious Regard. And the right Manner of shewing this Regard is,

I. To form a just Notion of its Meaning.

II. To fix in our Hearts a due Sense of its Obligation.

III. To consider its Importance well.

IV. To regulate our Practice by it in the various Relations and Occurrences of Life.

*Tob. iv. 15.*

Q 3
On the three former of these Points I shall discourse now: on the last, God willing, the next Opportunity,

I. I shall endeavour to assist you in forming a just Notion of this Rule. Not that it wants Explanation, as being obscure and difficult: but that Mankind, in order to excuse their Disobedience to it, are very apt to put false Interpretations upon it; and so either pervert it into a wrong Direction, or perplex it till it becomes none at all.

Some Men, if we may judge by their Conduct, apprehend themselves bound only to behave towards Others, as they are willing others should behave towards Them in their present Condition. The Rich and Great, for Example, have perhaps no Favours to ask of a considerable Part of their Inferiors: and therefore too often seem to think, they need not bestow any Favours upon them. They agree, they say, to the Reasonableness of doing as they would be done by: and therefore, if they desire no Service from such and such Persons, they owe no Service to them. But the Rule is, (and they know it is) not, "Treat others as you would wish them to treat you, Circumstances being what they are"; but, "as 
"you would wish them to treat you, Circum-
stances being changed on each Side." This
makes a great Alteration.

Perhaps they will reply, that they are con-
tent, if Circumstances ever should change, to
receive the Treatment, which they give.
Therefore they will overlook the Poor and
Needy now: and they allow the World to
overlook Them, when they become such.
They will revenge themselves of their Enemies,
while they have Power; and let them, if ever
it comes to their Turn, repay the Vengeance.
But here again, they know in their Consciences
the Rule means, not, that they shall act as they
may think, or rather say, they shall be willing
to have others act towards Them, supposing
Circumstances should change, which they trust
they never will: but as they would have them
act, supposing Circumstances were changed.
And in that case they would wish for the very
kindest Behaviour, whatever they may before-
hand either pretend or imagine.

But even on the Supposition of an actual
Change, there are People, who can miscon-
interpret this Rule in such a Manner, as would
make the Application of it sometimes a most
pernicious Thing. Every Magistrate, were he
in the Place of the Criminal, who appears before him, would wish not to be punished. Every virtuous Man, were he a vicious one, would wish to be indulged and assisted in his Vices. Every one of us perhaps would be glad, if he could, to have his Will on all Occasions. Ought we therefore to gratify all the Inclinations of others, because we should like to have all our own gratified? Or if not, is not the Rule an erroneous one, as implying this? Why, according to their different Ways of thinking, some will be apt to prefer the former of these Opinions, and some the latter. But neither is well grounded. For though indeed a Magistrate, were he in the Place of the Offender, would wish to escape with Impunity, yet this is not the only Supposition he hath to make. Let him suppose himself also in the Place of such, as may be then or afterwards injured by the Offender, if he escapes Punishment; or of such, as the Precedent of his Impunity may tempt others to injure: let him reflect, how the Rule before us enjoins him to act with regard to these innocent Persons, and he will never be misled by whatever Tenderness it may seem to enjoin him with regard to the Guilty. Again, though if we were
were in the Place of any of our vicious Acquaintance, we should be glad to be assisted in our Vices; yet suppose we were in the Place of those, whom their Vices corrupt, or impoverish, or grieve, or make any Way miserable: should we then be glad, that other People should assist in bringing this Misery upon us? If not, the Precept of doing as we would be done by, far from requiring us to give such Assistance ourselves, absolutely prohibits it. Serving our Friends, when they ought not to be served; and raising those in the World, from partial Fondness, who ought not to be raised, passes, I am afraid, too commonly for great Good-nature: and is defended, or excused, because it is treating them as we should desire to be treated by them. But then it is treating their worthier Competitors, and all such as may suffer by the Faults or Incapacity of these Favourites, which perhaps many, perhaps the Public may, it is treating Them as we should abhor to be treated. We must therefore understand this Rule to mean that we take into our Consideration, not barely the Parties who appear and press for the Benefit of it, but whoever else is concerned, if any be: and do, not
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to one or some only, but to all Men, as we would that they should do to us.

But here it may possibly be objected again, that if we imagine ourselves to be successively in the Situation of different Persons, we shall of Consequence desire different and contrary Things in Reference to the same Affair: so that behaving towards every one interested in it, as we should, in their Circumstances, desire, that they would behave towards us, is impracticable: that therefore on such Occasions, which are not rare, the Rule is in Effect no Rule: and that farther, on several others it is a very bad one. For suppose any one to desire of us, what would be hurtful to no third Person, but to Himself, or, to Us: must we comply with his Desire, because if we were exactly in his Stead, we should have the same Desire? Certainly not. But then such Cases as these, not only happen in Comparison but seldom, and therefore cannot mislead, or even perplex us often: but when they do happen, instead of overturning the Rule, they point out to us a very important Limitation of it, which was doubtless originally intended in it, and will secure it from ever being overturned. And this is, that the Phrase, Whatsoever ye would, must not
not be extended to mean whatever we can possibly wish, but whatever we can equitably and allowably wish. It is to be understood of proper, not of unfit Inclinations: for what we are forbidden to desire, we are deemed in this Precept not to desire.

The full and distinct Purport of it then, the Sense in which all the World understand it, excepting when they have a Mind to misunderstand it, is; "Whatever Treatment you should on cool Deliberation think you had reasonable Ground to claim or hope from each Person concerned in the Affair before you, were He now in your Condition and you in His, be that which you give Him no less honest and kind."

II. The Meaning of the Rule being ascertained, the next Point is to fix in our Hearts a due Sense of its Obligation.

Now the Proof of its Obligation lies in a very small Compass, which is one great Recommendation of it: and therefore I shall spend much fewer Words upon it, than a separate Head of Discourse usually requires. Most evidently, in whatever Manner it is fit to treat any Person in any Circumstances, it is fit to treat in the like Manner any other Person, supposing Him in all the same Circumstances: for he is in regard to every
every Consideration of Duty, as it were, the same Person. There is no Need then of saying (what yet is very true, and would if it were wanted, be very material) that all Men are absolutely equal in many Things, nearly equal in most †; that in whatever they are unequal, the Inequality is of very uncertain Duration, and by no Means always acknowledged; (for scarce any one upon the whole would willingly be any Person else, that could be named to him:) and therefore we ought to act towards each other, for the greatest Part entirely, and always nearly, as being on the Level; and if we do not, those with whom we have Concerns, and Society in general, will never be easy and happy. Such Reflexions go somewhat beyond, or fall somewhat wide of what is needful to establish the Precept in question: which only requires this very brief and plain Demonstration of its Justness, indeed so brief and plain, as hardly to need being given in Form: that wherever the Case is in all Respects the same, (as in order to make Use of this Rule we must in the first Place imagine it to be) there the right Behaviour must be the same too: and

† Nihil enim est unum uni tam simile, tam par, quam omnes inter nosmet ipsos sumus. Cic. de. Leg. i. 10.
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whether it be one Person or another, I or my Neighbour, who is really in that Case, makes no Difference in the Answer to the Question, what the Behaviour should be. This cannot be denied, and therefore ought not to be forgotten, or overlooked. For whatever is true, and relates to our Practice, we feel ourselves bound by Nature to observe in our Practice. And the God of Nature, who hath made Us and every Thing what we are, must expect us to act suitably to what he hath made us: and if that were not enough to determine our Judgment, he hath farther told us expressly by his beloved Son, that he expects us to live with one another according to this Rule. Nor, (which completes our Obligation) hath he left us any Room to doubt, but that in every Thing as we obey or disobey, he will reward or punish: and certainly in a greater or smaller Degree, as the Matter is more or less important. Let us therefore now

III. Consider well the Importance of the Precept before us.

Indeed the Stamp of Divine Authority upon it, especially joined with the annexed Declaration, that it contains the Substance of all, that the Law and Prophets have taught concerning our
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our mutual Behaviour, may fully assure us, even before we make any particular Enquiry, that its Moment is remarkably great. And yet there seems to lie a plausible Objection against it: that as it only enjoins Men to do to others what they see would be right for others to do to them; the Question still remains, what that right Part is: that where this is known, the Rule of the Text is needless; and where it is not known, we have no more Direction for our Conduct, than we had before; but are only perplexed with an imaginary Change of Persons to no Purpose.

Now it must be confessed, that if we had neither by Nature nor by Revelation any Sense or Knowledge at all of Right and Wrong in particular Cases, this Rule could not give us any; nor could we understand it any otherwise, than very grossly and imperfectly: but still it would be of some, and no small Use to us. For if we knew nothing else, at least we should know what we desired; we should know too, that in the main we were all alike: and by treating each other as we merely wished (without considering how reasonably) to be treated in return, we should for the most Part do tolerably well; please those around us, and make ourselves
ourselves easy. Sometimes indeed, for want of distinguishing, what Wishes were fit, and what unfit, we should act extremely ill; but in Comparison perhaps not very often. And upon the whole, where we had no particular Precepts, this general one would be the best that we could follow, even though we could not apprehend its full Import.

But the Delivery of it to us presupposes, and very justly, that in the main the contrary is true: that all Mankind perceive, in some good Degree, one Sort of Behaviour to be commendable, another blameable; some Things right to be done, others wrong. And hence arises, instead of an Objection, the principal Use of our Saviour's Rule. For it enables us to apply these Perceptions, where otherwise we should not know how; and inclines us to apply them justly, where otherwise we should have misapplied them.

Though we every one of us have the Perceptions, yet to form distinct Notions of the proper Measures and Objects of them; to discover, how far they are mere Conclusions of the Understanding; and how far Dictates of Passions or Affections, which ought to be corrected and moderated by the Understanding;
to make a rational Examination of the several interfering Circumstances of a Case, and judge in that Manner how we are to be moved, and how to act; is a Work, for which the Bulk of Mankind is totally unqualified. The different Opinions entertained by speculative Inquirers concerning the precise Nature, Foundation, Limits of moral Obligation, run into Niceties, that are altogether beyond common Apprehension. And of those, who can be amused with them, few, if any, have Skill to proceed upon them in the ordinary Affairs of Life. The great Thing therefore, which the World needs for Practice, is, not a complete System of Virtue, regularly drawn out and strictly demonstrated: but a familiar palpable Instruction, what People are to do in such Matters, as chiefly come before them. Now the Rule of the Text will instruct them, without studying the Theory and Grounds of virtuous Affection at all, to shew such Affection notwithstanding, when it is requisite; and to conduct as they should what they are concerned in, without troubling themselves about Refinements, which they may never be concerned in. Seriously asking ourselves, and waiting for a serious An-
swer from within, how we should think it reasonable for others to behave towards Us in the Business, in which we must behave one Way or another towards Them, will excite in us a very peculiar Kind of Attention to it; will awaken our Faculties to judge of this Question with much more Certainty, than we could of the more abstractive ones, upon which the philosophical Solution of it may depend; and throw a strong Light on the Point before us, how little soever we may discern in relation to others, with which perhaps it is closely connected. At least it will cause us to feel experimentally what we ought to do, whether we see it speculatively, or not.

But farther, the Observation of this Precept will not only set our Minds to work upon the Subject, (and yet many want That to be done for them;) but, which is a greater Benefit still, will singularly preserve them from working unfairly: The Love, that we bear to ourselves, our Zeal for the Persons and Things which we like, and our Vehemence against those which we dislike, hinder us perpetually from discovering what is our Duty, where else it would be most evident; and constitute our principal
Danger of judging amiss. Now, if there can be in the World a Method of securing us against this Danger, our Saviour's Rule is that Method. Viewing only one Face of an Object is apt to deceive us: therefore we are directed to view it on the reverse too. Considering a Case as our own gives us a Bias: suppose then the contrary to be our own; and our second Thoughts will correct the first. Self-Love is what usually carries us wrong: but the Rule prescribed us converts that very Passion into an Instrument of setting us right: by placing in their Turns, before our Eyes, two Selfs to decide between, (if the Expression may be allowed) the real and the fictitious one. The Appearances of Reason, which arise from the Circumstances favourable to our own Side, engross our Attention: let Imagination therefore change the Side, and we shall attend to the opposite Appearances. The inward Feelings, which we have, of our own Interest, our own Honour, our own Sufferings, of whatever relates to ourselves, are so very strong, that we quite forget, how the same Feelings affect the other Party. But this admirable Contrivance of a feigned Experience enables and obliges us to feel for each Party successively, and thus
to become impartial Judges. Farther than this we cannot go in combating selfish Prejudices, and therefore a more perfect Direction than this, cannot be given.

But, besides being a most excellent and obvious Rule to guide and try ourselves by, it is likewise a most natural and easy one for others, Friends or Opposers, to suggest to us: who thus, one should think, might immediately shame us into doing right, only by putting a Question to our Consciences, which is altogether inoffensive, and yet must produce, if we are guilty, unavoidable Conviction.

But here indeed it must be acknowledged, that some People, especially at Times, are wicked and wild enough to reject, with Indignation, even the most respectful Proposals of their trying a Case by any Law, but their own Will and Pleasure: and that others may pretend to have made in their Thoughts this Change of Persons, which our Lord enjoins, and yet not have made it in earnest. They may say, (for it is very soon said,) that they have already sufficiently examined the Matter; and should be well content to receive the Treatment, which they propose to give: that they cannot but know, whether they have consulted
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and answered themselves, and they are under no Obligation to consult or answer any one else: the Rule recommended to them makes every Man his own Judge, and they have judged accordingly, as well as they are able, and are very clear in their Sentiments. Now undoubtedly every one, that will, may assert this, or any Thing, falsely. And it is very true, that the Direction in the Text is of no Manner of Use, as none can be, to those who are absolutely resolved not to be directed. But such, as have any Fairness of Heart remaining, let them be otherwise ever so far gone at any Time in Unreasonableness, may possibly still be brought to themselves, by having it put home to them; "Would you really be willing, that others, if they had Power, should determine concerning you, in the same haughty and careless, or the same angry and vehement Disposition, which you now shew concerning Them?" You say, you would: but is it not in order to maintain your Ground any how, when you are pressed? For your own Sake, as well as your Neighbour's, deal fairly with yourself: and remember, that God sees infallibly, whether you do; nay, that Men will guess, and seldom err. If you are cool, search whether
ther Interest or Contempt or Indolence do not secretly warp your Judgement; and think, whether they ought. If you are warm, first compose your Heart, and then consult it. Wait without acting, till the Tempest is over; and when you hear within you the small still Voice, that follows, be assured, that then, and not before, God and your Conscience speak to you, and tell you what you should do. But were such Remonstrances to prove ever so vain, it would be no just Objection against the Usefulness of the Rule. For if the Proud, or Covetous, or Thoughtless, or Passionate, will not apply it fairly; much less will they apply any other. And if they could be persuaded to apply it, as none have so much Need of it, none would receive so much Advantage from it.

But a farther Objection may be, that not only some cannot be induced to make Trial of this Change of Persons; but others, who in all Appearance make it as well as they can, do not succeed in it: but either draw wrong Conclusions, or know not how to draw any. Yet surely in general, if ever there was a Precept, that required little Time and Pains to compre-

* 1 Kings xix. 11. &c.
hend and practice it, such is that before us. The Commandment, which I command thee this Day, is not hidden from thee, neither far off:— but the Word is very nigh unto thee, in thy Mouth and in thy Heart, that thou mayest do it. Still some Attention and Care is requisite in every Thing. And one Point, to which we should attend with very great Care, is, in asking the Question, “Would we be treated thus,” to lay aside, as much as possible, out of our Thoughts, that the Answer given to it is immediately to be turned the other Way. Unless we do this, it may be feared, we shall seldom answer honestly; at least, unless we diligently recollect at the same Time, that where doing Right is most contrary to our present Interest or Inclination, it will contribute most to our present Honour and Peace of Conscience, and to our future and final Happiness. Another very needful Caution is, that in order to find, what our Judgement would be, were all Circumstances changed, we must be sure to leave out no Circumstances, that are material, in Favour of the opposite Side. Most of them indeed will flow into our Mind of themselves, provided it be fairly opened to them. How-

* Deut. xxx. 11, 14.
ever, we must honestly seek for the Remainder, may suppose them, if we have Reason, though they do not appear; dwell upon each of them so as to feel its proper Force, and then determine.

But here one Plea more may be alleged: that sometimes Men cannot reckon up all Circumstances, and therefore cannot place themselves in the Condition of the other: they know it not sufficiently to say, what they should think, if they were in it. Why this, it must be owned, doth happen. And though we may pretend Ignorance falsely, to excuse ourselves from trying what we foresee would go against us: yet they must be very partial or very inconsiderate, who are not frequently sensible, that they want Knowledge of Facts, or Skill to judge concerning them: or at least have Cause to doubt, whether the Opinion, that seems to them the most likely, be indeed the true one. But even here our Saviour's Rule will be of great Service. For if we endeavour to make Use of it, and find we cannot with any Certainty; we shall at least be strongly reminded of our own Fallibility: and our Doubt in determining which is in Strictness the right Part, will direct us, without any Doubt, to take
take the mild, the gentle, the good-natured Part, as being the safest Error, should it prove one. However, there are Methods of assisting our Judgements considerably. If we have formerly been in the Condition, in which we now desire to place ourselves; we must recollect, what we thought then. If we know any wise and good Persons, who are in that Condition at present; we must observe or inquire, what they think; and presume, that we should think like them, were we situated like them. The general Persuasion of Mankind should always have more than a little Weight with us, where it is not evidently wrong. And most of us have great need, in supposing that the contrary Case was ours, to make large Allowances for its not being really ours, and therefore not striking us near so strongly, as that which is.

By the Help of such Precautions as these, duly observed, we should so very seldom either mistake, or hesitate, in the Use of the Precept before us, that every Day would afford us new Proof of our Lord's Declaration concerning it: *This is the Law and the Prophets*: to which one of the oldest and most eminent of the Jewish Doctors
Doctors * approached very nearly, when he said, *This is the Law: the rest is the Explication of it.* But here it cannot be meant, that by this Method we are to learn our Duty either to God, with whom it would be shocking Irreverence to suppose a Change of Persons; or to ourselves, where there is no other Person to change with; but merely to our Fellow-Creatures. And our Saviour, who hath elsewhere told us that the Love of our Maker *is the first and great Commandment*⁴, and hath enjoined the strictest moral Government of those Inclinations which are confined the most intirely within our own Breasts, could never intend to tell us in the Text, that right Behaviour to our Neighbour was the sole Thing, about which we need be solicitous. And therefore he could only design to say, that this Rule would point out to us the Whole of what Heaven required of us, respecting that Behaviour. Just as if, in common Life, we were told on any Occasion, "This is all that you have to do;" we must apprehend the Words, however general, to

* R. Hillel, the elder, said to live about the Time of Christ. This Saying is cited from the Talmudic Tract, intitled, Schabath, by Vorst. de Ad. NS. c. 10. & Otho Lex. Rabb. in Odium.

⁴ Matth. xxii. 38.

signify,
signify, all that belonged to the Point, which was then in the Mind of the Person who spoke; not all that belonged to other Points, about which, at that Instant, he had no Thoughts of speaking.

And that, by Means of this one Precept, we may steer with Innocence through all the Dangers of social Life, I hope you have sufficiently seen Cause to believe, though a fuller Examination into Particulars will give you fuller Satisfaction. It only remains, that we apply it faithfully to that Purpose in our continual Intercourse with each other, in our daily Self-Examinations, in the solemn Preparations of our Hearts for the Lord's Supper: begging of God, in the appointed Gospel Manner, that Pardon for our many Transgressions of this and all his holy Laws, and that Grace to observe them better for the future, which our Failures and Weakness render so needful: giving Glory to Him, and humbly taking Comfort to ourselves, when our Endeavours have proved successful. These Things we must each resolve to practice conscientiously, if we regard either present Happiness, or future: if we desire to avoid the bad Opinion of those around us, who will unani-
unanimously censure our Transgression of so plain a Rule; the Reproaches of our own Hearts, of which it is an obvious Dictate; or His final Condemnation, who is greater than our Hearts, and knoweth all Things.

* 1 John iii. 20.
Therefore all Things whatsoever ye would that Men should do to you, do ye even so to them; for this is the Law and the Prophets.

The Meaning, Obligation, and Importance of this Precept of our blessed Lord have been already shewn you: and are indeed pretty generally acknowledged. Most Men admit, applaud, and urge it to others: the only Thing wanting is that, without which all the rest will be nothing, to practise it themselves. This last Point therefore I have reserved to insist on separately. There are few indeed, that can bear to transgress a Direction so evidently just, with their Eyes quite open: and those who can, there is little Hope of amending.
amending. But many are either too inconsiderate, or too vehement, to think of it, and apply it to their own Case, without Admonition; who yet may be shewn what is right, though they would not look for it: and bringing home to such, those equitable Considerations, which this Rule suggests, will be doing for them all we need. It is very true, there is no Possibility of going through the whole Extent of a Commandment, that reaches to every single Occurrence, in which we have Intercourse one with another; or, in our Saviour's Language, is itself the Law and the Prophets. But applying it to the more common Circumstances of Life, may give, though possibly no new Knowledge, yet many reasonable Warnings to all, who happen to be in the Circumstances which shall be mentioned, and will honestly make Use of those plain Rules, to direct themselves, which shall now be laid before you, to direct whom they may.

Men are to be considered, either, first, as Superiors or Inferiors, or, secondly, as Equals. And the Rule of the Text points out to all these their proper mutual Behaviour. Again Superiors are such, either in Authority, or only in Rank. And Authority is either public or domestic.
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Now the Conduct of Men in any Sort of public Authority is of so great Importance to so many Persons, in so many different Ways, and they have such Variety of Temptations, to divert their Attention from it, or incline them to a wrong Sort of Attention; that they cannot ask themselves too seriously, or too often: Is my Treatment of all those, whose Happiness may be more or less affected by it, the same, which I should reasonably wish for, were I in their Condition? At the first View perhaps, Punishment seems right to me: but were I in the Offenders Case, would not Forgiveness seem righter? Or Tenderness appears an amiable thing; but were I the Party injured or endangered, would not Justice appear a necessary one? I think myself intitled to such Profits, or such Leisure: but what should I think, were another to insist on either, and I to suffer by it? Do I consider, in general, how easily my Passion, Selfishness or Partiality, my less voluntary Errors, or mere indolent Neglects, may distress People in a Manner, that I should feel to be most grievous? The Station, I am in, is a Trust: Do I discharge it with that Diligence and Steadiness, that Integrity and Disinterestedness, that Mildness and Patience, that
SENSE of human Fallibility, that Readiness to see and correct my own Mistakes, that Vigilance to do and encourage whatever is laudable, which I should justly expect from another? Can I say to myself, after a faithful Examination, that I only wish a Return suitable to my Behaviour? And can I say to Him, whose Servant I am here below, Think upon me, O my God, for good, according to all that I have done for this People?*

But then, at the same time, Persons under Authority also should ask their Hearts, before they accuse those above them of not acting thus: Am I sure, both of my being well informed, how they have acted, and well qualified to judge, how they ought to have acted? May there not possibly be Things very worthy of Consideration in the Case, which I have never reflected upon, perhaps have never had the Means of knowing? And how would it fit upon My mind, if my Inferiors were to pass a peremptory and severe Sentence upon me, without being better acquainted with the Reasons and Circumstances of my Conduct, than I am with those of the Conduct of my Superiors? But suppose them in Fault, should I be willing

* Neh. v. 19.
to have all my Faults exaggerated to the utmost; without any Consideration had, how natural it is to commit them, how hard it is to avoid them; without any Regard paid to what I had done or meant well? And should I further think it reasonable, that my Betters should be attentive solely to the Errors of my Behaviour, without weighing their own towards me? If not, it behoves me to watch over mine towards them: and promote the Welfare of Society in the small Sphere that belongs to me, leaving others to do it in their larger ones. Nay were they to mismanage ever so grossly, yet if I contribute, either through Resentment, Ambition, or Inconsiderateness, to make bad worse; I shall treat, if not those whom I suppose to be guilty, yet many whom I know to be innocent, as I should esteem it very wrong for them to treat me.

Thus much of Superiors and Inferiors in public Life. The first private and domestic Relation of Inequality is that between Husbands and Wives: with respect to whom our Saviour’s Rule most evidently directs, that, on one Side, the Inequality be as obligingly concealed; on the other, as cheerfully acknowledged as possible; and that on both, That Fi-
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delity,
delity, That Agreeableness, That Mildness, That Prudence, That constant Attention to their common Interests, temporal and eternal, and those of their joint Offspring, be shewn, which each of them hath so very just Reason to claim, from the Nature of the Thing, from the Precepts of Scripture, from their mutual, deliberate, solemn Promises and Vows. There is no State, in which the two Parties have so painful a Sense of the Wrongs they suffer; there is none, in which they are so often reminded, one Way or other, of the Wrongs they do: therefore few Words are needful to instruct them how to apply the Direction before us; and none can express fully enough their Obligation to apply it conscientiously; and to search the Bottom of their Souls, whether they have or not.

The second Species of domestic Authority is that of Parents over their Children. Now Parents may easily suppose themselves in their Children's Condition: for they have been in it. Whatever therefore appeared to you grievous then, and on cool Reflection appears so still, you will surely never so much as think of doing; but remember, not only what you underwent; but how wrong it was, that you should. If indeed you have seen the Wisdom since of Restraints,
Restraints, that you once thought harsh ones; and found Cause to be sorry afterwards for Indulgencies, with which at the time you were pleased: you must follow your maturer deliberate Judgment, not your early rash one; treat your Children as you would now be desirous to be treated, were you in their Case, not as you did desire during your Ignorance; and by no Means think it a Reason, for exposing them to Ruin by dangerous Pleasures and Amusements, or for condemning them to Insignificance by conniving at their Idleness, that you were extremely glad to be thus used yourselves. But then, on the other Hand, if you are convinced of this, you ought to consider, as impartially as you can, whether you do not carry it too far: whether your present severer Notions be not the Effect of Prejudices, as natural to riper Years, as the opposite ones are to Youth: and however certain you are of the contrary, still do your best, to make what is needful for your Children easy to them, by telling them the Reasons of your Proceeding when they can safely be told:—and when they cannot, you must give such Proofs on other Occasions, of judicious Tenderness towards them, as may gain their implicit Confidence in the Fitness of whatever
whatever you require; and must not be much offended, if, after all, the Obedience, which you receive, be too like that which probably you paid, somewhat unwilling and imperfect. Another Duty of Parents, which the Rule of the Text cannot fail of recommending to them, is, making a due and timely Provision for the decent Subsistence of their Children. Either this was done for you, or you strongly felt, that it ought to have been done for you. Which soever was the Case, you are inexcusable if through Extravagance or Indolence you neglect to do it for Them: and you are equally so, (for the same plain Reason) unless you endeavour with your utmost Care and Skill, to guard them against all sorts of Dangers, and secure to them all sorts of Happiness, in the World, into which you have brought them.

But then, Children should also think; (and, as they are extremely apt to forget it, should often call upon themselves to think,) were there any one, for whom I had the same Anxiety and Solicitude, that my Parents appear to have for me; and who had the same Obligations to me, that I have to my Parents: should I be willing to have all my Kindness received with
Contempt or Indifference; to have that Person prefer every Fancy of his own to my Comfort and Peace? Should any one ever be put under my Direction, shall I be content, that before he can possibly be capable of judging, he should insist on following his own Judgement, and pay no Deference to mine? Nay, supposing I had Faults, many and great ones, would I in earnest be willing to lose all Obedience and Respect on account of them? Do I not already, notwithstanding all my Faults, expect more Regard than a little from those, that are younger than myself? Do I not see all Parents expect it from their Children? All Superiors from their Inferiors? And shall I not most certainly think hereafter, as They do? Why should not my Actions therefore now be suitable to what my Sentiments will be then?

A third Relation in domestic Life is that between Masters and Servants. Now, is it not exceeding natural for each of the former to ask himself, Were I a Servant, as I might have been, should I hold it reasonable to be treated roughly and haughtily, to be blamed or suspected without Cause, to have every Fault aggravated and treasured up for ever, and little Notice taken of my behaving ever so well; to have immoder-
rate Labour or Attendance exacted, or what is fitting in any Kind withheld, or what is due for my Service detained from me; to be neglected in Sickness or Old Age, to be exposed without Redress to Injuries from my Fellow-Servants; to have no Instruction in my Duty given me, perhaps no Opportunity afforded me of learning those great Truths of Religion, which are the best Direction and Support through this Life, and the only Means of being happy for ever in a better? If I should think, and justly think, myself intitled to receive the reverse of this Usage, let me be sure to give it; and study to make that Subjection, which cannot be a very pleasing State, as tolerable as can be to those, who are in it: for mine would be a very intolerable one, were there none such.

And surely, on the other Hand, all Servants, in whatever Stations, ought to ask their Hearts with equal Fairness: Would it seem to me fit, were I a Master, that my Servant should be dishonest or undutiful, quarrelsome or disorderly, negligent or wasteful in my Family, when I had covenanted with him for the contrary good Qualities, and was bound to pay him a valuable Consideration for them? Would I be
be willing, he should betray my Secrets, hurt my Reputation, corrupt my Children; or any Way prove my Enemy, when I had brought him under my Roof to be my Friend? Would I be content, he should quit me without reasonable Notice; or bear nothing from Me, who perhaps must bear much from Him; murmur at every Inconvenience, and appear sensible of no Advantages? If not; What I should require, that let me do.

But I proceed now to Superiors, not in Authority, but in Rank only; on Account of some one or more of the various Pre-eminences, that raise Men one above another. For these also, and their respective Inferiors, have great Need to form their Conduct first, and try it ever after, by this excellent Rule.

They, who challenge Reverence on account of their Years, ought frequently to reflect, how ill they would digest, were they young, that assuming Carriage, which they sometimes use: how unjust they would deem it to be treated penuriously and rigidly; to be condemned, and it may be cast off, for mere Indiscretions, or even a few groser Faults. But then young People, in their Turn, can not consider too much, and very seldom co-
nearly enough, how bitter it would be to them, were they already in Years, how bitter it will be to them, when that Time comes, to have their Experience and Wisdom slighted, and be Objects of Dislike and Ridicule to every raw and thoughtless Creature, perhaps for those very Things, which ought to procure them Honour and Love.

Again, Persons of superior Quality or Wealth should bring themselves down in their Imaginations to the middle and lower Condition of Life: consult their Breasts, what Degree of Respect they would like to pay those above them; what Sorts of Condescension and Subserviency they would think it hard to have exacted from them; what Claims of Privilege they would judge oppressive and injurious; and let the Feelings, which they will thus acquire, and which perhaps will be new to them, regulate their Conduct. They should examine well what the real State of the industrious, the needy, the helpless Part of the World often is; then place themselves in it a while; and they would have a strong Sense, how criminal it must be in any Way to increase their Difficulties, how requisite in every Way to lessen them. But, at the same time, meaner Persons
Persons also have full as much Occasion to consider, how grievous they would find it, were they in higher Stations, to be defrauded and imposed on, how provoking to be complained of without Cause, how irksome to be teized with unreasonable Requests and Expectations; and what a shocking Thing it is for them to use such Insolence towards their Betters, as they would think insupportable, should even their Betters use it towards Them.

A third Sort of Pre-eminence without Authority is that, which arises from personal Accomplishments of Mind or Body. And here again the Rule most clearly directs, those who excell, never to be contemptuous or ostentatious; and those who are deficient, never to give offence by unequal Competitions, or Marks of Envy; for each would account them extremely injurious, were he in the other’s Place. But let us now go on to the

IId. General Head, the Influence of this Precept, where Persons are equal, or however may be considered as such. And these are chiefly, either near Relations, Friends, and Intimates, or such as have occasional Intercourse, in Business, in Conversation, in Matters of Party Dispute, civil or religious, in Subjects
of private Offence and Resentment, in Cases that call for Good-nature and Compassion.

Near Relations always claim peculiar Affection and Regard, but too seldom pay it. Negligence, Ill-Temper, Emulation, mutual Jealousy in Point of Interest or Favour, alienate and sour their Minds: and each complains of the rest, because none will apply our Saviour's Direction to search and reform himself. Intimacies, and what People call Friendships, are on the same Account perpetually liable to be broken off by Disgufts, frequently very groundless ones; and while they last, are very commonly, either insincere and treacherous, or by wrong Partialities and Compliances dangerous and pernicious: all which Things the plain Question, "would it be right, that we should be treated, as we treat others," might easily prevent. But I proceed to those, who have only occasional Intercourse.

In Business, every one would think it hard, even to be obstructed and delayed, much more to be over-reached, or oppressed: whether by taking Advantages of Law against common Justice, or of his Necessity, his Ignorance, his Mistake, his Inadvertence, his Forgetfulness, or any other Way. Every one would be willing to
to make a reasonable Profit of his Labour, his Goods, or his Skill; and unwilling to allow another more than is reasonable. Every one would expect from his Creditor all due Forbearance; and more than common Forbearance, when Circumstances required it. Every one would expect, that They should not become his Debtors, who have no Prospect of paying; and that they, who, if they will take proper Measures for it, can pay, should do it within the Time promised. Every one would claim to have proper Notice taken of His Interests and Pretensions, as well as those of other People; nay indeed to have some Regard, where there is room for it, paid to his bare Inclinations. Therefore all Things, whatsoever ye would that Men should do unto You, even so do ye unto Them. To use even those unfairly, who have used us so, is very bad: but to use any one unfairly, because Another hath used Us so, is what, were we to suffer such Usage, we should think monstrous wicked. You will say perhaps, We shall be undone, if we confine ourselves to act, as we may indeed reasonably wish, but shall wish to no Manner of Purpose, that Others would act; and therefore we must do as They do, not as we would in vain have them
them do. But consider. Our blessed Saviour, you may be sure, foresaw this Objection: and yet doth he allow, that, to secure ourselves, we should violate the Integrity we owe to our Fellow-Creatures? No: but only bids us join Discretion with it. _Behold, I send you forth as Sheep in the Midst of Wolves: be ye therefore wise as Serpents, and harmless as Doves_. It is very true, Innocence without Prudence will not do for this World: but Prudence without Innocence will not do for the next; nor always even for this; in which probably more Men of Abilities have ruined themselves by adventuring into crooked Paths, than weak Men have, by keeping to the straight one. But to proceed,

In common Conversation, you certainly expect Civility and decent Complaisance; be careful to shew it then: you would not be overborn; be not overbearing: you would have what you say or do received with Candour: receive in the same Manner what the rest of the Company say or do. You would be very unwilling to hear those, whom you respect, unhandsomely spoken of: therefore speak unhandsomely of no one, whom it is possible any

---

*Matth. x. 6.*
other Person may respect. And remember, there are Persons who respect Religion and Virtue: and feel as much Uneasiness at profane or indecent Discourse, as you can feel when your best Friends are slandered. Again: you would desire, that when any Thing is mentioned, which can affect your Character, it should be placed in the most favourable Light. Place therefore in the same whatever may affect the Character of any one else. And even if you are not so tender about Reputation; yet recollect, that the People, of whom you are discoursing, may: behave therefore as you would wish them to do, if you had the same Sensibility, that they have. You are tempted perhaps to take Liberties in Talk, because you have a Talent for Satire and Ridicule. But how would you wish others to exercise this Talent with Respect to you, if they had it, and you not? Should you deserve to be made odious or contemptible, merely because they had Wit. But your Motive, it may be, is of a higher Kind. You have a Zeal against Wickedness and Folly. Why, shew it then in promoting Virtue and Wisdom, and all will be well. But passing hasty Censures, and spreading bad Reports, possibly with little or no Foundation,
is a strange Method of being zealous for what is good; and a most unrighteous one you would think it, were the Case your own. Or supposing that the Fault, about which you are so vehement, is but too certain: were you never guilty of any, were you never in Danger of any? And would it have been well done to expose you for it to the utmost? Might it not have made you desperate, instead of reforming you? How much more rational, as well as humane, is the Apostle's Injunction, to Speak Evil of no Man, but show all Meekness unto all Men; for, faith he, we ourselves were sometimes foolish, disobedient, deceived. Our Religion, (and it is greatly to its Honour) commands us to be strict in our own Conduct, yet gentle in our Remarks on that of others: and its Professors are too often the Reverse; loose in their Principles and Practices, bitter in their Reflections. Yet still, such Freedoms in Discourse, when they are taken, not with Design to do Harm, but through mere Inconsiderateness, ought not to be much resented; because most Men must be conscious, that they are too apt to take the same: for which they would undoubtedly think it hard, not to be pardoned.

*Tit. iii. 2, 3.*

And,
And, above all, they who know that their Behaviour hath given ground for Censure, ought to bear it very patiently, as what they have deserved. For so they would judge others under the same Circumstances ought to do, both in Point of Justice and of Prudence.

Another Occasion, on which dreadful Injuries, both in Word and Deed, are sadly frequent, is that of Disputes and Contentions, religious and civil. For the Mildness and Love, which both our common Nature and common Christianity dictate, is not only transgressed in these Cases by many without perceiving it, but some imagine the utmost Vehemence a Duty; and defend it, by saying directly, that were it possible for them to be as bad, as their Adversaries are, they should think no Usage too severe. But must you not think it too severe, to have it taken for granted you were thus bad; to have every random Assertion to your Disadvantage immediately believed; and a share of every ill Thing, that any one of the same Denomination had done, imputed to You: to have Men work up their own Passions against you to any Height without Reason, or follow the common Cry of their Side, or the fashionable one of the Times, without Consideration?

Surely
Surely you ought to consider well, how you should like to have the Sect or Party, the Profession or Body of Men, that you were of, pointed out to be run down thus, right or wrong. And in general it ought to be considered well; by those, who have Power, what Forbearance and Moderation they should claim, were others in Power; by those who are weakest, what Freedoms they would account unfit to be taken with them, if they were the Strongest; and by all Persons, what they would reckon allowable and fair in their Opposers, what on the contrary dishonourable and criminal.

But I go on from these more public Altercations to that with which they are closely connected, Matters of private Displeasure and Offence. You make no Scruple perhaps of doing what must naturally disoblige and provoke others; but without Regard to that, pursue your own Interest, or indulge your own Humour. Now would you indeed be well pleased, that the rest of the World should be as regardless of your Inclination or Convenience? You apprehend yourself injured, and resolve instantly on Revenge, to the Extent of your Ability. But could you possibly think it right, that
that the Anger of another, (and your own is just as blind) should be left without Control to determine, whether and how far you had done Wrong, and what return it deserved: that he should be Judge and Executioner in his own Cause, and perhaps not take a Moment to cool first? You feel, by having received an Injury, how very bad a Thing it is to do one. Recollect then: Returning one is doing one; is doing it designedly too, with that single mischievous Intention: Whereas in all Likelihood the Person, at whom you are so exasperated, meant much more to serve or gratify himself, than to hurt you, if he meant the latter at all. Or whatever his Intentions were, you have both a Precept of Scripture to direct you on the Occasion, and a Promise of Scripture to indemnify you. Say not, I will do to him, as he hath done to me; I will render to the Man according to his Work d. Say not, I will recompense Evil: but wait on the Lord, and he shall save thee e. If then you take the opposite Course, you reject what God hath expressly appointed to be your Rule; you choose, instead of it, what he hath expressly forbidden to be your Rule; you put yourself from under the

---

d Prov. xxiv. 29.  
e Prov. xx. 22.  
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Protection of his Providence, and knowingly expose yourself to his heaviest Displeasure. But you will say, If we may not revenge ourselves, we may surely resolve to have nothing more to do with the Man who hath injured us; and look on all Obligations of Kindness to him, as cancelled. Now here again consider: Would it be reasonable, if you had once, or more than once, behaved to any one as you ought not, that therefore you should be rejected for ever? Might not you regain in Time a Title even to Friendship and Confidence? Might not you from the first be a fit Object of lower Marks of Favour? Or supposing you did not deserve them, might it not be very laudable and right to treat you better, than you deserved? Do not you hope to be treated thus, on many Occasions by Men, and in the important Concern of your future Happiness by God himself? whose Mercy you dare ask for on no other Terms, than those of being forgiven, as you forgive. If therefore the Forgiveness, which you beg, includes Bounty and gracious Notice; let that, which you grant, do so likewise, in a proper Degree; and imitate the Goodness, which otherwise you will pray for in vain. Observe but in what Manner our Saviour hath in St.

Luke
Luke connected the Precept before us, with that of pardoning Injuries. *As ye would that Men should do to You, do ye also to Them likewise —Love your Enemies and do good, and ye shall be the Children of the Highest: for he is kind to the Unthankful and the Evil.* Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merciful'. But at least, you will say, proper Submission may be required first. Why undoubtedly it may. And he, who hath done the Wrong, should always consider, whether, if he had received it, the Satisfaction, which he deems it beneath him to give, would not have appeared very necessary for him to claim. But then at the same Time, you, who have received the Wrong, should consider too, whether if you had done it, you could have yielded to the rigorous Terms and debasing Compliances which you exact: nay, would not have thought it very hard, that such, as might be in Strictness due, should be without Abatement insisted on.

Another Situation, requisite to be mentioned, in which we are strangely apt to violate our Saviour’s Rule, is, when Connexions or Circumstances call us to shewCourtesy, Love, or Pity. Very commonly we have scarce any


T 2
Attention to return the obliging Behaviour, which we absolutely expect: give mighty small Proofs of Affection, even where we should be miserable, if the greatest were not given us; and hardly express the least Compassion to the Afflicted, whereas we should look for all possible Assiduity of Tenderness, were we in their Condition. Or if even our Strength of Mind were such as not to need Support; we ought surely to ask ourselves, what we should justly wish for, had we less Strength, as others may. But instead of being moved by that Consideration to a friendly Sympathy, we can persecute the Wretched with unreasonable harsh Maxims of impracticable Wisdom; nay, perhaps imbitter their Sorrows with groundless or immoderate Reproaches, when the justest and the gentlest Reproofs would be ill-timed and hard-hearted. What Feelings the Persons thus treated must have, and consequently what our own under the same Treatment would be, is incomparably set forth in those words of Job, *I also could speak as ye do: if your Soul were in my Soul's Head, I could heap up Words, and shake my Head at you. But I would strengthen you with my Mouth; and the moving of my Lips should*
should assuage your Grief. This therefore is our Duty: for this would assuredly be our Desire. But then, as they, who are not in Affliction, should think, if they were, with what Kindness they should expect to be attended and regarded: so they, who are, should think in Return, if it had fallen to their Lot to pay this Attendance and Regard, what Patience and Reasonableness they should have expected from those, to whom they paid it; and what thankful Acknowledgements, for discharging an Office but tolerably well, which must be in itself a melancholy and unpleasing one.

These are some, and I hope the more usual, of the numberless Cases, in which we should all be solicitously careful to do to others, as we would they should do to us. Indeed were we to aim at taking one Step further, and a little exceed the Goodness, which we conceive we might equitably demand, we should seldom go beyond the Rule, but only make somewhat surer not to fall short of it: a Point, of which it concerns us in the highest Degree to make sure. For when God is so gracious, as to appeal to our Hearts, and govern us by a Law, as it were, of our own enacting: (a Law, which

Job xvi. 4, 5.
we cannot be ignorant of, cannot except against, and one should think can hardly forget or misapply,) we must be dreadfully inexcusable before him, when we disobey it. Indeed the general Disobedience to it which there is in the World, affords us a deplorable View of the State of Mankind; and should excite us to a strict Examination of our past, and a diligent Watchfulness over our future Conduct. We have all transgressed even this most obvious and unexceptionable Rule: let us all beg that Pardon, which our Saviour hath merited, for what we have done ill; and apply for that Grace of the holy Spirit, without the Help of which we can do nothing well.
SERMON XIV.

GEN. ii. 3.

And God blessed the Seventh Day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his Work, which God created and made.

These Words contain the Account of that original Appropriation of one Day in seven to the Purposes of Religion, from which all subsequent Appointments of the same Nature have been derived. And therefore I shall take Occasion from them to shew, God willing, in three Discourses,

I. On what Authority the Observation of a weekly Day of public Devotion and Rest is founded.

II. In what Manner that Day ought to be spent.

T 4 I. On
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I. On what Authority it is founded.

It is not only our Duty to address God in private Prayer, but also to assemble ourselves together in order to offer up to him our united Devotions. As we are by Nature formed for Society, we ought to be social in Religion as well as in other Instances. As we are all dependant for every Thing we have or hope for on the same Almighty Being the Creator and Governor of the Universe, we ought all to join in openly acknowledging that Dependence, in begging with one Voice the Supply of our common Wants, the Forgiveness of our common Offences, the Removal of our common Calamities; and in returning Thanks for the various Mercies which we have in common received from our heavenly Benefactor. But besides this, public Worship is of all other Things the best calculated both to cherish in ourselves, and by the powerful Force of Sympathy and Example to excite in others the warmest Sentiments of Piety and Virtue. Indeed without it (as both Reason and Experience prove) Mankind would gradually lose all Sense of Religion; and without that the lower Part of them would quickly sink into the grossest Depravity of Mind, and Profligacy of Manners.
Joining in Family-Devotions might indeed in some Degree guard against these Mischiefs, and answer the other good Ends abovementioned: and large Families may be considered almost in the same Light with small Parishes. But Family-Devotions are shamefully neglected: and were they universally kept up; they could seldom be expected to convey so much Knowledge, and would scarce ever produce in the Mind so strong a Feeling, that whole Neighbourhoods and Nations are Members of one Body, as the Offices performed in more numerous Assemblies do.

Since therefore on these Accounts there must be public Worship and Instruction: it is not only useful, but necessary, that there should be also fixed Times, appointed for it by sufficient Authority: for were it left at large to be performed at any time, there is but too much Reason to fear that it would be frequently delayed, or neglected, and at last perhaps wholly thrown aside. But how much and what Time should be devoted to this Employment, if God had given no Intimation of his Will, every Society must have determined for themselves: and in all likelihood would have determined very differently. For the imagined Mysteries
Mysteries and Excellencies of the Number Seven would probably have been no more regarded, than those of other Numbers, which have as good a Claim: at least they would never have influenced even the speculative Part, much less the Bulk of Mankind, to any such Purpose as this. And even supposing they could have known farther, (which without Revelation they could not) that God had ceased on the Seventh Day from his Work of Creation, that alone had been no Evidence, that Man ought to cease every Seventh Day from his ordinary Labour, and spend it in religious Exercises. A Divine Direction therefore must be extremely serviceable: both to prevent all Doubts how much Time would be enough; and to secure a general Agreement in the particular Time. For if several Sorts of Persons observed perhaps all the several Days of the Week, this Diversity, were it to obtain only in different Nations, would be inconvenient: but in the same, would obstruct Business to a degree almost insupportable.

Now such a Direction from above seems to have been vouchsafed in the very Beginning of the World. For when we read in the Text, and the Verse preceding it, that on the Seventh Day
Day God ended his Work, and therefore blessed the Day and sanctified it; that is, assigned to it the honourable Distinction of preserving the Memory of his having created all Things: the obvious Interpretation is, that this Appointment took Place from the Time that the Reason for it took Place, from the Time at which it is introduced in the Sacred History; and not from that of the Jewish Deliverance from Egypt, two thousand five hundred Years after. For it is quite improbable, that Moses would both mention the Institution of the Sabbath so very long before he needed, and mention it in Terms, that naturally imply its being instituted at the Creation, if it was not. Nor is the contrary Opinion of some ancient Fathers of any Weight in this Case; and much less that of modern Rabbins. For neither of them had better Opportunities of knowing the Truth, than we have now. And both of them had Prejudices to bias their Judgement. The former, in disputing against the Jews of that Time, were tempted to defend their own Practice of not observing the Jewish Sabbath, by alleging, that the Patriarchs before the Law did not observe it. Yet some of them appear to have been of a different Opinion.
nion †. As to the Rabbins, (though Philo the Jew *, far ancienter than any of them, and some of their own number ‡, thought the Observance of the Sabbath as old as the World, yet in general) they magnified themselves in after Ages, by pretending that this excellent Ordinance was first established in the Hebrew Nation. And it is very true, we find no Instance of keeping the Sabbath before the Days of Moses. But then, on the other Hand, we find not even the Name of the Sabbath for almost 500 Years after Moses, that is, till David's Reign; and then only once *; and but once again † for above 100 Years more. Yet no one doubts of its being appointed, and in the main observed through that Time: and therefore why not in the preceding Times also; since there is the same Reason to be given for omitting the Mention of it in both Cases; that the History is short, and comprehends no Particulars, that made speaking of it necessary?

But still, between the Creation and Moses, we find not only seven-fold Vengeance threat-

† Novatian de Cibis Judaicis, c. 3. faith, Decem Sermones illi in Tabulis nihil novum docent, sed quod obliteratum fuerat admonent.
‡ Seld de In. & G. I. 3. c. 13.
* 1 Chron. xxiii 31.
† 2 Kings iv. 23.
ened in the Case of *Cain*, and *Noah* taking seven Pairs of every clean Beast into the Ark, and *Jacob* bowing before *Esau* seven Times, but both Years and Days counted by Sevens; and a very particular Notice taken of the Interval of seven Days in the History of the Deluge. Nay, we find the very Name of Weeks used: which could not well have any other Original, than from the Institution of keeping the seventh Day holy. For there is no obvious Foundation in Nature for dividing Time into Weeks, as there is into Months and Years from the Course of the Sun and Moon: nor any Manner of Probability, that in those early Ages the Period of seven Days was introduced from Regard to the seven Planets; a Number which doth not appear to have been known then. For the Patriarch *Joseph* reckons eleven principal Stars: and seven are not once named throughout the Old Testament. Indeed the Prophet *Amos* in our Translation speaks of the seven Stars; but the Hebrew Word expresses no Number, and certainly doth not mean the Planets, and what it doth mean is doubtful; and besides, *Amos* lived

\[ e \text{ Gen. iv. 15.} \quad f \text{ Gen xxix. 18, 27.} \quad h \text{ Gen. vii. 4, 10.} \quad i \text{ Gen. xxxvii. 9.} \]

\[ d \text{ Gen. vii. 2, 3.} \quad g \text{ Gen. li. 10.} \quad j \text{ Gen viii. 10, 12.} \quad k \text{ Gen. i. 10.} \quad l \text{ Gen. xxxiii. 3.} \]

\[ \text{Amos v. 8.} \]
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lived 700 Years after Mofes. Now supposing the Appointment of observing this Day to be made at the Creation, it would bind all Men, to whose Knowledge it came, till it was either in Form repealed, or tacitly superseded by substituting another in its Room. Accordingly we find Job, who is plainly not represented as a Jew, and is by many thought as early as Mofes, offering Sacrifices constantly at the End of every seven Days\(^\text{m}\). And perhaps the seventh was that Day, on which the Sons of God (who, we read, sang together and shouted for Joy at the Foundation of the Earth\(^n\)) are said in his History to present themselves before the Lord\(^o\). For it seems plainly to have been a stated Day, and we know of no other. Farther still, we find Balaam appointing seven Altars to be built, and offering on them seven Bullocks and seven Rams\(^p\), three Times over: which looks like a Memorial of the original seventh Day. Very probably indeed the Generality of Mankind in Process of Time forgot the Celebration of the Sabbath, as they did the rest of their Duty: yet not so entirely, but that a few scattered and obscure Footsteps of this, as well as other Ar-

\(^{m}\) Job. i. 2, 4, 5. \(^{n}\) Job. xxxviii. 7. \(^{o}\) Job. i. 6. ii. 1. 
\(^{p}\) Numb. xxiii. 1, 14, 29.
articles of the primitive Religion, remained long afterwards amongst the Heathen. For though a considerable Part of the Notice, which they took of the seventh Day, and the Period of seven Days, might proceed from other Causes, one cannot so well think the Whole did, as it began so early, and extended so wide *

Possibly the Jews too had in a great Measure lost the Remembrance of the Institution, during their Bondage in Egypt at least: where indeed their attempting to observe it, by not working upon it, would only have exposed them to a larger Share of ill Treatment: on which Account Providence might rather permit it to fall for a Time into Oblivion. Yet when God is said, in Nehemiah, to have made known to them his holy Sabbath by the Hand of Moses, this doth not, according to the Use of like Phrases elsewhere, prove, that they were totally ignorant of it before: much less, that their Fore-Fathers were. And when Moses, in Exodus, before the Delivery of the Law, tells

* Yet the 7th Day, regarded by many of the Heathen, and which Philo mentions as being so universally regarded by them, was the 7th Day of the Month. Vid. Carpzovii Philoniana. The Observation of the 7th Day of the Week perhaps degenerated into this.

* Neh. ix. 14.
them, To-morrow is the Rest of the holy Sabbath unto the Lord:\textsuperscript{1} it appears both from the Words themselves, and the Time of speaking them, that they are an Admonition concerning the Revival of an intermitted Observance, not an Institution of a new one. For why should a Commandment be first given in this Manner separately then, which was in a Month after to be promulged with so much greater Solemnity among the rest of the Ten, upon Mount Sinai? But if on the contrary it was from the Beginning, it might be very proper to remind the People of That, before they heard it joined with the rest by the Mouth of God Himself. And indeed the other nine being as old as the Creation, and obligatory on all Men, it seems extremely probable from thence alone, that this, the fourth in Number, was so too.

However, the Nature of the Appointment is more explicitly set forth in Exodus, than in Genesis. Not only Sanctification of the Day in general, but Rest in particular is enjoined; and the Injunction is extended not only to Servants, but the very Cattle. Several Reasons for it are also there assigned. The first is the original one, because God rested on the Seventh Day:

\textsuperscript{1} Exod. xvi. 23.
that is, He ceased from his Work, it being accomplished. For the Creator of the Ends of the Earth, as the Prophet Isaiah justly teaches, fainteth not, neither is weary. And as worshipping no other Deity, than the Maker of all Things, was the great Article, that distinguished the Religion of the Jews from the Pagan; and as the Sabbath was a principal Instrument of preserving and exercising this Worship: it is therefore said to be a Sign between God and them, throughout their Generations.

A second Use of the Sabbath was, to be a Memorial, in future Times, of the happy Exchange, which they had just then made, of a State of Servitude and Labour for one of Liberty and Ease. Remember, that thou wast a Servant in the Land of Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought thee out thence, through a mighty Hand, and by a stretched out Arm: therefore be commanded thee to keep the Sabbath Day. And it hath been thought by some learned Men, that the Time of keeping it was then changed in such Manner, as that the primitive and patriarchal Sabbath was restored, when afterwards that Day, on which our Lord arose again, was

* Isaiah xli. 28.  
* Exodus xxxi. 13.  
* Deuteronomy v. 15. 
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appointed to be observed*. But without examining into this, I proceed to the third Motive, assigned for the Appointment of the Sabbath, which was Mercy and Humanity: *that thine Ox and thine As may rest, and the Son of thy Handmaid and the Stranger may be refreshed*. And because that perverse Nation would otherwise have been likely, both to explain away general Rules to almost Nothing, and indeed to slight all Rules: therefore to the Prohibition in the Commandment, particular ones of such and such Work were added, in other Parts of the Law†; and the Whole was enforced by the Penalty of Death*: whereas

* Wollius, Act. Er. 1745, p. 694. thinks, that the 7th Day of the Creation being the first full Day of Adam’s Life, it would be not only his Sabbath, but the first of his Week; and that being afterwards turned to the Worship of the Sun, God gave the Jews the 7th of the Week instead of it, but that Christ restored it. But Vignoles faith the Beginning of the Year was not changed at the Exodus; and that the Day of it was Thursday. Others think, that the 6th Day of the patriarchal forgotten Week being that of the Jewish Exodus was made their 7th and Sabbath: whence the patriarchal 7th would be their and our first.

† Of Ploughing and Harvest Work, Exod. xxxiv. 21. of kindling Fires, Exod. xxxv. 3. Indeed this last seems almost in Effect prohibited before the Law, Exod. xvi. 23. Nor might they buy or sell. Neh. xiii. 16.

* Exod. xxxi. 14.
People of better Dispositions might have been trusted farther, and punished less rigorously.

On this Footing Things remained, till Christianity appeared: which being in itself a complete Institution and Rule of human Duty, no Precepts given to Mankind before, under less perfect Dispensations, continue any farther obligatory, than they are either plainly confirmed by it, or in their own Nature moral and unchangeable. This not only the Reason of the Thing shews, but St. Paul hath fully and repeatedly declared it*: and especially concerning the Observation of the seventh Day of the Week, (which was the Jewish Sabbath) by Name, in the second Chapter of his Epistle to the Colossians: where having first laid it down, that Christ hath blotted out the Hand-Writing of the former Ordinances, he infers: Let no Man therefore judge you in Meat or in Drink, or in Respect of an Holy Day, or of the new Moon, or of the Sab-

* According to the Cambridge MS. of the Gospels, our Saviour had declared it, in this Point, before him. For at the End of Luke vi. 5. it hath these Words, both in the Greek and Latin. "The same Day, seeing a certain Man working on the Sabbath, he said to him; Man, if thou knowest what thou dost, thou art blessed: but if thou knowest not, thou art cursed, and a Transgresser of the Law."
bath Days; which Words are comprehensive enough to repeal the patriarchal Sabbath Day, as well as the Jewish, (which however was doubtless chiefly intended,) if indeed the former was different from that, which Christians now observe. Again, the same Apostle, blaming the Galatians for desiring to be still under Bondage to the weak and poor Elements of the old Dispensation, faith: Ye observe Days and Months and Times and Years: I am afraid, lest I have bestowed on you Labour in vain. This Passage, in its full Latitude, (which there appears no Necessity of restraining,) implies, that all preceding Appointments of this Kind were under Christianity null and void.

Still we read in the History of our Saviour's Sufferings, that the Women, which had followed him, returned after beholding his Sepulchre, and rested the Sabbath Day, that is, the seventh Day of the Week, according to the Commandment*. But this by no Means proves, that resting on the Saturday was to continue as much a Duty after his Death, as before: though doubtless it was a Duty as yet, with respect to


** Col. ii. 14, 16. Concerning this Text, see Mede. Disc. 15. p. 57.

* Gal. iv. 9, 10, 11. Them,
Them, and probably the rest of his Disciples too; because the Abolition of it was not as yet made known to them. Nor indeed would it have been allowable for them, if they had known it, to offend the Jews, at so critical a Time, by a seeming Transgression in so favourite an Article. It must be owned also, that our blessed Redeemer directs his Followers, when the approaching Troubles of Judea should come on, to pray that their Flight from them might not be in the Winter, neither on the Sabbath Day. But he did not mean, that it would be unlawful to fly on the latter, more than in the former; but inconvenient only, which it certainly would: because the Jews, who had fought to kill him for doing Miracles on that Day, would assuredly, when his Disciples travelled upon it, though for the Preservation of their Lives, afford them no Accommodations; but impute, and, if they could, punish it, as a Crime. It must be owned lastly, that the Apostles frequented the Synagogues on the Sabbath, that is, the Saturday; but only with a View of converting the Jews to Christianity, not at all of conforming themselves to Judaism, otherwise than by Way of prudent Condescen-

---

* Matth. xxiv. 20.
From the same Motive, and from a Spirit of abundant Piety, no small Part of the primitive Christians also continued for some Ages paying Honour to the Jewish Sabbath: yet declared expressly all the while, that they looked on the Obligation of it as totally expired with the rest of the Law: on which Account, though they held religious Assemblies on that Day, yet they worked on it too.

But though the positive and ceremonial Part of the Mosaic Law is abolished, yet the moral and natural Precepts remain in full Force. And the ten Commandments being delivered in a Manner so peculiar to themselves, and having such peculiar Notice taken of them both in the Old Testament and the New, have been always deemed in the Church of Christ a Summary of moral Duties. Accordingly, our Church hath placed them as such, both in the Catechism and Communion Service; the latter of which directs us, after the Recital of the fourth, as well as the rest, to say, Lord have Mercy upon us, and incline our Hearts to keep this Law. But some will ask, If we are bound to keep it, why are we not bound to keep the Day specified in it, the last of the Week? The Answer is, that two Things are to be considered:
the general Intention of the Commandment, and the particular Means, by which it appoints that Intention to be executed. So far as its general Intention goes, which is to set apart from worldly Business a competent Portion of Time for religious Uses, it was ever discoverable by Reason, and binding to all Men. So far as it appoints this Portion to be one Day in seven, it was always binding, where it could be known; and directs only to what the Christian Church hath constantly observed, and prays with much Reason to observe it rightly. Now many learned Men have conceived it to direct nothing farther: apprehending, that the Obligation, which the Jews were under to keep the Day which they do, did not arise from the Words of the fourth Commandment; (for that, they think, would be equally obeyed by keeping statedly any one Day of the seven;) but proceeded from God’s Determination, made in the Wilderness, which one Day theirs should be, by causing a double Quantity of Manna to fall on the preceding, and none on that. If this be so, we observe the Whole of the Commandment as literally as they. But if it prescribes, not only some one Day in each Week, but particularly the last Day: then the Prayer, that God would incline
incline our Hearts to keep it, must be understood with this Limitation, so far as we are concerned in it; that is, so far as it relates to one Day in seven, not to the last Day of the Week: which Limitation the Composers of the Prayer must certainly have designed; for it is notorious, that none of them thought Saturday was to be kept holy. And indeed the ten Commandments have other Things in them, peculiar to the Jews, as well as this. Such is the Description, that brought thee out of the Land of Egypt, out of the House of Bondage: and the Promise, that thy Days may be long in the Land, which the Lord thy God giveth thee. Now we are not concerned at all in the Peculiarities, even of this Part of the Mosaic Dispensation: but, to speak in the Words of one of our Homilies b, Whatever is found in the fourth Commandment, appertaining to the Law of Nature, ought to be retained of Christians. Now the Law of Nature enjoins only a due and convenient Proportion of Time to be kept holy. And supposing that Proportion to be one Day of Rest, after six of Labour, in Memory of the Creation: we comply with it equally, whether we pitch on

b Of the Time and Place of Prayer.
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the first, or the last, Day of the Week for that Rest.

But there is one great Advantage in chusing the former, on which the Author of our Salvation rested from the Labours of his State of Humiliation, after accomplishing the great Work he had undertaken: that thus we very fitly join the thankful Memorial of the new Creation, (for so is our Redemption called in Scripture 6,) with that of the old. Nor doth our Observation of the Day stand, by any Means, on this Propriety alone: but on such other plain and strong Authorities, as I shall now proceed to set before you.

Every single Evangelist begins his Account of our Saviour's Resurrection with observing, that it was on the first Day of the Week. Now it had been perfectly needless for any one of them to have done this, and very unlikely that all of them should, had the Day been intended for no particular Use. But evidently it was: and for what Use, appears immediately. For on that very same Day we find the Apostles assembled, and Jesus in the Midst of them, instructing them with his own Mouth 7. The first Day of the very next Week we find them

5 2 Cor. v. 17. Eph. ii. 10. iv. 24. 6 John xx. 19.

assembled
assembled again, and our Lord again with them. Six Weeks after, at Pentecost, is recorded in the Acts, a third Instance of all the Apostles at least, being with one Accord, on that Day, in one Place, where they were filled with the Holy Ghost. Farther yet, the same Book informs us, that on the first Day of the Week, when the Disciples came together to break Bread, to receive the holy Sacrament, Paul preached to them. And that great Apostle himself directs the Corinthians, that, on the first Day of the Week, every one should lay by, according to his Ability, something for the Poor: which Example of Piety succeeding Ages imitated, by charitable Contributions in their weekly Assemblies. Now if any Person can possibly imagine, that this Day was so frequently specified in this Manner by mere Accident, let him only reflect, that throughout the whole History of the first Christians in the New Testament, no other Day is ever specified, as any Way peculiarly regarded by them.

But farther still, St. John, in the Revelation, calls it the Lord's Day. I was in the Spirit on the Lord's Day. For that he means by that phrase...
Pharse what we do now, is clear from hence, that St. Ignatius, exhorting to the due Observation of this Day, within a few Years after him, used it in that Sense; as did the whole Body of subsequent Fathers, Councils, Laws and Histories: and no one, so far as appears, ever used it in any other. This Day then hath the same Mark in St. John, that the blessed Sacrament hath in St. Paul, of being appropriated to the Honour of our Saviour. The former is called the Lord's Day, just as the latter is, the Lord's Supper. And accordingly the Epistle of St. Barnabas, written perhaps before the Revelation, faith, We observe with Gladness the eighth Day, on which Jesus rose from the Dead: confessedly meaning by the eighth, the next after the seventh, in our common Language the first. Nor is there a single Instance, from the earliest Times downwards for 1500 Years, of any Church or Sect of Believers whatever, that did not profess keeping it holy to him. For what St. Paul faith, that one Man esteemed one Day above another, and another esteemed every Day alike, plainly relates to the keeping of the Jewish Festivals, which was greatly contro-

---

\[k\] Ign. ad Magnes. \$ 3.

\[1\] Ep. Barnab. \$ 15.

\[m\] Rom. xiv. 5.
verted at that Time, not of this Christian Festival, about which there was no Controversy at all.

Now such universal Consent, without Exception, amongst Persons who differed so widely about Multitudes of other Matters, could not but proceed from some original Injunction, either of our Lord or his Apostles. No Authority besides theirs was early or extensive enough to be a Ground of the Practice: and we cannot well think it was taken up without any Authority, for this Reason besides others, that if it had, some ancient Council would undoubtedly have placed it on a surer Foundation. But no Council ever pretended to establish the Observation of this Day: which, far from lowering its Obligation, heightens it very much; by shewing, that the Rulers of the Church all along knew it to have been established from the Beginning by a superior Power. And therefore they contented themselves to enforce the Regard due to it, and determine particular Doubts concerning it, from Time to Time. The New Testament indeed doth not

* Quod universa tenet Ecclesia, nec Conciliis institutum, sed semper retentum est, non nisi Authoritate Apostolica traditum reeissime creditur. Aug. de Bapt. contra Donatistas, 1. 4. c. 23.
lay, that our Saviour appointed it. But St. Luke faith in the Acts, that after his Resurrection he conversed with the Apostles forty Days, speaking to them of Things pertaining to the Kingdom of God: that is, the Gospel Dispensation. And St. Clement, the Roman, whom St. Paul to the Philippians calls his Fellow-Labourer, whose Name is in the Book of Life, faith further, We ought to do all Things in Order, which the Lord hath commanded: to perform our Offices and Services according to the appointed Seasons. And he hath commanded them to be done, not at random and disorderly, but at determinate Seasons and Times. Now what Seasons can he so probably mean, as the Returns of that Day, which bears our Lord's Name: and which later Fathers expressly affirm was kept by his Command. But without any such Evidence; as in the Case of the Patriarchs before Moses, and of the Jews for many Ages after him, though we read nothing in Scripture of the Observance of the Sabbath, yet we pre-
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sume it from the Institution: so here, in the Case of the first Christians, though we read nothing in Scripture of the Institution of the Lord's Day, we may presume it from the Observance: just as we do in the Common Law of our own Country; in which Multitudes of Things are proved to be obligatory, not by producing the original Appointment of them, for it is not extant; but by shewing such immemorial Usage, as must have proceeded from an Appointment formerly made by the sovereign Power.

Or supposing that it was not our Saviour in Person, but the Apostles, who instituted the Lord's Day: (as indeed those Christian Writers, which have spoken of it in the lowest Terms, have acknowledged, that it began to be observed not only with their Approbation, but by their Authority:;) this will come very nearly to the same Thing. For the Apostles were such, as could say, *It hath seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to Us*. Nor could they design it for a temporary Institution, since the Reasons of it are so evidently perpetual. But even suppose it had been only taken up with the joint Consent of the Christian Church: yet St. Paul would have

---

1 Heylin, p. 32.  
2 Acts xv. 28.

thought
thought it a sufficient Answer to all, who should have pleaded for treating it with Disrespect, that if any Man be contentious, we have no such Custom, neither the Churches of God. Suppose it had been only enjoined by the Governors of the Church, yet the Direction of Scripture is, Obey them, that have the Rule over you, and submit yourselves: for they watch for your Souls. Suppose our Temporal Governors had required us to reverence it, as they have most strictly; here again, the Direction of Scripture is, Let every Soul be subject unto the higher Powers, not only for Wrath, but for Conscience sake: for they are God's Ministers. And as we confess ourselves bound by their Command to keep occasional Fasts and Thanksgivings, on account of our worldly Concerns, why not a stated Thanksgiving for Blessings infinitely superior? But even were the Observation of the Day to stand solely on the Footing of its own Reasonableness and Propriety, yet this is the Proportion of Time, which the Wisdom of God fixed on for his Servants under the Old Testament: and since we owe him much more than They did, why should we pay him less, of any Token of pious Gratitude? If the Sabbath was a Sign

\[a\) Cor. xi. 16. \[b\) Heb. xiii. 17. \[c\) Rom. xiii. 1, 5, 6. \]

\[between\]
between God and Them; so is the Lord's Day a very expressive one between Christ and Us: and why should we not declare, by this Mark among the rest, whose we are? Nay lastly, were it grounded merely on its Usefulness to Mankind; still, a Writer, who was never suspected of Prejudice in Favour of Religion, Mr. Hobbes, acknowledges that, though the common Opinion of Christians concerning this Day were an Error; yet it would be a happy one, and the contrary Truth ought not to be published*. And another Author since, of the same Stamp, hath confessed it to be the most useful of the seven†: as indeed I hope hereafter to shew you it is, by much better Proofs, than such Testimonies. If then any one of these Reasons for keeping it ought singly to be of such Weight; only think, how forcible the Influence of them all united should be; how complicated the Guilt of disregarding them all is, and how dreadful an Opening it must give to the Disregard of every Tye, that we can be under! Think, I say, of these Things,

* Exod. xxxi. 13, 17.

† Mandeville, Essay on Charity Schools, towards the End.
and you will see abundant Cause, both from religious and worldly Considerations, to hold it in Honour, and apply to it the Psalmist's Words, which some have apprehended were spoken with a prophetic View to its future Institution: *This is the Day, which the Lord hath made: we will rejoice and be glad in it*.

*Ps. cxviii. 24.*
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And God blessed the Seventh Day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his Work, which God created and made.

IN my former Discourse I shewed you on what Authority the Appropriation of one Day in seven to the Purposes of Religion stands. Let us now therefore proceed to consider,

II. In what Manner that Day ought to be spent. And

1. A due Portion of it ought to be employed in public Attendance on the Worship of God, and religious Instruction.

This, it must be owned, is not explicitly mentioned, either in the Text, or in the fourth Commandment; but only comprehended under the
the general Phrase of sanctifying or hallowing the Sabbath: whereas the Point of Rest is particularly specified. And without Question abstaining from Labour, in Memory of God's completing the Creation of the Heavens and Earth, (which some of the Heathen held to proceed from blind Fate or Chance, whilst others worshipped the principal Parts of them as Deities,) was of itself, without any Thing more, sanctifying, that is, devoutly distinguishing the Day, by a practical Declaration upon it of the fundamental Article of true Religion, that an infinitely wise and just and good Being is the Maker and Lord of all Things. And enjoining the Jews afterwards on the same Day to commemorate their miraculous Deliverance from Egyptian Bondage, and allow Refreshment, during the whole of it, not only to their Servants, but their Cattle, must greatly promote amongst them, both thankful Piety, and Tenderness of Heart. But still we cannot well imagine, that they were left at Liberty to throw away all this Leisuro just as they pleased: when the very Reason of appointing it led them so naturally to employ it well; and when, if they did not, many of them would of course employ it very ill.

Besides,
Besides, the Law of Moses directed, that the seventh Day should be a holy Convocation or Assembly, as well as a Sabbath of Rest: and allotted to the Priests and Levites 48 Cities in different Parts of the Land: from whence they might with more Convenience go to perform religious Offices in every Quarter; particularly that of instructing the People, which Moses expressly assigns to their whole Tribe: They shall teach Jacob thy Judgements, and Israel thy Law. Accordingly Philo* and Josephus†, who both lived in the same Age with our Saviour, say, their Lawgiver appointed his Law to be read and expounded, in public Assemblies, for the Improvement of the Hearers,

a Lev. xxiii. Comp. Numb. x. 2. Isa. iv. 5.
b Numb. xxxv. 1—8. Josh. xxi. 1—8. c Deut. xxxiii. 10.

* De Septenario p. 282. See also de Vit. Mof. l. 3. p. 167, where he faith the Jews were to spend the Sabbath εἰ ἰλασμαῖς εὐθυμίαις — κολαζόντας χα, ὡς εἰσιν, γελασίαν, ἡ παιδίαις, ὡς ἡμεῖς ἐρχόμενων ειδοθεῖσι, — οὐ δυνατὸν τοῖς φιλόσοφοι — Τα γαρ κατὰ πολλὰς συνευκτήρια τι ἐτεσιν εἰσίν, ὁ διδασκαλεῖν συνοπτικώς ἡ ἀνθρώπινη ἀγαθότητι, εὐσεβείας τῷ ἐξιστοτεο δυνατόν ἐστιν. See also de Dec. Orac. p. 197. & de Mundi Opificio, p. 30. & Lib. Quis Regum, &c. p. 497. Tetrartos de peri τις αἰτίαις τοι ἀμφότερος εἰ διδομαζόσ, ιόν τὴν απαξίαν αὐτής μελετῶν γενέσθαι, οἷος μηνυτί το απατώς πατὰ δεικτος εὐχαριστεῖ.

every seventh Day: which is very consistent with
the more solemn reading of it, appointed by
him every seventh Year, at the general Meet-
ing of the whole People. And St. James also
faith, Moses of old Time hath, in every City,
them that preach him, being read in the Syna-
gogues every Sabbath Day. Still it must be
confessed, that this Practice is nowhere in the
Old Testament expressly either prescribed, or
said to be observed: and therefore we may
doubt, whether it became constant and uni-
versal very early. However we find there, that
good Persons usually resorted to the Prophets,
(doubtless for Instruction,) on the Sabbath Day.
We find a Complaint, that the Enemies of the
Jews had burnt up all the Synagogues of God in
the Land: which, by this Expression, must
have been pretty numerous. We find a Pro-
mise, that upon every Dwelling-Place of Mount
Zion, and upon her Assemblies, there shall be a
Glory and a Defence. We find the Levites
mentioned, more than once, as those who
taught the good Knowledge of the Lord to all
Israel. When they had been for a long Season
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\[d\text{ Deut. xxxi. 10, 13.}\]
\[e\text{ Acts xvi. 21.}\]
\[f\text{ 2 Kings iv. 23.}\]
\[g\text{ Piz. lxxiv. 8.}\]
\[h\text{ Is. iv. 5.}\]
\[i\text{ 2 Chr. xxx. 22. xxxv. 3.}\]

without
without a teaching Priest, and without the Law, it is represented as a dreadful Instance of national Misery. And when better Times are foretold in another Book, Part of the Description is, that from one new Moon to another, and from one Sabbath to another, all Flesh should come to worship before God.

On the Return from the Captivity, this Prediction was verified. And so good were the Effects of the stated public Worship and Teaching, which thenceforward obtained more generally than before, that even had it first begun then, it had deserved to continue through all future Ages. For Idolatry, which nothing had hitherto been able to overcome, was entirely abolished by it: the Nation grew more virtuous, as well as pious; and enjoyed more Tranquillity, than in any preceding Time. Sojourners in Judea, and Inhabitants of other Countries, into which they were dispersed, attending their Synagogues, as we find in the New Testament they did, partook of a Blessing, which the wisest of their Law-givers and Philosophers had not provided for them: and Multitudes of the Heathen were converted to the one true God. Indeed about the Time of our Saviour's Appearance,

2 Chr. xv. 3.  
1 f. lxvi. 23.
pearance, (as every Thing good is apt to de-
genereate amongst Men,) this excellent Institu-
tion was become an Instrument of some Super-
flition and Uncharitableness, as well as much
Good. But that only increased the Neceflity
of using it under due Regulations; that it
might cure, by its proper Influence, those
Evils, which it had caused by accidental
Abuse. And therefore He first reformed it,
then by his Apostles established it throughout
the World; and provided for its being carried
on to all Ages: and ever since, the principal
Season for instructing Mankind hath been this
Day.

On this Day, from the very Birth of Chris-
tianity, as we read in the Acts, the Disci-
plies came together to break Bread": that is, to
receive the Lord's Supper. With their break-
ing of Bread, we read also, they joined the Apostle's Doctrine and Prayer": Nor was this an
Act of mere voluntary Piety, but a Duty strictly
binding. For they were commanded not to
forsake the assembling themselves together", when
the utmost Dangers attended the Practice. For
the Service of these Assemblies peculiarly the
Christian Ministry was instituted: in these the

\[m \text{ Acts xx. 7.} \quad n \text{ Acts ii. 42.} \quad o \text{ Heb. 10. 25.} \]
Christian Sacraments were celebrated: good Christians were to be admitted into them, bad ones excluded from them. Indeed the Whole New Testament considers the Followers of Christ, not as single unconnected Believers, but as Churches or Societies, meeting together for the Honour of God, and their mutual Edification. And this they did so constantly, even in the Days of the bitterest Persecution, that Pliny, a Heathen Magistrate, writing, within a few Years after the Death of St. John, to the Emperor Trajan, for Directions how to proceed in punishing them, describes them by their Custom of holding Congregations on a stated Day to worship Christ, and bind themselves by a Sacrament, or Oath, to commit no Wickedness *. Again, about 40 Years after him, Justin Martyr, in a Defence of them, when persecuted by another Heathen Emperor, gives the following Account of their Observation of Sunday. For though that Name is undoubtedly superstitious in its Origin, as Monday and all the rest are, yet the early Christians used it without Scruple †, both because they were not understood by it to have a superstitious Meaning, and because they could alledge a better

Ground for it, than the Idolaters, (which accordingly some ancient Fathers did*) that then Christ, *the Sun of Righteousness, rose p from the Grave, and shone forth with new Luster. On the Day called Sunday, therefore, faith Justin; all of us, whether we live in the City or the Country, meet in one Place: where the Writings of the Apostles and Prophets are read, an Exhortation to live suitably to them is made by the President of the Assembly, and we offer up our joint Prayers. Then Bread and Wine is brought: and after repeated Prayers and Praises by the President, to which the People answer, Amen, it is distributed throughout the Congregation; and Alms are collected, and left in the President's Hands for the Use of the Poor. After which he adds, The Reason, why we all meet on Sundays, is, that this is the first Day, in which God created the World, and on which our Saviour Jesus Christ rose from the Dead †.

Such was the Obedience of the first Christians to the Rules of the Gospel, though the Laws of Men punished it with Death: whereas we, who call ourselves Christians too, and live in a Time, when God and Man require the


† Apol. 1. § 67.
fame Thing, disobey both. And the Consequence hath been, that whereas Their Zeal filled them with all Piety and Virtue, and converted the World to true Religion; our Luke-warmness hath made us negligent and bad in the Whole of our Conduct, and we are relapsing into the Profligacy and Atheism of the Pagans. For how indeed is it possible, that Men should know their Duty without being instructed, or regard it without being admonished? And what other sufficient Instruction or Admonition will the Generality of those have, who despise That, which the Word of God hath established for them? The Church is the universal School, opened on this Day by the Divine Command, for teaching all Men Reverence to their Maker, Love to their Fellow-Creatures, moral Government of themselves; right and worthy and exemplary Behaviour in every Part of public and private Life. We appeal to your Consciences, whether these Things are not faithfully taught here: and if they be, whether it is not of the last Importance, that the Teaching of them be constantly frequented?

Many Pleas and Excuses are made on this Head: but none will avail for the voluntary Omission of what God hath appointed. Think then with your own Hearts: Hath he not appointed
pointed public Prayers and Preaching? And if he hath, why are not you to attend them? Some, who do, perhaps you will say, are not the better for it. But how can you know that? They might be still worse without it. Or supposing they are not better, if others are, (as undoubtedly Multitudes are) why may not you hope to be so too? They who fail of it, fail through their own Faults. Do you avoid those Faults: and you may justly promise yourself much Good from what, on many Accounts, is so likely to do Good. Perhaps you do not see this great Likelihood. But is it not want of thinking, or of thinking fairly, that hinders you from seeing what to others is most evident? Or though you were incapable of seeing it, which is wiser, You or your Lord and Master?

Possibly however you admit, that Preaching may be of Service to the ignorant part of Mankind, but apprehend it can inform You of nothing needful, which you do not already know. But are you indeed, after considering the Point with Impartiality and Humility, quite sure of this? Or if you were, can you be reminded of nothing you did not think of? excited to nothing you did not practise? confirmed in nothing you do practise? receive no Benefit of any
any Kind? Why yes: there are Preachers, from whom, now and then, some Degree of rational Entertainment may be expected: and such, when Occasion offers, you are willing to hear. But is their any Preacher, from whom you can fail to hear Things of the greatest Moment to your present and eternal Happiness; which, by laying hold of you just at that Moment, may be the Means of your escaping Misery in both Worlds? And is not this your main Concern, in Comparison of which, not only Entertainment, but Information in other Matters, is a mere Trifle? Besides, is hearing the Preacher the chief Inducement that should bring you hither? Far from it. It is hearing the Word of God in the Lessons: it is paying Adoration to God in the Prayers and Psalms and Hymns. If you attend not to these, you will partake of little real Benefit from the Sermon; and if you attend as you ought to these, you will never go back without Improvement, though there be no Sermon at all; and you may improve very much by the meanest that is delivered. For that depends, not on human Performances, but on the Divine Blessing. What doth the great Apostle himself say of his own Preaching, and that of his Companions? *Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but Ministers*
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Ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every Man? I have planted: Apollos watered: but God gave the Increase. So then neither is He, that planteth, any Thing; neither He, that watereth: but God, that giveth the Increase. Therefore wait on God for it constantly, in the Ordinances, which he hath instituted; for you know not by whom he will send it: perhaps by the weakest Instrument he hath; that, as the same Apostle speaks, the Excellency of the Power may be of Him, and not of Us. Our blessed Lord assures all his Disciples, that where two or three are gathered together in his Name, there is He in the midst of them. And if He be there; it matters little, who else is not.

Still probably some of you will ask, Why should the Blessing of God peculiarly follow public Prayers and Sermons, when you can make use of the same, or better, at Home? But if you can, is it true that you do: and that you do it statedly? If not, this is only a poor Attempt to deceive others and yourselves. But supposing you do: may not God with Justice try your Obedience, by directing in what Method you shall apply for his Favours?

P 1 Cor. iii. 5, 6, 7.  a 2 Cor. iv. 7.  r Matth. xviii. 20. And
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And may he not, with great Wisdom, direct to This Method? Unless Mankind be taught to worship and obey the Sovereign Lord of all, they must be wicked and miserable. The Generality cannot sufficiently learn in private to do this: and most of the Remainder will not. Without some farther Care, the lower Sort will be absolute Barbarians: and the upper, much worse, than they now are. Therefore God requires all to assemble for Instruction. Were he to make Exceptions; every one, that pleased, would imagine or pretend Himself to be excepted. Therefore he prescribes it even to those, who may seem to need it least: but who in Truth need his Grace, as much as any. If they will condescend to set a good Example in this respect to others, they shall be rewarded for it by spiritual Benefits conferred on themselves. If they will not, the Haughtiness of their fancied Wisdom shall be punished by withdrawing the Divine Influences from them. And what is there, in this Procedure, unworthy of God, who resieth the Proud, but giveth Grace unto the Humble?*

But here some of the upper Part of the World will reply, that they acknowledge the

* James iv. 6, 1 Pet. v. 5. Necessity
Necessity of setting a good Example: and therefore, amongst their Neighbours and Dependents in the Country, they do go to Church on Sunday. But is it there only, that Example is necessary? Or is it not, if possible, more necessary in this wicked Town than anywhere else? Doth not your Family here, see your Neglect of your Duty to God, and learn from thence to neglect their Duty, both to Him and You. Do not your Neighbours and Dependents in the Country hear of your Behaviour when absent from them? And will they not very naturally conclude, that if you worship your Maker only at some Times and Places, it is from no Principle of Conscience that you worship him at any?

But others will probably allege, that they would be much more regular and constant than they are, if it were not for frequent Hindrances, which intervene, and prevent them. But do you not often throw these Hindrances in your own Way? At least, could you not easily, if you would, remove them out of your Way? Business perhaps, that might be let alone, is done; or what might, with a little Forecast, be well enough dispatched at other times, is reserved for Sunday; or what might be finished before
before Church Time, is delayed till then; or what one Person might manage, keeps several at home. And do you think this fitting, and will it be thought so at the last day, that every Thing else should be preferred before the most weighty of all Things? That you should make Excuses for not serving your Creator, which you would be ashamed to make in any other Case, and can hardly make in This with a serious Countenance! Be not deceived: God is not mocked'.

Some however will urge, that Care of their Health at least is a serious Plea: and that, during the Winter Season, they cannot attend public Worship, without Hazard of it. Now unquestionably, where this is really so, God will have Mercy and not Sacrifice a. But do not these same People venture to expose their Healths, on any Day of the Week besides, perhaps on some Part of this very Day, to much greater Hazards, in Places, to which they have much less Call? And why then will they attempt in vain to blind others and themselves with this Pretence?

But a still farther Allegation is, that, could they come to Church ever so safely, they can-

1 Gal. vi. 7.  a Matth. ix. 13. xii. 7.  

Vol. VII.  

not
not possibly: they have no Accommodations there. Would God all, who have, would constantly use them! But were they, who alledge that they have not, to speak their Hearts: Are they glad to make this Excuse, or are they sorry? If the former, it is not a sincere one. If the latter, I heartily wish, that, where they are wanted, more Places of Worship were built. Some of these Persons could do a great deal towards this: and probably they spend their Money by no Means so well. But at present there is Room, for the Poor without any Expence, for the Rich at very little Expence, even in this Town, at one time or another of the Day, either at their own Church, or some Church or Chapel very near them.

But the Hours of Church are inconvenient. And whose Fault is it, that they are become so? We have not made them earlier: but these Complainers have made theirs absurdly later. Why will they not, on this Day at least, alter them back to what they were formerly? Do they not often bear with the Inconvenience of as great or greater Changes on very slight Occasions? Why then must a Change be thought impracticable or insupportable, in order to attend
SERMON XV. attend upon God and his Word? Reflect a little, how very low your Esteem of him must be, if you think this too much to submit to on his Account. Indeed they, who do attend public Worship on the former part of the Day, should remember that it is equally appointed, equally useful on the latter also; and should dispose their Family-Affairs in such a Manner, as to be present (so many of them as can,) at each: applying to their Devotions that Rule, which the wise Man lays down concerning their Charity: In the morning sow thy Seed, and in the Evening withhold not thine Hand. For thou knowest not, whether shall prosper, either this or that; or whether they both shall be alike good.

And as all Ranks of Men are jointly concerned in the Duty of frequenting Divine Offices: all should allow their Servants, and those with whom they have Concerns, Leisure for it. If they desire Leisure for this Purpose, refusing it is most shocking Cruelty: and not contriving for it, is criminal in the next Degree. But even though they do not desire it; exhorting, disposing, pressing them to it, nay insisting upon it, so far as we have Authority, is Matter both of Conscience and Prudence.

* Eccl. xi. 6.
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But now, from the public Exercises of Religion, I proceed,

2. To the private ones, requisite on the Lord's Day.

If, before we come to the Congregation, we think of nothing serious; or as soon as we leave it, lay aside out of our Minds every Thing, that we have said and heard and felt there: we must expect to be little the better for our Attendance. And a principal Cause, why Men are commonly so very little the better, is the latter of these two great Faults. Our Saviour himself hath told us: *When any one heareth the Word of the Kingdom, and considereth it not, (for so we should translate) then cometh the Wicked one; and immediately catcheth away that, which was sown in his Heart. This is He, that receiveth Seed by the Way-side*. Since therefore hearing God's Word is a Duty of the Day, That Preparation for it beforehand, and Reflexion upon it afterwards, which are necessary to give it Root within us, must be so too. And let us ask our Consciences, Do we practise both? Do we consider on the Morning of the Lord's Day, for what excellent Ends it was distinguished from others; how carefully

Matth. xiii. 19. Mark iv. 15.
we ought to keep our Feet, as the Wise Man expresses it, when we go to the House of God; and what a Sin we shall be guilty of, and what a Loss we shall suffer, if we regard only outward Form, and neglect inward Improvement? Do we again, after Church, take the first convenient Opportunity for retiring into ourselves: for thinking impartially, what is the proper Use to make of all that hath been delivered to us; for determining, that we will make it, without Loss of Time, and for in-treating the Assistance of Heaven, that we may: or are we glad to get rid of such unwelcome Ideas, by any Method, the first Moment that we are able? And if our Behaviour hath been blameable in this Respect hitherto, shall it be better for the future? And will we give, as the Apostle directs, more earnest Heed to the Things, which we have heard, lest we let them slip?

But, besides the particular Subjects, that have happened to be laid before us at Church, we have need to consider frequently at home the general State of our Hearts and Lives, and what we have to hope or fear from it, here and hereafter. Such Inquiries may indeed be made

 Ezra. v. i.  a Heb. ii. 1.  on
on other Days: and the oftener, the better. 
But is it likely they will, if they are omitted on that Day, which is peculiarly proper for them, and on which we are continually reminded of them? Some have little Time else for any deliberate Self-Examination: none can have a fitter Time: why then should any one throw it away? Is there nothing you have need to learn or amend? Perhaps there is so much, that you are afraid to set about thinking of it. If so, your only way is to set about it instantly. Every other Remedy will increase the Disease: this alone will remove it. But perhaps you cannot think to good Purpose long together. Do then to good Purpose what you can: bring yourself gradually to more: use pious Books for your Assistance. Perhaps they seem flat, and void of Entertainment: but perhaps also, it is your Fault that they do. Or if that were otherwise, is it not sufficient that by them you are instructed, exhorted, warned, reproved, when you want it? There is no Pleasure in this. But did you never persist in applying to any Thing, which at first gave you no Pleasure? And should it not be the greatest Pleasure to conquer your Sins, to advance in Goodness? Possibly in some of these Books
Books you meet with Expressions now and then, which appear unelegant and singular; and they excite ludicrous Ideas in your Minds instead of serious ones. But possibly too this may proceed entirely from your own Ignorance, or wrong Disposition. For the Authors of many of them were Men of both as good Understanding, and as good Breeding, as any, either in their own Times, or the present. Or suppose the Defect to be theirs: yet surely, in other Cases, you never slight useful Information or Direction, because it is accompanied by a few Peculiarities: and why should you in this?

But it may be your Hindrance is of a different Kind. You are afraid, that employing regularly Part of your Sunday’s Leisur.e thus, will expose you to Ridicule, as formal superstitious Wretches. And have you no Fear on the other Side then, that employing it idly will expose you to Censure, as irreligious and profane Wretches? Besides, there is no Occasion for all Persons to know, how your Time is spent. Or if they did, are you to make the Opinion, or perhaps only the pretended Opinion of every inconsiderate Creature, the Rule of your Life? Think, how far that would carry
carry you. And if what they are pleased to call Superstition, or Preciseness, will lead you to every Thing Right and Good; and the Neglect of it will lead to the contrary: be not ashamed of it for a few reproachful Names; but secure to your private Use, without aiming to be remarkable in doing it, a Share of the Lord's Day, proportioned to what your Case requires, and your Circumstances admit: improve your Minds in religious Knowledge by reading; improve your Hearts in religious Affections by Meditation and Prayer; guard your Steps by firm but prudent Resolutions: and let neither imaginary nor small Impediments keep you from this. At least make it an usual Practice: but, if possible, a constant one. For the oftener you omit it, the stronger Temptation you will be under to lay it aside: and the more statedly you perform it, the surer you will be of receiving, not only much Benefit, but, after a while, much Comfort from it.

Till you take the proper Care of your own Behaviour on the Lord's Day, it must be with an ill Grace, and with small Success, that you can attempt to regulate that of Persons belonging to you, though it concerns you very much,
on more Accounts than a few. And therefore you ought to be religious, for this Reason amongst weightier, to make them so. But to be so Yourself and neglect Them, is wonderfully inconsistent. And yet many, whose Sincerity in Religion one dares not question, suffer their Servants, if not their Children, to live without any Regard to it, or any Knowledge of it; as if they were totally indifferent, both about their future Happiness, and their own present Interest. Very often they have not the Shadow of an Excuse to make for this Inattention. Sometimes Business is pleaded. But on Sundays, at least, there must or should be Leisure: and it is both unwise and wicked to spend it in Trifling or Indolence, to the Omission of so important a Care: which consequently is one of the private Duties of the Day. Hear the Injunction of God to the Jews, which cannot be less in Force among Christians. The Words, which I command thee, shall be in thine Heart: and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy Children; and thou shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thine House, and when thou walkest by the Way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up. This doth not mean,

\[\text{Deut. vi. 6, 7}\]
that our Conversation should be of nothing besides Religion: but it must mean, that Religion should have a due Share in it; and doubtless then a peculiar Share on the Day, which God hath hallowed. Employing a Part of that in giving those about you the obvious Proofs of Christianity, just Notions of the Holiness of the Divine Law, and their Need of a Redeemer and a Sanctifier, Instruction in their various Duties to God and Man and themselves, joyful Expectations of the Rewards of Piety, awful Apprehensions of the Consequences of Sin, affectionate Cautions against the Dangers, to which they are exposed, will be a most improving Exercise to yourselves, and afford you the most rational Prospect of gaining an useful Influence over them, to your own Comfort, and to their Good in this Life and the next. Your Children are Part of yourselves: All, who depend on you, are placed under your Inspection. You complain perhaps of both. Why then will you not use the Opportunity of this Day to remedy what you complain of? In all likelihood they will be much the worse for the Day, unless you endeavour to make them the better. You cannot indeed be sure of prevailing with them. But if you do your
your best in a prudent manner, and engage others to do what you cannot so properly do in Person, you will not fail of being able to say in general, As for me, and my House, we will serve the Lord. They, who have never been vicious, may usually with Ease be made religious, by good Advice and good Books, a regular example set them, and a good-natured Watchfulness over them. The very worst may be either restrained or removed; perhaps may be reformed. And how excellent an Use of the Day this would be, I shall leave upon your Thoughts in the Words of Scripture: He which converteth a Sinner from the Error of his Way, shall save a Soul from Death, and hide a Multitude of Sins.

\[c\] John xxiv. 15.  
\[d\] James v. 20.
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GEN. ii. 3.

And God blessed the Seventh Day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his Work, which God created and made.

HAVING proposed from these Words to shew,

I. On what Authority the Appropriation of one Day in seven to the Purposes of Religion stands;

II. In what Manner that Day ought to be spent:

I have, in two Discourses, finished the former of these Heads, and made some Entrance on the latter: under which I have considered our Obligations,
SERMON XVI.

1. To attend public Worship and Instruction on this Day:

2. To spend a due Portion of it in the more private Exercises of Piety. And now I proceed to another Duty; which is,

3. To rest from Labour.

This indeed is not so strictly required of Christians on the Lord's Day, as it was of Jews on the Sabbath: to whom not only the fourth Commandment prohibited Work in general Terms, but further and more particular Prohibitions were given, and the Whole most severely inforced, in other parts of their Law, as I have already observed to you. Nor would milder Injunctions have suited the Nature of the People: which required them to be treated, as St. Paul takes Notice, like Children under Age, or Bond-Servants: to whom Rules are always prescribed more minutely, and a more punctual Observance of them is expected, and harsher Punishments are inflicted, than after they are grown up to Years of greater Discretion, and more capable of being trusted to themselves. Indeed the most rigorous Precautions proved insufficient, to make that wayward Nation regard, long together, almost any

\[\text{\textsuperscript{a}} \text{Gal. iv. 1-\textsuper{11}.}\]
Part of their Religion, before the Captivity, and to enforce the Observance of the Sabbath even after it. But as Profaneness and Superstition very naturally prepare the Way for each other; so when at Length they had recovered from the former, they fell into the latter; and some would not so much as defend their Lives on this Day, others would not cure a Disease, others would condemn the slightest common Action, under the Notion of its being Work; as when the Disciples rubbed a few Ears of Corn in their Hands to eat: which the Jews at this Day in truth was a Transgression of the Law. Nay, they are gone farther than their Predecessors in our Saviour's Time: for now they will not pull one of their Cattle out of a Pit on the Sabbath, which then they would. Jesus, the great Restorer of rational Piety, gave them the most convincing Proofs, that they were never bound to abstain from such Things. Indeed, besides his other Arguments, which

b Neh. xiii. 15—22. c 1 Macc. ii. 31—41.


g See the Texts, d, e.
you may read in the Gospels, a single Rule, alleged by him on more Occasions than one, that *God will have Mercy and not Sacrifice*, afforded the most satisfactory Direction to every considerate Mind. For if he preferred the Exercise of needful Humanity and Goodness, before the most sacred Institutions of his own Worship, (so that the latter might be omitted, if else an Opportunity of the former would be lost:) undoubtedly he would also chuse Mercy, rather than mere Rest from Labour, an Appointment of plainly inferior Rank. As for small and inconsiderable Actions, they come not properly under the Denomination of Work: and unless forbidden by Name, were always to be deemed Objects beneath the Attention of the Law. Nor are we Christians bound to the same Rigour of external Observances, which the Jews were. For the World being arrived at a proper Maturity for it, our blessed Redeemer hath delivered all the Children of God from that Subjection to these Elements, which their former State of Infancy required: and placed them under the milder Discipline of a more ingenuous and manly Obedience. Not the Letter therefore, but the Spirit and Equity of the Precept obliges Us: only we must re-

member,
member, that to abuse this gracious Indulgence, would be Ingratitude superadded to Profaneness; and that our Concern is, neither stupidly to entangle ourselves again with the Yoke of Bondage, when Christ hath made us free, nor wickedly use our Liberty for an Occasion to the Flesh, or a Cloak of Maliciousness.

To preserve this Medium hath been the Endeavour of his Church, by prudently accommodating its Practice to the varying Circumstances of successive Ages. Whilst the Powers of this World were Heathen, and many Believers were Servants for Life to unbelieving Masters; we do not find, that they refused to work, when commanded, on the Lord's Day: well weighing, we may be sure, how much that would hurt the Cause of Christianity; and that abstaining from Labour on the Day was neither so important in itself, as meeting for Worship; nor founded on such evident Authority of Christ and his Apostles; who probably were less explicit in the Matter, because an Injunction of that Kind would both have exposed the primitive Converts to much Ill-Treatment, and the Gospel itself to much Calumny and Suspicion. But as soon as ever the Civil Power

---

b Gal. v. 1.  
1 Gal. v. 13.  
k 1 Pet. ii. 16.
was in the Hands of Christians, they shewed their Regard to the Day, in this Respect as well as others: and though they did not call it the Sabbath, or Day of Rest, for many hundreds of Years, yet they made it such immediately: only with some Exceptions in particular Points, which the Nature of Things, or the Exigency of the Times, appeared to demand. Concerning these, the following Ages differed from each other, both in Practice and Judgement: commonly inclining to negligence, yet sometimes also to Superstition. But they fell universally into one very great Imprudence, of appointing a large Number of Holydays, besides the Lord's Day: which degraded that, and obstructed needful Industry. But amongst Us, this Evil was redressed at the Reformation, and Matters were once again established on a right Footing: till a Spirit of excessive Strictness arose, and led some to assert the Necessity of as scrupulous, and as gloomy a Rest, on our weekly Festival, as ever the Jews had observed on theirs. Just Apprehensions of Danger from hence unaccountably hurried several both learned and devout Men into

1 Cod. l. 3. tit. 12. leg. 3.

m Heylin, part 2. p. 60. &c. faith, not till 1000.
the opposite Extreme, without seeing it, and without suspecting, (however strange it may appear to us now,) that any Harm was to be feared on that Side. Grievous Animosities accompanied the Dispute, which contributed not a little to the general Confusion, that happened soon after. Since the Restoration, Opinions have become gradually more reasonable; but Practice hath grown so very loose, notwithstanding repeated Laws for the Regulation of it, that few need be told what is permitted on this Day; but Multitudes want much to be reminded of what is required, and forbidden.

Now so much Rest is evidently required, as will suffice for the Exercises of Religion, public and private, and the Purposes of Mercy to ourselves, our Servants and our Cattle, for which the Day was appointed. And whoever considers, how many and important these are, and that there must be one Rule fixed for all Persons to go by, cannot fail to see, that no other will answer the End, than that of excluding worldly Cares and Employments, as much as possible,

\textsuperscript{a} Heylin faith, in the Dedication of his first Part to the King, that "in such a Church as this, there was no Fear, that ever the Lord's Day would have been overrun by the profane Neglect of any pious Duty, on that Day required."
from Morning to Night. When we have removed ourselves, as far as we can, from common Business, it is mighty apt to intrude upon our Thoughts, and drive out better Things. But how much more would it do so, were we always to come immediately from it hither, and return immediately to it again?

Still such Works as are necessary for the Support of Life, or restoring sick Persons to Health, or preserving others from Attacks of great Disorders to which they are liable, may and must be done upon the Lord's Day: only the Doers of them should be peculiarly careful to spend some of the Remainder of it in Acts of Piety, which they too often sadly neglect.

If Labour of any other Sort could be ordinarily permitted on this Day, it must be that of cultivating the Earth, and gathering in the Fruits of it: the proper Seasons for which, especially for the latter, may otherwise be lost. And accordingly Allowances of that Kind have been formerly granted by Law. But they have been found so little needful, and so liable to Abuse, that these Laws have been repealed, and that of Moses resumed; 

* Constantine first made a Law for this Purpose. Cod. lib. 3. tit. 12. leg. 3.
work: but on the Seventh, in Earing, that is, in ploughing Time, and in Harvest, thou shalt rest. Never, I believe, hath any general Scarcity, seldom, if ever, any great Distress in any particular Place happened, merely by observing this Rule. But were the Breach of it indulged, whenever the Persons concerned should think it necessary; many of them would plead the Necessity every Year, and in a little while throughout the Year: so their Servants and Cattle would be kept to incessant Toil; and just that Part of the World, which most needs instructing and civilizing, that is, the lowest, would have by far the least Opportunity for it.

And if Working is not to be allowed on the Plea of Necessity in their Case, much less can it in others, where the Urgency is not so great. There is no Occupation, in which the Labour of six Days will not maintain a diligent and frugal Man for the seventh, unless he wants Health and Strength, or is burthened with a helpless Family: and these Things entitle him to public Relief. So that every one may have Leisure, on this Day, for serving his Maker, for improving Himself in his Duty, for teaching those, who belong to him, theirs; for en-

Exod. xxxiv. 21.

joying
joying also a comfortable Share of Eafe and Refreshment. And if any one, from fordid Attachment to his own Interest and Profit, is unwilling to take Leisure for these Purposes, he little understands, what his real Interest consists in; and should not be suffered, either to keep such, as are under him, from spending this Portion of their Lives better; or to make Advantages to Himself by Labour, when others, for such good Reasons, abstain from it.

The Laws of our Country therefore are both just and wise, in prohibiting, not only Work, but (with proper Exceptions) Buying and Selling on the Lord's Day. For they fill up the Time and Thoughts, and detain Men from the Exercises of Religion, as effectually as more fatiguing Employments: nor will it be at all difficult, with a little Contrivance, to avoid them. And it is both irreligious to do these Things needlessly, and cruel also to force others, either to violate their Consciences by exercising their Callings when they ought not, or to lose their Business by refusing to transgress their Duty. But if private Persons will not attend to such Considerations, public Magistrates, as Guardians of the Laws, should carefully support the Innocent, by punishing the Guilty.

Besides
Besides these Ways of breaking the holy Rest of this Day, another is, needless Travelling upon it. If People take Journies then about their common Business, it is as directly following their Trade, as keeping open Shop. If the Journey be the only Business, it is trespassing on the Quiet, probably too on the Worship of the Day, in the Face of all the World. And this is often done so absolutely without any Colour of sufficient Reason, that it must be mere Affectation: surely not a proper Behaviour towards our Maker, nor a reputable one amongst our Fellow-Creatures. Possibly some of the Great originally took it up, as a Distinction: but whoever will, may very easily distinguish himself in the same Manner. Indeed too many, both of middle and even low Condition, have already learnt to do so: go out early on Parties of Diversion and Amusement, from which they return late; throw away the most sacred Portion of their Time, and not a little of their Money, on Follies, if not Vices, of which they thus acquire a destructive Relish; leave their Families, if they have any, exposed to all Manner of Temptations; and set both Them and their Acquaintance an Example of Disregard to Duty, and of Madness for Pleasure,
sure, too likely to ruin them in this Life and the next.

But without worldly Business, and without stirring far from their own Houses, Men frequently contrive to give themselves but little Rest, and their Servants yet less: partly by unnecessary Entertainments and Company at Home, partly by a Multitude of unnecessary Visits Abroad; which between them so employ several of the Family, if not the Whole, that scarce any Day of the Week is so void of Leisure. Now suppose these Occupations were ever so far from being laborious, yet it is by no Means fitting, that Hours allotted to Piety and Recollection should be consumed and swallowed up in a Hurry of Trifles. We ought to allow Seasons of Quiet to our Minds, as well as our Bodies, that they may cool into serious Thoughtfulness: and when shall that be, if not on this Day? We ought likewise to afford every one under us due Opportunities for learning, considering, resolving, praying; and give them in this Respect, no less than others, what is just and equal; knowing that we also have a Master in Heaven. If they desire it, a Refusal is gross Inhumanity. If they desire it not, they
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need it but the more. And instead of pleading, that if they had vacant Time, they would use it ill; the right Way is, to provide it for them, and endeavour that they may use it well. Thus at least we shall have done our Duty: which we shall usually find in every Sense, but constantly in the best, is consulting our Interest.

After all that hath been said, there may sometimes remain Doubts concerning the Extent of the Repose, enjoined by this Precept. And then our best Rule will be, on the one Hand, not to take Liberties beyond the Permission of the Laws, and the Practice of the more pious and considerate Part of our Neighbours; and on the other not to scruple, what Propriety and Decency and reasonable Convenience require.

But farther, as hardly any one is capable of spending the Whole, and very few near the Whole, of our Day of Rest in religious Exercises, to good Purpose; it will be requisite to inquire, in the last Place, how we are to employ the Intervals and the Remainder of it, which we need not or cannot employ thus.

Now there is nothing more fitly joined with Acts of Piety, than Acts of Charity: one excellent Species of which, instructing and exhorting those, who belong to us, hath been already
already mentioned: and extending the same good Office, in a prudent Manner, farther, as Occasion serves, is an Employment admirably suited to the Day. Reconciling ourselves upon it to Persons, between whom and us any Displeasure hath been, is peculiarly recommended by the Reason of the Thing, as well as by a Canon of our Church 1. Visiting the Poor and Sick, not barely in the common Meaning of the Word, *Visit*, but in the scriptural Sense, of taking a kind Notice of their Wants, is not only directed by the same Canon, but countenanced by St. Paul; who gave an Order both to the Galatians and the Corinthians, in a particular Exigency, (which is equally a good Rule in others,) that each of them, on the first Day of the Week, should appropriate something towards the Necessities of the Saints, *as God had prospered him* 2. And it is one delightful View of the Day, to look on it as consecrated, amongst other excellent Purposes, to that of forming and executing Designs of Tenderness and Compassion to our distressed Brethren.

But even where there is no Room for doing what is commonly called Charity, mere friendly Intercourse and Conversation, with our Rela-

---

1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2. 2 Can. 13.
tions, Neighbours and Acquaintance, (if it take not up too much Time,) is a Demonstration of good Will, which contributes greatly to our mutual Happines. And God's providing the frequent Return of a Day, when all the World should be released from Confinement and Toil, and at Liberty to shew themselves in the most advantageous and pleasing Light to each other, (a Liberty which few in Proportion would ever enjoy, were it not for this their Sabbath,) is an Action worthy of our gracious Maker, and of unspeakable Moment for promoting Courtesey, Affability, and kind Affections. But it is more especially useful for softening and polishing the rugged Tempers and Manners of the lower Sort of Men: who ought on many Accounts highly to value their Festival Days, which one of the principal Heathen Philosophers, Plato, faith, the Gods appointed in Pity to Mankind¹. It was not therefore intended, that we should pass our Lord's Day in fullen Retirement, shunning human Converse, or infecting each other with Melancholy. The Jews were bid to rejoice in their Feasts before the Lord their God². Chris-

¹ Plat. de Leg. 1. 2.
² Lev. xxiii. 40. Deut. xii, 12, 18. xvi. 11. xxvii. 7.
tians are bid to *rejoice in the Lord always*. And a very ancient Father, Tertullian, informs us, that *on the Sunday*, for so he calls it, *they indulged peculiarly to Joy*; as well they might, since He who died *for our Sins, then rose for our Justification*. Indeed would we but practise Christianity as we ought, we should find its Promises of Pardon and Strength, its beneficial Precepts, and glorious Prospects, the Assurance of God's Love to us, and the Exertion of our own Love to Him and our Fellow-Creatures, Matter of the highest Joy, both within ourselves, and amongst each other. And we are much to blame, that we banish religious Topics from our Discourse; which might be, if properly introduced, the most delightful Part of it. Not that lower Subjects of agreeable and cheerful Conversation need be at all excluded from a Share in the Day: for harmless good Humour is an amiable and useful Virtue. Only we must take singular Care now of what we should remember always: that nothing censorious or uncharitable, nothing profane or indecent, nothing too light and ludicrous, come out of our Mouths; nothing unworthy of rational and religious Persons. By such Behavi-

*Phil. iv. 4.*  
*Apol. c. 16.*  
*Rom. iv. 25.*
our and Communication, we shall observe the full Import of the Prophet *Isaiah*'s Direction to the Jews; that they should *honour the Sabbath, not doing their own Ways, nor finding their own Pleasure, nor speaking their own Words*. This doth not mean, that whatsoever was pleasing was for that Reason to be avoided by them: but that Exercises of Piety ought then to be their chief Pleasure; and nothing unsuitable to them, however pleasing, done or uttered. They were not to say, *Our Lips are our own: who is Lord over us*? but at this Time especially to prefer Innocence before Inclination.

And as cheerful Discourse is not forbidden on the Day, so neither is a cheerful Use of God’s Creatures, who *hath given us richly all Things to enjoy*. The religious Governor *Nehemiah*, after the People had been assembled to hear the Law, dismissed them with these Words: *Go your Way, eat the Fat, and drink the Sweet, and send Portions unto them for whom nothing is prepared: for this Day is holy unto our Lord*. And it is said of the first Christians, immediately after the mention of their Worship, as if it followed immediately after, that *they did eat*

\[\text{Isa. lviii. 13.} \quad \text{Pf. xii. 4.} \quad \text{i Tim. vi. 17.} \quad \text{Neh. viii. 10.} \]
their Meat with Gladness, and Singleness of Heart, praising God. But then both over-plentiful Indulgence, and luxurious Delicacy, making the Gratification of our Appetite a serious Study, or in the expressive Language of Scripture, a God of our Belly, is very inconsistent, not only with the Business of the Day, but with our whole Profession. And yet more so are Intemperance and Debauchery: which profane our Sabbath beyond Comparison worse, than labouring upon it would do; pervert it from the Service of God to that of the Devil; and make it a public Mischief instead of a Blessing. To prevent this therefore every one ought carefully to watch over Himself, Parents over their Children, Heads of Houses over their Families, and Magistrates over the whole Community. For very few Things would either do Inferiors more Good, or intitle Superiors to a larger Share of Divine Favour, than if the latter would enable themselves to say, with the excellent Governor above-mentioned: I commanded to sanctify the Sabbath-Day: Remember me, O my God, concerning this, and spare me, according to the Greatness of thy Mercy.

d Acts ii. 46, 47. e Phil. iii. 19. f Neh. xiii. 22. But
But here a Question may be put: Supposing Vice be avoided, may not Amusements and Diversions be allowed? Now in the first Place, Who are they that ask this? Persons, that neglect religious Duties? They have no Right to ask it. Let them do what is commanded on the Day, before they examine what is permitted: else their Inquiry comes only to this, Whether they may disregard it from Beginning to End. For such to plead for Relaxations after the Business of the Day is over, when, God knows, their whole Business upon it hath been Idleness or worse, is beyond Measure absurd. And therefore, when some Recreations on Sunday in the Afternoon were unadvisedly permitted by Authority, for a while, above an hundred Years ago, they, who had not first attended both Morning and Evening Service, were expressly forbidden to partake of them. And of those, who do attend the Service of God, very few desire them. Such of the labouring, and lower Sort of the trading People, as profess any Seriousness, are well content with indulging themselves afterwards, at home in amicable Conversation, or abroad in a friendly Visit, or the Refreshment of going for a while to contemplate the Beauties of the Creation, which
which this Day was appointed, amongst other Things, to commemorate. And they are very sensible, that taking Liberties, at all considerably greater, would be unfit and unsafe. The Minds of Men, even while they were at Church, would be running on the Diversions, that were to follow: they would be tempted by them to neglect, perhaps entirely, religious Exercises in private: their Amusements would grow to be light and indecent, or tumultuous and mischievous, or both: Expences and Excesses, Drunkenness and Debaucheries, Quarrels and Disorders would attend them: the Day would come by Degrees to be regarded as a Day of Sport only; and if once pious Thoughts were banished at the Time peculiarly appointed for them, when would they find a Place in our Hearts?

Now if these Considerations ought to weigh, and do weigh, with those who are almost constantly kept to Business, and for whom alone, on that Account, the Recreations formerly allowed, were intended and calculated; much more may they, who have Leisure for them nearly as often as they will, and perhaps employ a great deal too much of the Remainder of the Week in them, afford without murmuring
ing to distinguish one Day in seven by abstaining from them. Still the few of those, who do not abstain from them, and yet behave like serious Persons in other Instances, ought to be respected as such; and judged of, in this Particular; with Moderation and Charity. But surely at the same Time they should be asked: Where is the Need, where is the Good, of these Indulgences of yours on the Lord's Day? If you are very fond of them, you ought, as reasonable Creatures; and moral Agents, to mortify a Fondness, for which you can have no just Ground. And if you are indifferent about them, for what Cause do you affect to make this Innovation: contrary, we apprehend, to Religion; contrary, you must own, to the Laws and Usages of your Country? Is it to shew, that you think farther than the Vulgar? Shew it in somewhat better. Indeed, think a little farther still, and you will see, that Compliance with wise Customs is a wise Thing. And why is not that Custom such, which hath obtained universally amongst us, till of late, in this Matter? Is the Observation of this Day grown so excessively strict within these few Years, that there is a Necessity of taking new Methods to relax it? Are all your Servants grown so im-
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moderately scrupulous, that you must try to weaken the Force of Principle in them, by giving them to understand, that you have but little of it yourselves? For while they conceive you to violate the Sabbath, they will conceive you to disregard God. Is this then the Light, in which you would have Them, in which you would have other serious Persons consider you? Whether they will inveigh against you, or only grieve for you, why should you give them Cause to do either? Why should you countenance and encourage the Profane, tempt the Conscientious, by your Example, to do what they inwardly condemn, or help to make them look ridiculous, if they stand out? But indeed, could you bring all People into your own Opinion, would it be desirable? Are not Amusements, and particularly that of Play, grown much too general and frequent and expensive already? And why would you increase it thus? Why would you have the lower Part of the World, whom happily their Business preserves from such Things on other Days, come to think them lawful on this; when they have full Leisure for them, and may argue very plausibly in favour of their own Inclinations from the Practice of their Superiors? Must not the Introduction
tion of these Liberties probably keep them, often from Church, almost always from being the better for going thither; give them quite a wrong Turn, waste their small Profits and Earnings, and drive them to many unjust Methods of repairing their Losses, and supplying their Extravagancies; by which, I need not tell you, their Betters must be Sufferers? On these Accounts an Author, not suspected of any Religion, whom I quoted in my first Discourse on this Subject, had however Policy enough to see, and lay it down for a Rule, that Diversions ought to be strictly prohibited on the Lord's Day. Indeed, besides these particular bad Effects, the Use of them on that Day must contribute in general to perpetuate without Intermission an Eagernefs for Pleasure and Entertainment, irreconcilable with a Spirit of Piety, and to exclude serious Thought even at the most serious Times.

It hath been said, that such Employment is better, than talking and hearing Scandal. But I am afraid the former by no Means prevents the latter. Or say it did, where is the Necessity of either? If our Amusements alone restrain us from Evil-speaking, we should put ourselves without Delay under the Influence of better Motives.
Motives. It hath been pleaded also, that Diver-
versions are used in other Countries on Sunday
Evenings without Harm. But in some they
are used at that Time, because they consider the
Sunday as over at that Time: for they begin
to observe it strictly the Evening before, and
we do not. But still many of them think even
this an insufficient Defence of the Practice;
though Travellers may happen, and no Won-
der, to be chiefly acquainted with the freer
Sort. That it doth no Harm, is easily said, but
hard to be proved. And were it to do but lit-
tle, where Men have been long accustomed to
it, and are withheld, by a more general Seri-
ousness, and a severer Exercise of Authority,
from abusing it; yet it may do infinite Mis-
chief, where it comes recommended by the
Charms of Novelty; and is so unlikely, so im-
possible, to be confined within moderate Bounds,
as in this most licentious Nation. We have
much more Need therefore to learn from for-
ign Countries their Practice of going to
Church both the Morning and Afternoon of the
Day, than of Recreations in the Close of it:
for it is extremely perverse to reject their Au-
thority in the former Case, while we rely on it
in the latter. And surely, upon the Whole, every good, every prudent Person, instead of being zealous to propagate Things of this Nature, must see Cause to discourage them, at least by abstaining from them; and to labour in every Way, both for their own Sakes and that of the Public, to preserve, (what there is much Want of increasing,) the small Remainder of Christianity, that is left amongst us. Considered in our private Capacities, our Business here is, not to please ourselves without Regard to Consequences, but so to spend the few Sabbaths and few Days, which we have to come on Earth, that we may be qualified, at the End of them, to enter into that eternal Sabbath, that Rest, which remaineth for the People of God in Heaven. And considered as a Nation, we have great Cause to remember, for our Direction, the Promise and the Warning, which God gave the Jews for theirs, If thou turn away thy Foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy Pleasure on my Holy Day, and call the Sabbath a Delight; the Holy of the Lord, honourable—I will cause thee to ride upon the high Places of the Earth, and feed thee with the
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Heritage of Jacob thy Father: But if ye will not hearken unto me, to hallow the Sabbath Day—I will kindle a Fire in the Gates of Jerusalem, and it shall devour the Palaces thereof, and shall not be quenched.

\[b\] Isa. lviii. 13, 14.  
\[i\] Jer. xvii. 27.
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PHIL. iv. 5.

Let your Moderation be known unto all Men.
The Lord is at Hand.

THE Word, Moderation, signifies in the Original that Reasonableness of Mind, which curbs the Exorbitancies of all our Passions, Appetites and Imaginations; confining us to proper Degrees of being affected by the Things about us, and of exerting ourselves in Relation to them: from which larger Meaning it is naturally and easily contracted to express more especially the due Restraints of Desire and Anger, Fear and Sorrow. In discoursing upon it therefore, I shall so treat of the Temper in general, as to have a more immediate Regard to these Instances of it in particular, whilst
whilst I endeavour to recommend the Virtue of Moderation:

I. From its Conduciveness to the Practice of our Duty.

II. From its good Influence on the Happiness of our Lives here on Earth.

III. From its Importance to that succeeding State, the near Approach of which the Text places in our View.

I. I would shew, how conducive the keeping all our inward Movements within just Limits is to the Practice of our Duty. But here it must be observed, that a merely natural Vehemence of Spirit is not strictly an actual Sin, though it be one of the Consequences of our original Depravity, which we have usually much Cause to lament. For it always puts us on a harder Trial, than Persons of a cooler Temperament have to undergo. Yet still, the greater is our Virtue, if we stand this Trial: and the less our Guilt, if we sometimes fail, from Infirmity or Surprize. But if we act wrong through gross Negligence or deliberate Indulgence; that we were strongly inclined to it, is no good Excuse: for as we could not but know our Inclination,
we ought to have watched against it, and checked it. Therefore it is not the Warmth of Temper, with which we are born, and against which we strive, but the wilful or heedless Indulgence of it, that unfit us for the Duties of Life.

We are all of us very sensible, in the main, what those Duties are: we seldom err much in any Particular, when we really desire to know, what is incumbent on us: the Fitness of pious and virtuous Behaviour is evident to our Understandings; and the Esteem of it natural to our Hearts. A Stranger to human Affairs would from this Account immediately conclude, that surely scarce any one ever missed then of doing as he ought. We are unhappily too well acquainted with them to judge thus: and see the Case to be so very much otherwise, that had we no other Guide to direct our Inquiries than our own Reason, it would be impossible for us to say with any Certainty, how we come to be so inconsistent with ourselves. But when once the Scripture hath taught us, that we have lost the primitive Strength and Uprightness, in which God created Man, all the rest is easy.

For we are surrounded here, on every Side, with worldly Objects, capable of giving us Pleasure and Pain; and of stirring up in our corrupted
ruptured Natures excessive Emotions of Desire, Hope, Fear, Anger, Sorrow. These Passions importunately solicit our Attention; and according to the Degree, in which they are gratified, ingrofs it to themselves: till we find so many earthly Things to long after, or to dread; to love, or to hate; to rejoice in, or to lament; and that with such immoderate Earnestness; that Virtue and Religion are seldom thought of, and seldom still to any good Purpose: their Obligations are, at some Times, with miserable Subtlety eluded; and at others, resolutely and desperately broken through, even when we see what we are doing, and see the Consequences.

These are the daily Effects of being too strongly moved by the Things of this Life. And they are bitter Streams, that will flow, till the Fountain of our Hearts\(^a\) is healed and purified, \emph{by Faith}\(^b\) in that Grace, which our blessed Lord hath procured for us by his Death, and offers to us in his Gospel. Whatever we allow to make the greatest Impression upon our Minds, that will have the greatest Influence on our Conduct; and by Degrees exclude every Thing else. It is our Saviour’s Determination,  

\(^a\) 2 Kings i. 21, 22; James iii. 2. \(^b\) Acts xv. 9.
that no Man can serve two Masters: that is, when their Commands interfere. We may indeed change from one to another, and so be faithful to neither, and displease both. But whatever we permit for the present to engage our Attention, that for the present we shall pursue, and pass by or trample upon every Thing else, which may stand in our Way to it. Thus, if we indulge considerably the Love of Pleasure, of Gain, of Advancement; we may design indeed, or think we design, along with it, to keep within the Bounds of Temperance, of Justice, of Humility, and preserve a due Regard to the Interests of a future State. But these Purposes will be ineffectual: the Objects, to which our fallen Nature is prone, will by the Help of but a little Partiality in their Favour, fill our Souls and bias our Actions. Again: if we suffer ourselves to be discomposed by the Happiness of others, we shall grow envious; if by Injuries from others, we shall grow revengeful. If we let the more harmless Passions of Fear and Sorrow become predominant, we shall unfit ourselves for Usefulness in our Stations, and weaken our Sense of Gratitude for the Blessings of Life. If we only give a Loose to un-


meaning
meaning Fancy and Caprice, we shall degrade the Dignity of our Species, and be hurried not only into Folly, but Sin. In what Way soever Inclination bears us along, beyond the sober Dictates of Reason, we shall be continually and almost irresistibly tempted to overlook and transgress those Rules of Duty, which a better Command of ourselves would have enabled us to perceive and disposed us to observe.

Our Maker expects from us, that we should first measure the Value of Things rightly, then esteem them suitably to it. And almost the only Error, by which we fail of this, is being affected too much by the Concerns of the present World, and from thence too little by those of the next. There is, it must be owned, a great Variety of Wickedness amongst Men: and Sins directly opposite to each other. But in one Point they agree notwithstanding: that the Commission of them all is greatly owing to the same inconsiderate Eagernefs, by which we paint to ourselves Things here below in much too strong Colours, and receive such deep Impressions from them, as efface, for the Time at least, all the Dictates of Prudence and of Conscience. Indeed over-much Vehemence, even in Matters, that appear to have no Tendency
dency towards Guilt, is both wrong in itself, and habituates Men to the same Vehemence on worse Occasions. Nay, Zeal for Things that seem, or even are, good and laudable, if it exceed Bounds, frequently misguides great Numbers, either to mistake very strangely what they mean to aim at, or to use Methods for attaining it, which are quite unjustifiable. This hath been so dreadfully the Case in political and religious Disputes, that every one disposed to uncommon Heat about either, hath peculiar Need to examine his Heart, whether what he imagines to be necessary Earnestness in the Cause of God or his Country, be not wholly or in Part sinful Impetuosity; and to watch carefully against that Extreme; which may be as bad or worse than the lukewarm Indifference of others.

Moderation then, about every Thing relative to this World, is highly requisite for the Practice of our Duty. I proceed now to shew you,

II. That it is not less so for the present Happiness of our Lives.

Every one of our Passions, Appetites and Inclinations, when raised too high, is capable of giving us very uneasy Agitations of Mind: and
and some, if indulged at all beyond Reason, are grievously painful to ourselves, and many Ways prejudicial to those amongst whom we live. They of Course will be inticed or provoked to the same Unreasonableness, of which they have seen us guilty: and thus it is, that Sins and Sufferings propagate one another, and increase without End. But here I would consider more distinctly the bad Consequences of immoderate Desire and Anger, Fear and Grief.

They, that will not restrain their Desires, must often earnestly wish for Satisfactions, which they cannot in the least hope to obtain: and this directly brings on Repining, Despondence, Misery. And usually such, as do hope, will also fear; and continue, perhaps a long Time, in a very disagreeable Suspence between both. Or let Hope, if it can, be so strong as to exclude Fear; and full Expectation give the utmost Pleasure: not to say, that such Pleasure, whilst it lasts, is tumultuous, wastes the Spirits, and wears the Frame; only think, how often, in a World so uncertain, it will vanish all at once; and what Effects a sudden Fall from this Paradise must have on a Mind impatient and undisciplined! But supposing no such Disappointment to happen: Persons of an eager and restless
refless Temper, after gaining one Point, are apt to be immediately just as solicitous about another: so they are always in Pursuit, and never contented. *What hath Man of all his Labour; and of the Vexation of his Heart, wherein he hath laboured under the Sun? All his Days are Sorrows, and his Travel, Grief: yea, his Heart taketh not Rest in the Night. This also is Vanity*. Very gentle and governable Desires would sufficiently excite us to consider what is really worth acquiring, and to bestow upon it the Labour, which it deserves. Besides, not uncommonly People miss the Object of their Wishes, merely by over-great Anxiety about obtaining it. And being anxious for any Thing beyond its Capacity of giving us true Happiness, can do us no Service; but much Harm it easily may. Now that the several Things, which Mankind run after so passionately do not make them happy, is a notorious Fact. Every Day we see those, who have been the most successful in the Race, as miserable as any: or we might see it, if we would, with the least Reflexion. And to what is it then, that they are sacrificing the real present Enjoyment of their Beings?

* Eccl. ii. 22, 25.
Another Passion, in which we are extremely prone to be excessive, and wretched by the Excess, is Anger. We let very small Matters move us very greatly; sometimes imaginary Faults of others: and so we disquiet and torment ourselves, as well as them, without any Manner of Cause. A little Study of Moderation would prevent all this, and more Evil: would suppress that absurd Unreasonableness, which puts us often out of Humour, and now and then violently, without knowing, why we are so: would teach us to distinguish, (which we commonly forget to do,) those who have not offended us from those who have; and would never allow us to punish the Innocent with the Guilty. For want of this, Resentment boils within us, and perhaps flames out, to our extreme Hurt in several Respects, against such, as very innocently, from Accident or Ignorance, or a just Regard to themselves or their Friends; or it may be a kind one to us, stand in the Way of any Thing, that we want to do or have. But even supposing that Men really treat us ill, yet it must be our Wisdom and our Interest to consider coolly, what Alleviations may be pleaded: what Mistake or Inadvertence of theirs, what Indiscretion of ours, or Suggesti
gestion of others, may have occasioned the Misdemeanor. And a calm Temper will presume, that there may be Alleviations, where none appear. Or if there were none, it would still reflect, that in this World, Things will go wrong, and human Creatures act amiss: that we must prepare ourselves for such Events, and not be shocked at them: that the Offender is our Brother, whom we ought to love; and that, with all his Faults, we are but too like him; subject, if not to the same, yet to others; and possibly, all Circumstances weighed, nearly as bad, or worse. Now such Reflexions, made habitual, would contribute unspeakably to the Tranquillity and Comfort of our Lives. Anger always gives Pain to him who feels it: and we should avoid feeling that Pain as much as we can. It rises also, with amazing Suddenness, almost in Spite of us, if once we give it vent, to the most unexpected and pernicious Extremities. Even the lower Degrees of it displease, and are intended to displease, the Persons against whom it is expressed: this excites them to make such Returns, as cannot fail to be uneasy to us, but often do us great and lasting and irreparable Mischief: and from hence a very large Part of the Misery, that Men undergo, proceeds. We
have but seldom really considerable Provocations: and therefore it is absurd to be affected, as if we had them frequently: and how considerable soever they may be, it is highly imprudent to let ourselves be hurried away, we know not whither, by a blind and injurious Rage, the Parent of innumerable Inconveniences and fruitless Repentance; instead of possessing our Souls in Patience; and endeavouring to remove, by Meekness of Wisdom, whatever would make our Passage through Life uncomfortable. But we ought to be singularly mild towards those, who in Reality give us no Provocation: as they certainly do not, who only presume to differ from us in Opinion, be it in Religion or Politics, or any other Point. Yet such Differences have produced more of that Wrath of Man, which worketh not the Righteousness of God, more bitter Contentions, and more shocking Barbarities, even amongst the professed Disciples of the meek and lowly Jesus, than almost any other Cause hath done any where on Earth.

Two other Passions, nearly allied, which often run to a miserable Excess, are Fear and

* James iii. 13.  
* James i. 20.  
* Matth. xi. 29.  

Grief:
Grief: as indeed, when Desire of and Delight in any Thing of this World is too vehement, the Apprehension of losing it, and Concern for having lost it, will be vehement in Proportion. And therefore we must endeavour to moderate the two former of these Emotions, if we would moderate the latter effectually. But indeed we can often be much afflicted on parting with that in which we had little Pleasure: and extremely disturbed with Fear of what is by no Means likely to happen; or if it should happen, would do us but little Harm; and will certainly do us not the less but the more, for being immoderately disquieted about it beforehand, or grieved at it afterwards. But I shall dwell no longer on these two Passions, because the Weakness and Wretchedness of indulging them is universally acknowledged; though that Acknowledgment is far from putting Men sufficiently on their Guard against them. Only it should be added here, that avoiding Excess of Anxiety under the Troubles of Life, as it is a very common Meaning of the Word, translated Moderation, was that in all Likelihood, which St. Paul had chiefly in his Mind. For it immediately follows: Be careful for nothing; but in every Thing, with Thanksgiving, let your Requests be
be made known unto God: and the Peace of God shall keep your Hearts and Minds through Jesus Christ 1.

Here therefore I shall conclude this Head. For there would be no End of reckoning up minutely the Instances of being too strongly agitated by worldly Things, and the Mischiefs that follow it: precipitate Judgements, rash Resolutions and hasty Choices, made and persevered in; partial Fondnesses, unreasonable Aversions, endless Animosities, obstinate Pursuits of our own Ruin: then utter Discontent with ourselves, the whole World, and the Maker of it: every Folly, every Sin and Suffering, of which an ungoverned Mind is capable.

Thus then the present Wisdom appears of diligently cultivating, and I must add, (for without it, all your Diligence will be in vain) earnestly praying for, that Calmness and Moderation of Spirit, which the Apostle requires that we should not only have, but should also let it be known unto all Men: an Expression comprehending several Particulars of great Moment: that we should not be satisfied with our own Opinion, that we rule our Passions well,

1 Phil. iv. 6, 7.
(a Matter about which we are daily deceived) but proceed in the Discipline of them, till every one else allows us to be Masters; that the good Effects of our Composure should be perceived and felt, not only at some Times, and by some Persons, but always by all who are concerned with us; and lastly, that we should be careful to shew the World around us, by our Example, set before them with Decency and Modesty, how possible, how becoming, how beneficial, the practice of this Virtue is.

And the Motive, subjoined to this Precept, is a powerful one indeed: which therefore I proposed to lay before you

III. Its Importance to our obtaining a favourable Sentence in the approaching Day of Judgement, and eternal Blessedness in our future Life. Let your Moderation be known unto all Men. The Lord is at Hand.

However plainly it appears, that strict Self-Government is the true Secret for Self-Enjoyment here, yet the whole World hath agreed and resolved upon it, that the contrary shall be true: that the Life for a Man to lead, who will make the most of his Time on Earth, is in a Course of eager Desires, vehement Pursuits,
and high Expectations, unbounded Indulgence in what he likes, and keen Resentments against all that would disappoint him. Each confirms the other in this Way of thinking and acting. That we see one another miserable by it, nay feel ourselves to be so, this avails not: we go on still, and scarce any one hath the Courage to trust himself, and call the Judgement of Mankind in Question. If it must be so then, let that Point be insisted on no longer. But be the Happiness of this Life what it will; yet if this Life be not all, if it be but a small Part of what we are concerned in, it will deserve but a small Part of our Attention. And looking on human Affairs in this Light, will soon place before us a very different Scene, from that which usually attracts our Eye. Here we are pursuing Pleasures, Riches, Rank, Power, some Imagination or another, belonging solely to this present State of Things, as our great Good: our whole Hearts are engaged and overwhelmed in Fears and Hopes and Joys and Sorrows, arising from these Objects, and nothing else for any Continuance affects them. Yet all the while, this present State, and every Thing in it, is confessedly a Trifle, compared to that eternal one, which is to follow. What are
are we about then, and how unaccountably do we deceive ourselves! We are not really miserable, if Things go contrary to our Wishes here: we are not truly happy, if they go according to them. This World looks considerable, because its Objects are near and glaring: but it deludes us. The Whole that we have to do with it, is the least and meanest Part of the Business of our Existence: and the Time will come, when we shall see its enjoyments and its sufferings, all it can promise or threaten, to be nothing; and that the Difference between having gone through it in prosperous or adverse Circumstances, is not worth mentioning. Now what we shall see to be true hereafter, is true at present; and we should endeavour to be affected by it accordingly. If we were, we should be little affected by any Thing besides: but should pass our Days in a happy Calm; and pity those, who voluntarily fill theirs with Disturbance and Hurry; walk in a vain Shadow, and disquiet themselves in vain.*

But the Thought of a future State hath a yet further and stronger Influence in this Case. The Felicity of it is provided for those only,

* Pf. xxxix. 5.
who have made themselves fit for it, through
the Help of God's Grace, by an innocent Be-

haviour, and religious Frame of Soul; neither
of which is consistent with being attached, and
given up, to the Things here below. A Heart
and Affections tied down to them, will grow
like them: become earthy and base, insensible
of pious and virtuous Movements, unmeet for
the Inheritance of the Saints in Light. If any
Man love the World inordinately, the Love of
the Father is not in him. They are different
Spirits, thwarting each other continually: and
we have only to chuse, of which we will be;
for of both we cannot.

And it is a most weighty Consideration
towards determining our Choice, that the
Time which we have, either for busying and
gratifying ourselves here, or preparing for here-
after, is of small Duration. For the Lord is at
Hand. All that we can hope or dread, enjoy
or suffer, in the present State, will soon be
over, possibly very soon: and all that we can do
to qualify us for the next, how much soever we
want, must be done in a very short space of
time. The holy and self-denying Jesus, who
expects and will assist us to imitate him, but

1 Col. i. 12.  
2 John ii. 15.
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will cast us off entirely if we neglect it, he hath said, Behold, I come quickly, and my Reward is with me, to give every Man according as his Work shall be”. The Truth of these Things we all know; the Consequences of them we all must see; and no Words can make them plainer.

Not that either the Affections or the Appetites of our Nature are to be extirpated, but only confined within due Bounds. The Necessaries of each one’s Condition in Life are still to be provided, because they are Necessaries. The Duties, which we owe to each other here, are diligently to be done, because they are Duties. The Comforts of Life too, as they ought to be thankfully received, may doubtless be cheerfully used. Nay even as to the lighter Amusements, if we make them not a Business, but a Relaxation only, at fit times, and in a fit Degree; since our Infirmity may demand a little of them, that little cannot but be lawful. It is in Truth, if we would consider justly, a very humbling Reflexion to think we need them: but since we do, so much as we need must be innocent. And to perplex ourselves with Scruples about small Matters of

\[\text{Rev. xxii. 12.}\] this
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this Kind, would be at once distrusting the Goodness of God, instead of enjoying it properly; and making our Lives uneasy to ourselves, and Religion unamiable to others. But though Errors on this Side ought to be mentioned, and are very pitiable when they happen; yet they are far from being common. It is the opposite Extreme that Mankind in general wants to be guarded against. Let us then remember that whatever Lengths we go in the Indulgence of any Inclination beyond what is on one Account or another plainly requisite, we should be sure to proceed with serious Caution: for human Virtue is very weak, and the Solicitations of Things present very powerful. In Reason indeed they are of small Moment: but in Fact we find it infinitely difficult to fit loose to them, and reserve our Souls for worthier Objects. Take Heed therefore to yourselves, that you say not in your Hearts, my Lord delayeth his Coming, and either begin to smite your Fellow-Servants, or to eat and drink with the Drunken: take Heed, leaft your Hearts be overcharged with the Cares or the Pleasures, the Resentments or the Sorrows of this Life; and that Day come upon you unawares. For

\* Matth. xxiv. 48, 49. Luke xxi. 34

this
this I say, Brethren, the Time is short. It remaineth, that they that weep, be as though they wept not; and they that rejoice, as though they rejoiced not; they that buy, as though they possessed not; and they that use this World, as though they used it not. For the Fashion of this World passeth away.\(^p\)

\(^p\) 1 Cor. vii. 29, 30, 31.
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PROV. X. 7.

The Memory of the just is blessed: but the Name of the Wicked shall rot.

From these Words I shall endeavour to shew,

I. How great a Concern Men naturally have to leave an honourable Memory behind them.

II. What Care God hath taken, that both the Good and the Bad shall be esteemed after Death, as they deserve.

III. What Care We ought to take of the same Thing.

I. That Men have naturally an earnest Solicitude, to leave an honourable Memory behind them.
This indeed is not expressed, but evidently implied in the Text: which being doubtless intended as a Motive to good Actions, and a Discouragement from bad, can yet be neither, unless Mankind are influenced by Regard to future Fame: which indeed they are to a very high Degree. All Men in all Ages, with extremely few Exceptions, if any, have both desired and endeavoured, that others should entertain a good Opinion of them; and, if possible, a great one. To this Pursuit, Multitudes have sacrificed their Ease, their Interest, the dearest of their other Passions, and their Lives themselves. They who have failed in it, have given the strongest, and sometimes most shocking and fatal, Proofs of their Uneasiness: they who have succeeded, have always expressed the highest Joy in the Acquisition; and been celebrated and envied, as happy Persons. Even the lowest Part of the World have thought the Esteem of their Acquaintance, were the Circle of them ever so narrow or mean, well worth having: And the most destitute of any considerable Advantage or Accomplishment to be valued for, have still set up some Claim to Reputation, were it a trifling, were it a groundless, were it an absurd one, rather than have none. They
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They, who know they have forfeited their Title to a good Character, labour hard however, by concealing and palliating Matters, to retain as much as they can of it. And even the abandoned to Wickedness, who know their Fellow-Creatures in general must abhor them, still aim at a little Comfort from the wretched Applauses of their Accomplices. They who take Pains to get over the Love of Reputation, manifest, in Spite of themselves, the utmost Fondness for it, whenever they can have it; and often grievous Longings after it, in those very Cases, where they have destroyed it irrecoverably with their own Hands. Even they who affect to ridicule it as a Folly and a Cheat, have usually nothing else in View than to obtain it, for a pretended Sagacity in detecting the Cheat. Nay, such as think their Duty binds them to extirpate it from their Breasts, as a Frailty and a Sin, certainly think they deserve, and almost constantly shew they expect, much the more of it on that Account. A truly good Person, indeed, will always, in the first Place, seek the Honour, which cometh from God only*. For if we love the Praise of Men, more than hisb; our Saviour hath warned us, by the Example of the

a John v. 44. b John xii. 43.
Jews, who were highly guilty of this Weakness, that we shall neither judge nor act as we ought. And it would be a justly ruinous Mistake, either to do bad Things for the favourable Opinion of those around us, or good Things to be seen of them only, and have that for our Reward, instead of setting God always before us, and seeking for Glory, Honour and Immortality, by approving our Hearts and Lives to Him. But still, Desire of being esteemed by our Fellow-Creatures, consistently with, and in Subordination to, our Maker's Approbation, is a natural, and therefore an innocent Passion; prompts us to what is right, and supports us in it; and surely we have Need of every Support. Nor doth Reason only, but Revelation recommend it to us, even in the more perfect Dispensation of the New Testament itself: exhorting us to the Practice of Righteousness and Peace from this Motive: For he that in these Things serveth Christ, is acceptable to God and approved of Men.

But we not only all desire an honourable Repute, each according to his Notion of it, in our Life-time; whilst it may be serviceable to us,
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to be thought well of; and must at least be pleasing, to be told that we are: but we have earnest Desires also of being remembred, as much to our Advantage as possible, after we are gone. Accordingly, influenced by this Hope, we both do and suffer a great deal, to accomplish Things, the Credit of which we shall live but a very little while to enjoy; nay which perhaps will never be known, till we are dead: we vindicate ourselves to Posterity, with almost as great Solicitude, as to those of our own Times; and feel it a powerful Support under the heaviest Censures that lie upon us now, if we can hope, that such as come after us, will judge more impartially, and hold us in Esteem.

Yet, all the while, we have little or no Imagination, that we shall be then within Reach of hearing what is said of us; or, in any Manner whatever, benefited by Praise, or hurt by Reproach. For which Reason, some Men, who are very sensiblę of what Use a present good Character is, have treated all Concern for posthumous Fame as a mere Absurdity; and valued themselves upon detecting it. Now really if it were one; it would be so palpable a one, that finding it out would be no mighty Discovery.
Discovery. But indeed it is a gracious and wise Provision of our Maker, for the Happiness of his Creatures: and the contrary Persuasion arises, not from Depth of Inquiry, but Superficialness.

In many, if not most Things, Providence hath appointed our Pleasure here below to proceed much more from Pursuit and Expectation beforehand, than from Enjoyment afterwards: by which Method we have plainly some Happiness both sooner and surer, than if it began only with the Attainment of our Wishes. It is true, we must also have some Disappointment from hence: but This, (besides that Reason and Experience will keep it from being excessive,) may by Religion be rendered extremely useful: as it shews, that complete and lasting Satisfaction is not to be had on Earth. Nay, if obtaining our Desires were to give us no Pleasure, indeed if we were never to obtain them, yet the Pleasure we have in the Prospect of obtaining them would certainly be valuable, in Proportion to the Degree of it: only abating for the Uneasiness at last, of finding ourselves mistaken. But now in the Case before us, though it were allowed that Persons do not enjoy, after their Deaths, the Reputation in which they
they are then held; yet they enjoy it long before, and that without any Abatement to follow at all; for surely they are not uneasy in the other World, for want of knowing how they are honoured in this.

Besides, as virtuous and beneficial Actions are by far the most certain Way of procuring any durable Esteem from Mankind, so planting in us a Desire of such Esteem as may endure when we are gone, is providing no small Security for our good Behaviour here: and consequently, for our own Happiness, and that of all with whom we are concerned: but particularly of our Children, Relations and Friends; who will doubtless be more regarded on Account of the fair Character that we have left behind us; and incited to imitate that Conduct for which they see our Memory honoured.

So that this Principle, far from being an Impostion on Mankind, and a Prejudice to be rooted out, is an important Blessing, conferred on us by Heaven, and diligently to be cherished; even were it absolutely certain, that the Dead neither have, nor ever shall have, any Knowledge of the Respect that is continued to them after their Decease. But indeed it is by no Means certain, that good Persons departed
may not in their present intermediate State, or however in that after the last Judgement, receive considerable Delight from knowing some Way or other, that the Characters, which they have deserved, have not been denied them, but honourably paid by their Survivors. For as the Desire of being esteemed is a natural Principle, and one which worthy Men beyond others cultivate and improve, why should we doubt of its subsisting hereafter, and being gratified? It is true, the Blessed in Heaven will be much above feeling Pain from any injurious Treatment of their Names on Earth. But why may they not enjoy Pleasure from a just Regard shewn them? Especially as this Pleasure comprehends in it rejoicing that others do their Duty, and that too such a Part of their Duty, as must singularly encourage the general Practice of Virtue. Besides, the good Influence of their Memory is one Way, amongst others, by which they have faithfully endeavoured to be useful amongst Men, and why should not the Knowledge, that they have in some Degree at least succeeded, be one Ingredient in their Reward?

No wonder then, if we rejoice now in the Prospect of what we may hope will give us Joy
Joy to all Eternity: no Wonder if the wise Son of Sirach directs us: Have regard to thy Name; for that shall continue with thee above a thousand great Treasures of Gold. A good Life hath but a few Days: but a good Name endureth for ever.

Still it is extremely evident, (and yet very needful to remind Men, who are strangely forgetful of it) that all this must be cautiously understood of such Reputation only, as is truly good; sought from proper Motives, and pursued by proper Means. For if People affect to be admired for Excellencies, which they have not, their Attempt of cheating Mankind will probably be as vain, as it is certainly unjust: if they court Fame by Qualifications of little or no Value; all that they can gain by it, will be of little or no Use to the World or themselves: and if they aim at it by Methods, that do Harm amongst Men; the higher their Ambition rises, and the more fully it succeeds, the greater Misery they will bring down not only on others, but on their own Heads too. Yet how dreadfully large are the Numbers of those, who have aspired to Reputation by the most insignificant Accomplishments; either not from

* Ecclus. xli, 12, 13.
knowing them to be such, or from Despair of acquiring better: of those, who unwilling to labour honestly for a Character, have thought to purchase it cheaper by Falsehood and Fraud: nay of those also, who not distinguishing between a great Fame and a good one, or however preferring the former before the latter, have chosen rather to be talked of and wondered at for the surprizing Things which they have done, (however mischievous) than esteemed and loved for such beneficent Actions, as they had in their Power. And every one of these not only goes wrong himself, but contributes to lead others into the same Mistake; or to prevent their discerning it, when once made.

The Happiness of Men therefore is greatly concerned in avoiding such Errors: and, as we are so very apt to fall into them, the Goodness of God is very conspicuous in pointing them out so clearly in Scripture: not only stigmatizing those, whose Glory is in their Shame, but warning us against so excessive an Admiration even of Things in themselves valuable, as interferes with the superior Regard we owe to real Piety and Virtue. Let not the wise Man glory in his Wisdom, neither let the mighty Man
glory in his Might, let not the rich Man glory in his Riches. But let him that glorieth, glory in this, that he understandeth and knoweth me, that I am the Lord, which exercise Loving-kindness, Judgement and Righteousness in the Earth: for in these Things I delight, saith the Lord. And though the Word of God most frequently and chiefly insists on other and nobler Motives to a due Regulation of our Love of Fame, yet is it far from either forgetting or slighting this inferior one; that by a worthy Conduct we shall obtain our Desire, and by a criminal one fail of it entirely. For the Memory of the Just is blessed: but the Name of the Wicked shall rot. Let us therefore proceed to examine,

II. What Care the Goodness and Justice of God have taken that both these Things shall be so.

Now two Methods, which he hath employed, have been mentioned already. He hath formed the Hearts of Men to esteem Virtue, and abhor Wickedness, wherever they see or remember it. And he hath made the Happiness of Men, private and public, greatly depend on the encouraging right Actions by as durable Honours as they can, and discounte-
nancing wrong ones by as lasting Infamy. So that if People will act suitably either to their best inward Principles, or their evident Interest, God hath made it secure, that the Assertion laid down in the Text shall be verified. And that, besides this general Provision founded in our Nature, there is also a particular Providence, causing the Memory of the Just and Good to flourish out of their Ashes, and blasting that of the Wicked; not only may be concluded, with very probable Reason, from the divine Attributes, but collected from express Declarations of Scripture on this Head. The Righteous shall be bad in everlasting Remembrance: his Horn shall be exalted with Honour. The Ungodly shall see it and it shall grieve him; he shall gnash with his Teeth and consume away: the Desire of the Ungodly shall perish, and the Candle of the Wicked shall be put out.

Undoubtedly it would be a more pleasing Consideration to worthy Men, and seemingly a more efficacious one, if they could always hope that present Respect would be paid to their Characters whilst living, as well as future to their Memories when dead. And for the most Part it is paid in a good Measure: at least by

\[Pf. \text{cxii. 6, 9, 10.} \]  
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such Persons, as they chiefly desire should approve their Conduct; and in such Proportions, as are very sufficient to give them sensible Comfort and Spirit to go on. But still the Deficiencies in this respect are great, and the Causes of those Deficiencies many. Sometimes the Imperfection of their Goodness, sometimes the Strictness of those Rules, which they find necessary to preserve it; and sometimes also, for it must be owned, unnecessary Peculiarities and Imprudences which obscure it; (as little Faults will frequently hide great Excellencies;) these Things, I say, often hinder very valuable Men, though it is pity they should, from being esteemed in any tolerable Degree like what they ought to be. And there are other yet greater Hindrances, arising from other Quarters: from the Madness and Wickedness of Party Zeal; from the Hatred of the Vicious and Irreligious to those who often must oppose them, and always by their Example at least put them to Shame: from the Envy of moderately good People, to such as one way or other come in Competition with them; and from the Inattention of most People to present Merit, seen familiarly by them every Day.

But
But still neither ought these things to be any Discouragement to Us, nor are they any Objection to the Wisdom of Providence. For, on the Whole, it would probably not be to the Advantage of good Persons, but far from it, to have all the Debt, which Mankind owes them, paid immediately. It might endanger their Humility: lead them to an uncharitable Contempt of others, and a hazardous Confidence in themselves. Both their Virtue and their Peace would be the less secure, the higher their Reputation was raised: and the more they were influenced to what is good by the present Applause of Men; the less Proof they would give, to their own Hearts, as well as to the World, of seeking the future Approbation of God; and of acting from that Faith in Things unseen, which ought to be the main Principle of their Conduct, and shall be the main Foundation of their Reward. Therefore, instead of being so angry as we commonly are, when any one fails of doing our Character Justice; were they to do it ever so much Injustice, we should throw Resentment out of our Thoughts, and look upon every Outrage of this Sort as a Means of improving ourselves; and indeed as one good Mark, that we are in some
some Degree such as we ought. For it is our Saviour's Rule: *If ye were of the World, the World would love his own: but because ye are not of the World, but I have chosen you out of the World, therefore the World hateth you*. Blessed are ye when Men shall revile you and persecute you, and say all Manner of Evil against you falsely, for my Sake. Rejoice and be exceeding glad: for great is your Reward in Heaven: *for so persecuted they the Prophets, which were before you*. Woe unto you, when all Men shall speak well of you: *for so did their Fathers to the false Prophets*.

But when once good Men are removed to another State, all the Reasons, which made it unsafe for Them to receive Praise in this, are over; and most of the Reasons, that made others unwilling to bestow it, are over too. Oppositions of Interests are then usually at an End; Party Animosities cool, unjust Imputations disperse and clear up; some begin to recollect, that they have been too vehement against those that are gone; others, that they have been too negligent of them; their Loss is felt; their good Qualities now stand in no Man's Way, their good Deeds may be told without Suspicion.

of Flattery; over their Imperfections and Singularities a Veil is thrown, partly by time, partly by common Humanity, which is acknowledged peculiarly due to the Ashes of the Dead; we are surprized, that we could fail of discerning their Worth sooner; and we pay them a double Honour in their Graves, by Way of Amends for what we defrauded them of before: not to say, that now and then we raise them a little higher, in hopes of depressing some that survive.

By these Means it comes to pass, that though sometimes there is no Remembrance of the wise Man more than of the Fool: (which appeared to Solomon, whenever it happened, so great an Evil, that he hated Life on account of it\(^p\): ) yet generally speaking they who deserve well have at length due Acknowledgements paid to their Memory. More extensive Merit will, as it ought, have more extensive Commendation. But such, as move in a narrower Sphere, obtain, perhaps full as constantly, all they wished for, and aimed at, in this Respect: an honest Repute, and friendly Regret amongst their Acquaintance. And those who are the least known; who may seem, as the Son of

\(^p\) Eccl. ii. 16, 17. See also ix. 15.
Sirach expresses it, to have no Memorial; but to perish, as though they had never been: if yet, as it follows in him, they were merciful Men, it will be found, that their Righteousness hath not been forgotten. They will almost always have some Witnesses, to preserve the Knowledge of their good Desert, often such as are little thought of: and though very small Notice may seem to be taken of them at present, yet sooner or later they will be remembred; and missed, perhaps a great deal more than, if they knew it, they would wish. Nay, even such as the World hates and persecutes, because it is not worthy of them; against whom it conspires, as the Jews did against the Prophet, saying; let us cut him off from the Land of the Living, that his Name may be no more remembred: if they have not immediately on their Deaths the Testimony born them, which our Saviour in the same case, had on His, Certainly this was a righteous Man; yet in Process of Time they obtain, as the Apostle speaks, a good Report through Faith. Or how long forever the Piety and Virtue of any Persons may be hid and overwhelmed, yet, as He who
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feeth what is done in secret, will reward them openly": let them ever comfort themselves, with being well assured, that if the World overlooks, or even oppresses them for a while, it will not always do so: for the Day is coming, of which Christ himself hath said, Whosoever shalt confess me before Men, (as every one doth, that from a Principle of Conscience adheres to his Duty) him shall the Son of Man confess before the Angels of God. And then at least shall the Righteous, in whatever Obscurity involved before, and by whatever Calumnies blackened, shine forth as the Sun in the Kingdom of their Father; and stand in great Boldness before the Face of such as afflicted them, and made no Account of their Labours; who esteemed their Life to be Madness, and their End without Honour.

But as for the Ungodly it is not so with them: The undeserved Regard, which is too frequently paid them in their Lives; as, generally speaking, it must be insincere, so it seldom outlasts them any considerable Time: their Prosperity, that dazzled the Eyes of Man, vanishes: the Fear or the Favour, for which they were courted, influences no longer: their Power of con-
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cealing and disguising their ill Deeds perishes with them; Things, which they hoped were for ever buried in Darkness, rise up against them; the superficial Agreeableness of slighter good Qualities, that gilded over their more important bad ones, coming now to be less tenderly handled, soon wears off, and leaves them visible in their full Deformity: all who have been injured by them, and all who have been deceived in them, give vent to their Indignation without Restraint: their very Partners in Wickedness, instead of defending or excusing them, often designdly press down their Memories under an aggravated Load of Imputations, to escape the more easily themselves; and even the Candid and Good-natured, however averse their Inclination is to it, yet from Principle give them up to the Justice of public Hate and Infamy. Thus then doth the Name of the Wicked rot: becomes offensive to Mankind, during all the while it lasts; and sometimes it lasts long, to be, as the Scripture calls it, a Reproach and a Proverb, a Taunt and a Curse: then moulders away, and falls gradually into Oblivion; till the Hour come, that they who sleep in the Dust of the Earth shall awake;
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awake; some to everlasting Life, and some to Shame and everlasting Contempt.

You see therefore that God has not only declared in his holy Word, that he will reward the Good, and punish the Bad in the next World; but has also even in this so established the Tendencies of Things that (supposing them to proceed at all in their natural Course) Virtue must at last be held in Esteem, and Vice in Abhorrence. Nor will it be in the Power of unwise or wicked Men, though they do their worst, to prevent this in the main. Yet still in many particular Instances, we may if we will both by Design and Negligence disappoint the Purposes of Heaven for the Good of Mankind. But if we apprehend it, as surely we must, to be our Duty and our Interest, rather to become Labourers together with God, and forward the Execution of his all-wise Counsels; we shall be disposed to consider

III. In what Manner we may best contribute to the due Payment of those very different Regards, which belong to the Memory of the Bad and the Good. For I beg Leave, under this Head to invert the Order of the Text, and dispatch the disagreeable Part of the Subject first.

c Dan. xii. 2.  
d 1 Cor. iii. 9.  

Now
Now here, a principal Thing to be observed is, that Vehemence and Bitterness are so unsuitable to the Temper of Religion, and yet we are so very prone to them, that whoever goes about to fix Infamy on any one whom he dislikes, whether living or dead, should faithfully examine his own Heart in the first Place, and see what Spirit be is of. We cannot easily be too careful; (and it is very uncommon to be careful enough,) that neither the selfish Passions, of Interest, Envy, Resentment, nor the Excess of any more generous Principle, Concern for public Good, for Virtue, for Religion itself, ever move us to do Injustice to any Man's Character: that we judge as mildly, as with Reason we possibly can; and speak yet more mildly, than we judge. For there are Multitudes of Things, that may lead us into Mistakes, by which we may be guilty of grievous and cruel Outrages against the Reputation of Persons, who have done nothing amiss, whilst we mean perhaps only to be zealous in a good Cause. Nay indeed, were there no Danger of Mistakes at all, Severity of Justice ill becomes Creatures, so liable to Faults as Men are. And Se-
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verity against the Memories of those, who are gone to answer for what they have done, hath so peculiar an Appearance of Inhumanity, that we should avoid it with double Caution; whether they have lived in or near our own Times, or in others ever so remote: though in the former Case there is an additional Consideration to restrain us, that unnecessary harsh Treatment of worthless Persons deceased, causes Grief, that might well be spared, to their worthy Relations and Friends that survive.

But still, we are by no Means forbidden, after all, to express a moderate and prudent Disapprobation of bad People, either during their Lives or after their Deaths. On the contrary, due Distinctions ought to be made: and shewing the Characters of such in their true Light may be extremely requisite; sometimes for the Justification of innocent Men, and often for a Warning to inconsiderate ones: that they may see by the Example of others, before it is too late, what Sort of Fame they must expect to leave behind them, if they will act contrary to their Duty: that they may not confound with real substantial Honour, those empty Distinctions of Names and Titles, which the worst
of Men too frequently transmit to their Posterity; nor flatter themselves that even in this undiscerning World there is any Likelihood of one Event to the Righteous and the Wicked\(^f\); in Point of Reputation, whatever may happen in other Respects. And especially, where Admiration of any plausible Character will probably seduce others into wrong Conduct, there taking off the Varnish from it, and exposing it naked to View, so far as may be requisite to prevent any dangerous Mistakes, is an important Duty.

But indeed, for the most Part, the Name of the Wicked, if let alone, will rot of itself: and all that we shall need to do is, not to undertake the nauseous and fruitless Office of embalming it. To endeavour this for private Advantage, is one of the meanest and basest Subserviences to Sin. And even where Gratitude of Relation may demand from us some Regard for the Memory of wicked Men, we should however always content ourselves, with saying in their Favour what we can with Truth; and keeping Silence, as much as we are able, concerning the rest: but by no Means take it amiss, if every one else doth not keep Silence; nor

\(^f\) Eccl. ix. 7.
expect in the least, that they, who have deserved ill upon the Whole, should be esteemed by Mankind, merely because they have deserved well of us. For by that Rule, every wicked Wretch upon Earth, in his Turn, must have a good Character inviolably preserved to him.

But let us now proceed to the pleasing Part of our Duty, the Honours that we owe to the Memory of the Just; whether they lived in former Days or within our own Knowledge.

Now the Regards due to them are briefly these; that we believe them, on proper Evidence, to be the good Persons they were in Reality; that we consider their Virtues with due Esteem, and their Imperfections with due Candour; that we vindicate their Names from unjust Imputations, and make honourable mention of them whenever a fit Opportunity offers; that we warn and arm ourselves against the Temptations, both of Prosperity and Adversity, by observing how they have gone through each; that we incite ourselves to aim at more Perfection in all Christian Graces, by seeing in them what Heights of Piety and Goodness are attainable; that we learn Watchfulness from their Falls, and a speedy and thorough Repen-
tance from their rising again; that we thank God in our Retirements for the Instructions which his Providence hath vouchsafed to us in their good Lives; and beg of him Wisdom and Strength, to walk as they did, not by the Sight of Things present, but the Faith of Things to come.

It may be hoped, we are none of us so unhappy, as not to have had some such Acquaintance amongst the great Numbers of another Sort, with whom we seldom fail to associate. And we are doubly to blame, if neither the good Examples of ancient Days, acknowledged by all Men; nor the recent Virtues, that we have seen in our Contemporaries, some of them perhaps endeared to us by Nearness of Relation, or Ties of Friendship, can attract our Affections and engage our Imitation. Or if we have hitherto had no Opportunity of being acquainted with such Persons; yet, bad as the World is, they are still to be found in it; and all that are weak in Goodness, are especially concerned to seek them out, take Shelter under their Protection, and invigorate themselves by their Assistance. But, alas, instead of this, we attend, almost only, to such
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as can promote our worldly Advantages, or fa-
vourite Amusements; or such as enjoy an un-
common Share of either: to those who can
serve us, or delight us, we attach ourselves
firmly; those who excel us in any Part of the
Vanity and Pride of Life, we envy: account
them the only happy Men; and set our whole
Hearts on becoming happy in the same Way.
But serious, humble, self-denying Worth, we
either quite overlook; or view with an Eye of
Scorn, at best of contemptuous Pity; ridicule,
if not inveigh against, the truest Piety and Vir-
tue, if it goes the least beyond that Standard,
which we have fixed for ourselves, from no bet-
ter Authority than Custom or Inclination; and
are commonly much more severe against the
involuntary or imagined Failings of the best
People, than the wilful and habitual Sins of
the worst. Thus we behave to the Good in
their Lives: or if we do happen to treat them
a little better then, yet instantly on their
Deaths, we lay them aside, and are glad to
think no more of them; not even of our own
Obligations to them: though perhaps we have
had very particular ones, and certainly a gene-
ral one of great Importance; that such Per-
sons
fons are, as the Scripture calls them, the Salt of the Earth: preserve the World by their wholesome Influence, though much too thinly spread over it, yet from being utterly corrupted; and so restrain and mitigate the Wrath of God, by their Prayers and Intercessions, that he often spares the City for the sake of the few Righteous that are therein. Let us remember then, what Reason we have to honour the Good, both living and dead; and to mourn when the Faithful fail from among the Children of Men: let us observe, and point out to Observation, the Usefulness and Amiableness of Religion in others; and make it as useful and amiable in ourselves, as we possibly can: being not only Admirers but Followers also of them, who through Faith and Patience have inherited the Promises. For loving and imitating them here, will qualify us for being happy in an eternal Fellowship with them hereafter. And though it is a much lower Consideration, yet it is far from a contemptible one, that by honouring the Characters of the worthy Persons who are gone before us, we shall

h Matt. v. 13. 1 Gen. xviii. 24. k Ps. xii. 1. l Heb. vi. 12.
best secure that surviving Regard to our own, which we all desire: and when our Bodies are buried in Peace, our Name shall live", and our Memorial not depart away."
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